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Cooperation, the joint management of objects, actions or ideas to
fulfil a purpose that two interactants share, is rarely studied.
However some of the communication of infants in their first year
with adults may involve cooperative action. Predictions about the
origins and development of infant cooperation were derived from
six theoretical approaches to early social behaviour.
Four observational conditions were devised to study mother-infant
cooperation and to test the theoretical predictions. Five infant
girls and their mothers were video-taped in each of these condi¬
tions when the infants were aged 34, 38, 42, 46, 50 and 54 weeks.
The communication of mothers and infants was analysed to define
behaviour categories based on the intention of the actions deter¬
mined by their interpersonal functions. Examination of the
behaviour categories indicated that the subjects' cooperation
consisted of directives, gestures to direct the partner's action,
and their compliant responses. For four infants compliance with
mothers' directives for actions on objects appeared during the
course of the study and for all infants these actions became more
frequent with age. In addition three infants gave directives to
their mothers. These changes in infant behaviour were not condi¬
tioned by the mothers or induced by the mothers' interpretation of
fortuitously performed infant actions, nor were they the result of
infants imitating the mothers. Modifications in the mothers'
behaviour and the increased frequency with age of infant communica¬
tive actions to direct the mothers' attention to objects indicate
that cooperation is part of a general development in the infants'
understanding of human action to which the mothers adapted as
proposed by the theory of infant intersubjectivity. Support for
this position comes from the subjects' person play which showed
similar changes to those in communication with objects.
Results indicate that the infants did not need the mothers to
structure their use of the new communicative actions. Further, by
their looks at the mother's face and positive affect the infants
marked these actions to direct the mother's attention and action
as being of interpersonal significance. The mothers' reports about
their daughters' behaviour at home indicate that during the period
of study the infants performed more cooperative actions as they grew
older and became more perceptive of other persons' actions, atten¬
tions and emotions.
It is proposed that the onset and growth of infant cooperative action
denotes an endogenous development in understanding of personal agency,
both the infant's own and that of other persons. The infant can use
this understanding to learn about his world by observing other
persons' actions, by inducing them to act in specified ways and by
joining in cooperative action with them.
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CHAPTER ONE: DEFINITION OF HUMAN COOPERATION AND EVIDENCE FOR
COOPERATION DURING INFANCY
1.1 DEFINITION OF HUMAN COOPERATION
In their everyday life humans, of necessity, cooperate. Cooperation
is fundamental to the management of all human institutions, be they
national or international ones concerned with legal, political and
fiscal procedures, or on the local community or domestic scale of the
home, workplace, school and neighbourhood organisations. It is
apparent in every kind of interaction, including simple practical
projects like moving furniture or wallpapering, as well as in shared
use of abstractions like making a deal on the stock exchange or
completing a programme of academic research.
In this thesis evidence will be presented that infants under one year
are able to engage in joint actions that meet the basic requirements
for cooperation in direct engagement. When considering the origins
in childhood of such a potentially complex human activity as coopera¬
tion, it is necessary to define the basic processes in their simplest
and most general form. Throughout this thesis the term "cooperation"
will be used to mean the joint management of objects, actions or ideas
to fulfil a purpose that two interactants share. This is similar to
the definition used by Nelson and Madsen (1968) who, in their study
of children, considered that cooperation occurred when individuals
coordinated their actions to achieve a shared goal or purpose. The
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definition implies that there are certain minimum requirements for
cooperation.
A. A shared plan of action has to be established within mutual
orientation. This may be by prior agreement to meet or communicate
at a distance for a specific purpose. Cooperation may also arise
spontaneously in interactions when a person conveys an idea by word
or gesture and indicates to another how they may collaborate.
B. Each participant has to make a distinct contribution that
actively promotes the shared plan. For this the cooperators must
know each other's possible contributions to a joint enterprise. This
involves interpretation of the participants' motives, actions and
communications relative to each other. That is each has to distinguish
clearly between his own and other people's actions and perspectives
and integrate them into a single coordinated event or procedure.
C. Cooperation is willingly entered into and negotiated. It
should be distinguished from persuasion and coercion which involve
differing degrees of antagonism, force and resistance. In the
extreme case one individual acts entirely at the will of another.
This behaviour is not cooperative. On the other hand, willing
obedience to conventional authority is essential to the complex
social cooperation of societal institutions and contributes to their
effectiveness. This requirement for cooperation is similar to a
criterion set by Harre (1982) in defining actions as intentional and
purposive human expressions. He suggested that actions are not
3
forced or the result of compulsion. The effect of such pressure
would be what Harre terms "non-actions".
1.2 STUDIES OF HUMAN COOPERATION
In spite of its prevalence and inherent complexity, cooperation
between people has not been an important area of study in psychology
where research has concentrated on the individual and his solitary
reactions. However a number of studies has looked at the relative
importance of cooperation and competition in the behaviour of
children from the perspective of conventions in social morality.
Several studies indicate that cooperation in the positive sense of
"helpfulness" shows developmental changes and it has been found that
such cooperation is highest in the preschool years and that it
gradually decreases as the child progresses through school where
competition is encouraged (Parton, 1933; Madsen, 1971 and Friedrich
and Stein, 1973). Cross-cultural differences in tendencies to
cooperate and compete have been found with Mexican children coopera¬
ting more than Anglo-American ones (Madsen and Shapira, 1970 and
Kagan and Madsen, 1971), and conditioning studies have established
it is possible to influence the amount of cooperation used by a child
in a game for a prize (Azrin and Lindsley, 1956; Nelson and Madsen,
1968 and Vogler et al, 1970). There have been very few studies of
spontaneous cooperation occurring in the everyday behaviour of
children. Notable exceptions are the work of Parton (1933) and
Friedrich and Stein (1973). Yet this approach offers a vast area
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for research into such aspects as the development of cooperative
behaviour, the personality characteristics of children who cooperate
best and the actions used to initiate and maintain interaction for
cooperative purposes.
On a quite different line there have been developments in psycholin-
guistic theory in recent years that are pertinent to the study of
cooperation and communication in general. Speech act theory (Austin,
1962 and Searle, 1969) proposes that utterances have not only a
propositional or truth-stating content, but also an interpersonal
force. This analysis recognises that in speaking, people try to
affect each other in particular ways, warning, informing, commanding,
seeking information, thanking, promising, etc. As a consequence of
this advance in theory of language function, a large part of psycho-
linguistic research has moved from studies of the grammar and
structure of utterances or text to studies of language including
conversational speech used to exert interpersonal influence.
Grice (1975) gave important clarification of the interpersonal
functions of language by suggesting that conversations are essentially
cooperative events and that "each participant recognises in them, to
some extent, a common purpose or set of purposes, or at least a
mutually accepted direction" (p.45). The contributions of the
participants are mutually dependant and to use Grice's own term
"dovetailed", and agreement is explicitly reached about when a
conversation should start and end. In developing his ideas about the
"cooperative principle" in conversations, Grice sought evidence about
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what people try to achieve together in using language and he used the
practical examples of people jointly mending a car or mixing a cake.
Grice's ideas have received support from studies of the joint
regulation of conversations. Sacks et al (1974) proposed that in
naturally occurring conversations, their openings, closing, the turn-
taking of the participants and changes in conversational topic are
all "interactionally managed" by the participants. Each of the
parties to a conversation has a goal or purpose and is also aware
that others too are seeking to achieve purposes in the conversation.
While conversing all the participants are involved in careful planning
to allow each person to reach his goal.
Such theories about the communicative nature of language have supported
an increasing interest in description of adult interpersonal behaviour
in the recent past. There have been many detailed studies of non¬
verbal communication, interpersonal perception and training in social
skills (Hinde, 1972; Argyle, 1967 and 1975; Argyle et al, 1981;
Danzinger, 1976 and Weitz, 1979), as well as more informal studies of
the structure of sequences of human social behaviour (Goffman, 1956
and 1971, and Morris, 1977), while the ethnomethodologists' studies
of everyday interactions have sought to elucidate practical social
knowledge and reasoning (Garfinkel, 1967; Cicourel, 1974 and Mehan
and Wood, 1975) . The studies have been very wide ranging and though
most have not explicitly investigated cooperation, many of the
techniques developed would be appropriate to such a programme.
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1.3 EVIDENCE FOR COOPERATION DURING INFANCY
The growing interest in interpersonal behaviour and communication has
also been expressed in studies of infants. This has created a
revolution in thinking about early human psychology. No longer is
the infant seen as helpless and psychologically isolated from other
people. Even young infants have been found to be unexpectedly preco¬
cious in engagements with persons. Evidence has been gathered about
the forms, phasing and patterning of interpersonal attention,
emotional expression, gesturing and vocalisation of infants in the
first few months interacting with their mothers, e.g. Jaffe et al
(1973), Brazleton et al (1974), Trevarthen (1974 and 1979), Stern
(1974a, 1974b and 1977), Stern et al (1975) and Bateson (1975).
It was this kind of finding that led Trevarthen and Hubley (1978)
to investigate interpersonal behaviour throughout the first year of
life and in the course of this they found evidence for infant
cooperation. Initially there were two separate studies of infants
aged under six months. One looked at the infant's interaction with
the mother and the second was an investigation of early reaching and
manipulation of objects. In order to find out how these two areas
of psychological action developed, one mother was invited to come
to the laboratory with her daughter (Tracey) for video-recording at
regular intervals from three weeks after the infant's birth until her
first birthday. These recording sessions were unconstrained and from
the free play between mother and infant it became apparent that
social and object related activities did not remain separate after
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four or five months. The mother used her daughter's interest in
objects to stimulate her attention, creating games of animation and
teasing. When the baby was ten months old there was a dramatic
change in their interactions. For the first time in the observation
sessions mother and infant performed joint activities like proffering
and receiving toys, giving gestured directives for actions on toys
and actively complying with these. The mother and infant clearly
found delight in the new communicative abilities to engage in joint
practical activities which Trevarthen and Hubley identified as
cooperation.
Other researchers have found changes in communication at this age.
While not studying cooperation, many of the communicative actions
they describe appear to be cooperative. In his scales of infant
development, Illingworth (1980) proposed that at forty weeks the
infant is expected to pull another person's clothes to attract
attention and four weeks later he should hold out an arm or foot to
help with dressing and drop objects so that they will be picked up.
At one year the infant may kiss a person on request. Other develop¬
mental assessment scales (e.g. Griffiths, 1954 and Buhler and Hetzer,
1935) suggest the examiner use instructions to get the infant to
perform particular test items. However the behaviours being assessed
are manipulatory and not interpersonal or communicative, e.g. hitting
two objects together.
Using speech act theory to analyse the transition from prelinguistic
communication to language, Bruner (1975, 1977) suggested that
linguistic concepts are first expressed in action. By studying the
joint action of mother and infant, Bruner identified actions of
shared reference and exchanging communicative roles in giving and
receiving objects which are the kinds of communicative actions used
in cooperation. Bates and her colleagues (1975 and 1976) employing
ideas from speech act theory and Peirce's (1932) pragmatic analysis
of language, made a study of prelanguage communication. They
described a number of gestured communications that appeared in
different subjects in a consistent order. These gestures included
the cooperative ones of inducing the adult to perform particular
actions.
Sugarman-Bell (1978) found evidence of communication about objects
starting towards the end of the first year. She identified person
oriented and object oriented actions which in young infants were
performed separately. At nine or ten months they started combining
these areas of action to give coordinated person-object orientations
Among the examples of person-object orientations Sugarman-Bell gives
are giving or taking objects on request.
Halliday (1975) in a study of the earliest manifestations of actions
of meaning in his son's vocalisations, argued that learning to talk
involves a process of interaction between the child and other people
and that the linguistic system the child is acquiring has a
functionally organised semantic system as well as a phonological
system. From an early age language is used to regulate the actions
of other people and this was apparent in his son's protolanguage, i.
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there was a consistent use of particular vocalisations in different
situations. Halliday identified four functions to achieve specific
communicative effects in the protolanguage of this infant between
nine and twelve months which he glossed as demands for objects,
commands for events to be repeated, greetings and personal expres¬
sions of interest, pleasure and withdrawal.
There would appear to be much evidence that by the end of the first
year infants have started to communicate with other people about
the use of objects, regulating their attention and actions
accordingly. While these investigations have not set out to study
infant cooperation, they provide evidence of early gestural and
vocal behaviours that indicate cooperative understanding.
1.4 AIMS AND SUMMARY OF THIS THESIS
This study sets out to further investigate early infant cooperation,
to identify its forms and precursors and to try to account for its
origins. Chapter Two describes the theories contending to explain
early development of social and interpersonal understanding and
predictions are derived from these about the origins of infant
cooperation. Chapter Three gives details of the practical proce¬
dures and theoretical basis of the analysis used to investigate
the communications of mothers and infants, while in Chapter Four
is presented a discussion of the categories of communication identi¬
fied in this study in order to establish which may be cooperative.
Then Chapter Five gives evidence about infant cooperation and its
onset relevant to the contending explanations for its origin.
In the study of Tracey in which Trevarthen and Hubley (1978) first
discovered infant cooperation, they also identified a "period of
games" prior to the appearance of cooperation. However, they did
not examine the social play of the subjects once they had been
identified as cooperating using objects. Chapter Six sets out to
describe the developments in social play in the second half of
the first year and to clarify the relations between communication
using objects and actions in social play. Particular attention
is paid in Chapter Seven to the infants' attempts to engage the
mother in communication in order to establish the contributions
of infants and mothers to creating and maintaining cooperation
and other forms of communication. Psychological research indi¬
cates that interpersonal expressions of gaze, smiles and
laughter are important in maintaining communication and in
Chapter Eight the infants' use of the behaviours are examined
to establish how they function in cooperation and other communica¬
tion. Chapter Nine presents evidence from the mothers' reports
of the infants' use of cooperation in their everyday home life.
Finally in Chapter Ten, the findings are discussed and implica¬
tions drawn about the nature of early human cooperation and its
importance for subsequent acquisition of skill and knowledge.
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CHAPTER TWO: PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES OF INFANT SOCIAL AND
INTERPERSONAL UNDERSTANDING AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
The communication shown by infants in their first year already involves
complex interpersonal behaviours. Although cooperation itself has not
been extensively studied, psychologists have developed theories about
infant social behaviour which can help to explain cooperation. There
are six main theoretical approaches dealing with the origins and
development of infant social behaviour and knowledge. These derive
from cognitive development, learning theory, modelling, symbolic
interactionism, attachment theory and the theory of innate infant
intersubjectivity. Each of these will be considered in turn.
2.1 COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
Piaget's psychological theory of human intellectual development
describes an active child who, by his actions and cognitions, tries
to make sense of the surrounding world (1953). The child is not
simply at the mercy of external events. According to Piaget there
is an interaction between the individual and his environment through
adaptation involving the twin processes of assimilation (the
individual organising the world by his actions and mental processing)
and accommodation (the modification of the individual's actions and
cognitions by the structure of the environment). Through this process
of adaptation Piaget suggested that the individual develops concepts
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about the world. These gradually become more sophisticated and
abstract and the individual passes through a sequence of stages,
each characterised by particular modes of conceptual functioning.
The motivation for this growth is intellectual, i.e. the process of
refining and elaborating the individual's mental schemas for
representing the world.
One of the main problems that Piaget's theory poses for social
development is the assertion that a young child is innately unable
to see things from another person's point of view, i.e. the child
has an egocentric understanding of the world. Then as he grows
older his egocentric thought is replaced by more mature socialised
thought. In his initial egocentric state, the child does not even
know himself to be separate from his environment. As his under¬
standing of the world becomes less egocentric, the child is able to
separate himself from the world, but is still not able to examine
his concepts from the point of view of other people. Piaget (1928)
considered that social interaction with his peers, not experience
with physical objects, was critical in causing the shift from ego¬
centric to socialised thought.
According to Piaget, children are egocentric until they reach middle
childhood and he suggested this is apparent in their communication
skills, moral judgement and in judging perspective and some studies
of children's social understanding have supported Piaget (e.g.
Flavell et al, 1968; Selman, 1971; Hollos and Cowan, 1973). This
position has been challenged by other researchers who have criticised
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Piaget's experimental tasks for setting constraints that create
difficulties or confusion for children. Giving modified tasks they
have found that children show a more mature understanding of other
people's motives and perspectives than they do on the standard
Piagetian tasks (e.g. Shatz and Gelman, 1973; Chandler et al, 1973;
Hughes, 1975). Evidence from studies of young infants also challenge
Piaget's ideas about their egocentrism. Infants in the first three
months interact with their mothers by showing emotional expression,
and by mutual regulation of attention and action (Stern, 1977 and
Trevarthen, 1974 and 1979), with expectations of the mother's action
(Murray, 1980) and imitation of face and hand gestures (Maratos, 1973
and Meltzoff and Moore, 1977).
Some psychologists have uncritically adopted Piaget's views on infant
egocentrism in applying his theory of cognitive development to the
infant's interpersonal and emotional understandings. For example,
Cowan wrote that before four months infants
"react responsively to persons as interesting
social objects but there is as yet no truly
social interaction" (1978, p.90)
He also considered changes in interpersonal behaviour to be the result
of changes in the infants' social cognition that match their cogni¬
tion about physical objects. Cowan explained observations of attach¬
ment behaviour around eight months of age as being the result of
infants having developed the concept of a permanent social object.
Youniss (1978) also considered the infant's achievement of the
concept of permanence to be important. For him it is the point at
which other persons begin to play a direct role in the infant's
attempts to order his social world. However, neither Cowan nor
Youniss investigated these issues and studies that have been done of
the infant's reactions to strangers and his conceptions of object
permanence (Brossard, 1974) and causality (Goulet, 1974) show no
clear relationship between interpersonal behaviour and cognition
about objects.
The strength of Piaget's work has lain in his description of child¬
ren's thinking. However, recently even this has been challenged.
Some research indicates that in tackling the tasks Piaget set,
children misunderstood the experimenter's meaning or intentions.
When the tasks were modified to eliminate ambiguities arising out of
the experimenter's language or action, the children performed better
than on the standard task (e.g. McGarrigle and Donaldson, 1974 and
Bryant, 1974). Other researchers have found that a child's success
in some of Piaget's tests depends on whether the way objects are
used in the test matches the way these objects are used in the every¬
day life of the child (Freeman et al, 1980 and Lloyd et al, 1981).
So it appears that not only must the idea of childhood egocentrism
be reassessed, but also the child's cognitions about the physical
world. When trying to determine a child's cognitive abilities it is
no longer possible to ignore either the communication between adult
and child or the child's knowledge of the conventional uses of
objects.
Schaffer (1971, 1977) adopted a cognitive developmental approach to
the social development of infants. Drawing on Piaget he suggested
that the infant is active in organising his experience and
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psychological growth occurs not by environmental moulding or by
maturation of the infant, but as a result of the interactions
between the infant and his world. Schaffer (1977) noted that there
is a major change in communicative ability at the end of the first
year. He suggested that this requires the development of certain
cognitive mechanisms which he identified as the differentiation of
means from ends, the differentiation of self from other, the growth
of both object permanence and of representational skills. He added
that in order to allow the infant to deal with social events in terms
of a remembered past and anticipated future, an expansion in memory
capabilities is required. Also needed is a growth in attention span
to allow the infant to relate to two objects at the same time as in
playing ball with the mother.
It has been suggested that the earliest social interactions of
infants with their mother are evidence of some form of differentiation
of self from other (Lewis and Brooks, 1975). However, Schaffer's
identification of this distinction in the communicative developments
at the end of the first year is important as the infant's communica¬
tive behaviour indicates that they may have new conceptions of self
and of other as being able to create effects to influence each other.
Schaffer did not give a reason to explain why he considers the
concept of a permanent object necessary to the development of
communication. However object permanence is an example of the
growth in representational skill which does seem to be relevant to
the development of cooperation and related communicative abilities.
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Kagan (1979) like Schaffer identified memory as being important in
the development of new competences at the end of the first year.
He used memory to explain the anxiety and distress shown by infants
at this age when their mothers leave them. However in both types of
behaviour, distress at the mother's departure and increase in
communicative ability, improvement in memory capacity or recall
ability alone cannot explain the change in behaviour.
For both these behaviours explanation has to be sought in the
significance of the events for the infant. The infant may recall
or predict events. However, it is the value given to these events by
the infant that gives rise to his reaction and any change in
behaviour would not be as the result of changes in memory processing,
but in changes in the perception or understanding of the events.
A similar argument can be made about Schaffer's ideas on the need for
a growth in attention span. A change in attention abilities cannot
create a new type of behaviour without the relevant change in under¬
standing.
Of particular importance for Schaffer's explanation of the change
in infant communication at the end of the first year is the infant's
mastery of Piaget's sensorimotor stage V allowing him to differen¬
tiate ends from means. Here Schaffer is suggesting that advances in
communicative ability are the results of improved understanding of
causality in the physical world. Initially Bates and her colleagues
(1975 and 1976) independently gave the same explanation to account
for early attempts by infants to get others to do things. However
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further research has led Bates and her co-workers to change their
position (1977). The closeness in age at which infants perform
equivalent interpersonal and object related tasks led them to suggest
that
"it is more likely that cognitive and communicative
events . . .. are based on some shared underlying
structure" (1977, pp.297-8)
Similarly, Sugarman-Bell (1978) suggested that the two domains of
communication and physical cognition are largely separate, though
may be mediated in part by common underlying schemas.
Piaget's work has been seminal in highlighting the interaction between
the child and his world in cognitive growth and it created a vast new
area for psychological research. However, challenges to his theory
only serve to show how much more there is to understand about
children's intellectual and social development and the relationship
between them. The results of studies of cognitive development make
certain implications for the investigation of infant cooperation.
First, the evidence indicates that during the first year the infant
is not wholly egocentric but shows surprising interpersonal skills.
Second, it appears that explanations for social behaviour including
cooperation should be in terras of interpersonal understanding and
not in terms of cognitive constructs used to explain infant action
in the physical world.
2.2 LEARNING THEORY
For many psychologists, ideas about the nature of human infants and
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their psychological growth have been dominated by J. B. Watson. He
believed that all forms of social behaviour like emulation, imitation,
rivalry, pugnacity, anger, resentment, sympathy and parental love,
result from people and events conditioning the individual. He wrote
that behaviours are
"bu-itt in by the parent and by the environment which
the parent allows the child to grow up in. There
are no instincts. We build in at an early age
everything that is later to appear." (1928, p.23,
Watson's italics)
He postulated that there are some unconditioned stimuli that evoke
innate responses of fear, rage and love and so provide the founda¬
tions on which all further social responses are conditioned. This
theory was an attack on the arcane symbolism of Freudian psycho¬
analysis and Watson believed it could account for the complexity of
human social and interpersonal life. He suggested that
"the same object can become a substitute stimulus
for a fear response in one situation and a little
later a substitute stimulus for a love response
in another, or even for a rage response. The
increasing complexity brought about by these
factors soon gives us an emotional organisation
sufficiently complicated to satisfy even the
novelist or poet." (1925, pp.73-4)
Skinner's (1938, 1953, 1957 and 1974) theory of operant conditioning
provided an important paradigm for learning theorists. This approach
focussed on the animal's or person's spontaneous actions or operants
and the effect of subsequent reinforcement in changing or shaping the
behaviour. Some reinforcers like food and water have intrinsic
reinforcing values and are termed primary reinforcers. Other
reinforcers are acquired by a process of generalisation and are
called secondary reinforcers. Social reinforcements, e.g. personal
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attention, approval, affection and submission, are generalised
reinforcements because they have gained their reinforcing value by
the fact that other people have mediated in providing a subject's
primary reinforcement. For example, the mother's presence and
attention becomes socially reinforcing as a consequence of her
providing food to the infant and so these can be effective in
reinforcing other behaviours not concerned with feeding like
learning prohibitions. According to Skinner, a person's spontaneous
or self-initiated action is shaped or changed by its reinforcement
consequences and so his initiatives in the physical and social world
are controlled by his environment.
Skinner emphasised the importance of observing behaviour in scienti¬
fic attempts to predict how people and animals will respond in
different situations. He was trenchantly opposed to explanations of
behaviour based on introspection or on unscientific concepts such as
free will and psychic phenomena, arguing that only observable events
could be used to explain why a person or animal behaved in a
particular way. This extreme position led him to exclude from his
theory scientific evidence on the physiology and neurology of human
behaviour on the grounds that these mechanisms are not directly
observable in intact subjects functioning normally and their effect
could only be inferred. This rejection of internal explanations
extended to ones based on cognitive processes and evidence of
developmental changes in childhood. So while Skinner suggested
that Watson was extreme in the claims he made about training infants
and admits that genetic factors influence behaviour, his theory
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deals only with environmental influences on behavioural change. His
theory does not differentiate between different kinds of human action
as the principles of conditioning are the same in meeting physiologi¬
cally based needs, e.g. thirst and hunger, and in forming cultural
activities like aesthetic or intellectual pursuits.
Gewirtz (1969, 1971 and 1972) whose theoretical position has been
described as one of "radical behaviorism" (Aronfreed, 1972), has
used Skinner's operant paradigm to study the social behaviour of
children and infants. He believed that the stimulus-response
functions of dyadic interactions are pervasive and highly organised
and that this fact has led to the development of diverse theories
to account for social behaviour. Gewirtz argued that while the
position he proposes does not preclude other theoretical approaches,
a theory of operant conditioning deals parsimoniously and efficiently
with both simple and complex behaviours.
While laboratory studies have shown infants capable of rapid
conditioning (e.g. Siqueland and Lipsitt, 1966 and Koch, 1968), it
has been argued by Bruner (1978) that no study has convincingly
demonstrated that such procedures can account for developments in
social behaviour. It may even be necessary to reinterpret the
results of laboratory conditioning studies as changes in behaviour
that result from other mechanisms than passive reaction to reinforce¬
ment. Observation of three week old infants in an operant condition¬
ing situation led Papousek (1969) to suggest that the infants were
trying to solve the problem set by the situation and they did this
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for its own sake rather than for the reward of food. In other words
their motivation was cognitive.
Many learning theorists have been influenced by Piaget and in opposi¬
tion to Skinner they have incorporated cognitive and developmental
factors into explanations for changes in social behaviour. They have
changed their ideas about children and even modified learning theory
itself to allow the child some degree of control over socialising
forces. Sears (1972) raised the issue of the "meaning" of the
external reinforcers for the child and Cheyne (1972) discussed the
child's internal representation of an event changing its effective¬
ness as a reinforcer. According to learning theory, such internal
representations of external events could be the result of previous
conditioning. However, some learning theorists allow that these
internal representations may reflect psychological growth and
change not solely attributable to contingencies of external influence.
For example, Cairns (1977) wrote that
"continuity and change have more substantial roots
than only prior learning and cognitive experiences"
CP-20)
and he went on to consider the effects of "developmental pacemakers".
Lewis and his colleagues have studies several aspects of infant
social behaviour and they emphasised the importance of social
reinforcement, though their work has also been influenced to some
extent by Piaget. They consider the infant to be actively seeking
stimulation and using information from the world as a function of
his individual plans, personality and cognitive organisation (Lewis
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and Brooks, 1975). However, Lewis and Brooks argue that Piaget's
position can be considered preformationist as the progression of
cognitive structures are taken by him to be invariant across
cultures. While Lewis and Brooks conceded that cognitive structures
for logico-mathematical knowledge may be invariant, they suggest
that there is little evidence for invariance in the structures for
social knowledge. They cited person permanence as studied by Bell
(1970) and Ddcarie (1965) as the only examples of such invariance
during infancy.
In a study of prelinguistic conversations, Freedle and Lewis (1977)
concluded that language evolution and ontogenetic language acquisi¬
tion both arise through social interaction. As a result of evolution
they considered there is some "weak prewiring" that provides a basis
for the development of language. However, evolutionary endowment is
overshadowed by social reinforcement which
"may be the most effective behaviour shaping
mechanism in infancy" (Lewis and Brooks, 1975,
p.119)
Lewis and Brooks-Gunn (1979) suggested that development arises through
the individual's interactions with the world. This provides the
information which the infant uses to understand the world and is also
the process by which his motives for action are created.
So it appears that while some learning theorists admit that infants
are actively involved in trying to understand the world rather than
being passive subjects of conditioning, their main emphasis is on
the influence of social reinforcement in developing human behaviour
and motives. Any cooperation an infant shows in performing actions
with other people according to this approach would be the result of
conditioning by adults. The infant may be actively organising his
experiences, but his behaviour and possibly also his motives for
cooperation are powerfully structured by the adults' use of
reinforcements to shape his actions.
2.3 MODELLING
An important and distinct aspect of social learning theory is a
process variously named as observational, imitative or vicarious
learning or modelling (Bandura, 1969 and 1977). It is suggested
that
"all learning phenomena resulting from direct
experiences can occur on a vicarious basis
through observation of other persons' behavior
and its consequences for them." (Bandura, 1969,
p.118)
In this type of learning it is necessary to distinguish between
response acquisition and performance as a person may acquire a
response solely by watching another person without having made any
attempt to perform it himself.
When discussing social learning theory, Bandura doubted that the
procedure of reinforcement shaping a response could be adequate to
explain most learning in everyday situations. He argued that people
are faced with many potentially dangerous situations, e.g. traffic,
expanses of v/ater, fire, etc. and reliance on trial and error and
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successive approximations would involve the child in intolerable
risks. Further, he pointed out that without observational learning
many responses would never occur spontaneously and so would not be
available for reinforcement. Bandura also differs from psycholo¬
gists who hold to extreme positions in social learning theory by
accepting that developmental factors, that is changes in the intrinsic
constraints of the child, affect his abilities to model behaviours.
This approach is also taken by Hartup and Coates (1972) who were
interested in the interaction between stimulus inputs and developmen¬
tal status in observational learning.
Commenting on the criticism that modelling would produce mere mimicry
of the modelled behaviour, Bandura referred to studies which show
that this is not an automatic process but involves subjects respon¬
ding
"to new stimulus situations in a manner consistent
with the models' dispositions" (Bandura, 1969,
p.149)
This position is supported by Gewirtz and Stingle (1968) when they
suggested that generalised imitation provides a basis for the psycho¬
analytic concept of identification. They proposed that this consists
of imitating the psychological characteristics of a model, e.g. his
motives, attitudes, values, roles or affective states rather than
particular behaviour patterns.
Bandura (1969) suggested that there are four major functions that
influence the nature and degree of this type of learning. The
subject has to attend to the modelled behaviour and his attention is
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regulated by factors like the perceived status of the model, his
similarity to the observer and the effectiveness of his action.
Next, the subject has to retain a memory of this behaviour using a
mechanism such as visual imagery or verbal encoding. The subject
then has to develop a motor reproduction process, i.e. he must have
an organised mental representation of how to proceed in performing
the modelled action. This is described by Lavinge and Burns (1981)
as
"an active organization-integration process through
which novel responses can be created and not merely
copied" (p.33)
The final influence on this type of learning is the incentive-
motivational process which indicates that a person is more likely
to perform acts which have reinforcement value.
The cognitive mechanisms of attention, retention and motor represen¬
tation that Bandura proposed are insufficient to explain the complex
interpersonal processes involved in observational learning by
infants. Parton (1976) considered that Bandura failed to explain
how an infant acquires a new matching response in the first place.
He pointed out that Bandura did not discuss the mechanisms by which
the infant may "link up" the observed modelled behaviour with
appropriate matching response. Modelling by infants (and by child¬
ren and adults too) would require that the subjects have some
concept of the similarities in body and action of self and other.
They would also require some mechanisms that can identify and
distinguish attitudes, affective states, motives, values, etc. of
another person and then reproduce them in the infant's own action.
In observational learning a person requires experience of observing
desired behaviour performed by other people and questions arise
about the consistency of modelled behaviour and the clarity of the
models to be followed. This, and the suggestion that reinforcement
for imitation need not be external but may be internal, i.e. self-
induced or self-regulated (Bandura, 1969 and Aronfreed, 1969),
indicates that in observational learning much choice or discretion
on the part of the learner is required. Nonetheless observational
learning theory would consider infant communicative behaviour,
including cooperation, to be acquired by imitation of other people's
modelled behaviour. While the constraints set by the infants'
developments in imitation is acknowledged, the explanation in terms
of modelling does not specify the range of interpersonal psychologi¬
cal processes involved.
2.4 SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM
George Herbert Mead's (1934) ideas have been important in pointing to
the influence of other people and society on the individual's mind
and thinking. He proposed that
"mind can never find expression and could never
have come into existence at all except in terms
of a social environment" (p.223)
He rejected the suggestion that there is any biological contribution
to the development of mind, claiming that his view
"enables us to give a detailed account and actually
explain the genesis and development of mind"
(p.224)
He believed that biology could not account for the discontinuity
between the instinctively controlled societies of species like bees
and ants and the social process of human society.
For Mead subjectivity is not present at birth, but arises from the
individual's social experiences. Communication in the form of
significant symbols, i.e. language, provides a type of behaviour
in which the individual becomes an object to himself. This is
achieved when a person uses language and in so doing causes the
same response in himself as he does in another person. As mind and
thought are socially constructed, Mead believed that
"there neither can be nor could have been any mind
or thought without language and the early stages
of the development of language must have been
prior to the development of mind or thought" (p.192)
Mead did not account for early communication or language, and he
appears to have under-estimated the psychological processes they
involve. Communication of all forms requires persons to be both
active and reactive and capable in some way of distinguishing self
from other and participants must have some degree of subjectivity.
Also, as Ryan (1974) pointed out, language acquisition itself
involves a process of socialisation.
Mead's theory has influenced recent investigators of infant
development, e.g. Lock (1980) who studied "the guided reinvention
of language" that takes place in each child's experience. Lock sees
the infant at birth as having
"criteria for constituting entities as both physical
objects . . . and biological objects" (p.27)
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These he terms individual objects as no other person is involved in
the acquisition of this knowledge. However, according to Lock, the
infant has no innate criteria to organise knowledge of social
objects and he has to rely on his mother to do this for him because
she knows their meanings. He describes the process by which the
child comes to gain knowledge of social objects as follows.
Initially the infant experiences changing bodily states which
induce him to make non-significant gestures. The mother perceives
these gestures as having particular purposes or meanings and by
her action makes them effective as actions. Acting on her percep¬
tions, the mother creates values and goals for the infant's actions
and so leads the infant to enrich the perception of his own actions.
This then changes the way he is able to employ his actions, allowing
him eventually to form goals for himself.
It is not clear from Lock's account whether the infant is active in
exploring social relations and meanings, or whether he is passive
apart from action connected with a change in bodily state. Lock
does not explain the motives that cause the infant to change the
perception of his own actions and subsequently to create his own
goals. Further it is not specified how closely the mother's inter¬
pretations need to match the infant's bodily states or whether they
may be quite arbitrary in relation to them.
There are also problems with the observations which Lock (1978)
claims support his theory that the mother's actions create inten¬
tions for the infant. He traced the development over five months
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of the use of arm-raising by one infant to indicate that he wanted
to be picked up. Lock suggested that the regularity of the mother's
action each time she picked up the infant allowed her seven and eight
month old to anticipate when she was going to pick him up and so he
lifted his arms in advance, as an expression of anticipation. Then
at nine months the infant made a "wrong guess" about the mother's
action and this had a "very important consequence" as the mother
responded to his arm-raising gesture by picking him up when she had
not intended to do so. According to Lock, the child had stumbled
upon the ability to create an intention for the mother. However, in
Lock's account, after incorrectly anticipating the mother's action,
the infant turned away from her and moved rapidly across the room.
It was not until then that the mother responded to his arm-raising
and picked him up. So it is not clear whether the infant had under¬
stood the link between his mother's action and his own and the
importance of this event is in doubt. In Lock's next observation,
he considered that the infant was using arm-raising to make a request
to be picked up. However, this was a whole month after the previous
observation and Lock offers no further evidence of this infant
gesture having been formed by the mother's interpretation of the
infant's action. The process of the development of communicative
understanding remains obscure and a matter of speculation.
Other psychologists studying pre-language communication have taken
a similar position to Lock. Clark C1978) considers
"a child's earliest utterances to be indeterminate
in intent until made determinate by the interpre¬
tations placed upon them by adults" (p.233)
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Similarly, McShane (1980) writes that
"by consistently responding to an infant's
behaviour as if it was intentional behaviour
the adult effectively makes a self-fulfilling
prophecy" (p.8)
He suggests that an infant learns the contingencies between his own
behaviour and the responses of adults and eventually uses this
knowledge to produce the adult response.
Thus, symbolic interactionism would suggest that the motives and
behaviours for cooperation arise out of interpretations put on the
infant's acts by other people. The infant is seen as unintentional
until he starts using his behaviours according to the interpretation
placed on them by other people. This implies that he should not be
able to initiate completely new cooperative acts, but because he
cannot plan or predict, he is only able to perform acts which have
previously been interpretted to be cooperative.
2.5 ATTACHMENT THEORY
In 1951 the psychoanalyst, Bowlby, prepared a monograph for the World
Health Organisation about the emotional experiences of early infancy
and later antisocial behaviour and psychiatric problems. He
suggested that it was essential for later mental health for people
to have experienced a warm, continuous relationship with the mother
during infancy and early childhood. Later (1958, 1969) he developed
a theory of attachment to try to account for his findings. Adopting
an ethological approach, he identified five proximity seeking
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attachment behaviours in infants (crying, following, clinging,
smiling and sucking) which he suggested have the survival value of
protecting the infant from predators. The child directs these
behaviours to the person who cares for him and so he develops an
affectional bond with that person. Bowlby's theory has been
criticised on both theoretical and empirical grounds (see Rutter
1972 for a summary), but his work has been important in stimulating
interest in the emotional and interpersonal life of infants.
Bowlby's work suggested that the infant is active in creating and
maintaining relations with his caretakers. Ainsworth et al (1974)
influenced by Bowlby, concluded that the infant does not need to be
taught to be social. They maintained that the infant's effectiveness
in gaining proximity to his mother indicates that he is social from
the outset. Stayton et al (1971) found that infants aged nine to
twelve months showed
"a simple disposition to comply with maternal
commands and prohibitions" (p.1057)
They claimed that this infant obedience was not the result of
training or discipline and they suggest this indicates that the
infants are adapted to be socialised and are active in their own
socialisation.
An attachment theory explanation of infant social behaviour suggests
that infants are biologically adapted to become involved in and
learn through interaction with other people. Their social behaviour
and motives are inherent and do not depend only on social reinforce¬
ment or the interpretation of adults. However, care must be taken
as Bowlby's theory is based on hypothesised behaviour of early man
and concentrates on the emotional aspects of relationships. It
does not deal with the communicative functions involved in coopera¬
tive action in the physical world.
2.6 INTERSUBJECTIVITY
Trevarthen (1979) proposed that infants are innately subjective
and intersubjective. By using the term "subjectivity" he is
suggesting that in their earliest actions infants show rudiments of
individual consciousness and intentionality. Intersubjectivity
refers to the infant's ability to relate to another person in a
manner that recognises his own and the other person's subjectivity
and so engage in interactions with joint intentionality and control.
Trevarthen has taken the concept of intersubjectivity from Habermas
(1970) who used it in analysing language and argued that certain
aspects of language have particular intersubjective functions, e.g.
personal pronouns enable an "interlacing of perspectives". This
allows a person to keep separate his own and another person's view¬
points and so understand the meaning of events for both of them.
Habermas stated that articles, demonstrative pronouns and expressions
specifying time and space
"link the levels of intersubjectivity on which
the subjects converse" (p.141)
He also suggested that performatory speech acts have intersubjective
functions or intentions. Trevarthen considers intersubjectivity to
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be active not only in adult language, but also in the very earliest
human development. As well as distinguishing between people and
physical objects, he argued that infants show a clear preference for
human care and understanding before going through a period of
curiosity and exploration of physical objects.
Trevarthen (1980) proposes that underlying perception and action
there are motives which he defines as a set of structured states
that are internal causes of behaviour. These specify both the
action and the expected result of that action. Motives are not the
result of experience. They are present in at least some form at
birth and come to be modified by experience. Some motives are those
underlying subjectivity, i.e. for dealing with objects, and others
underly intersubjectivity, i.e. for interacting with other people.
Motives are internal dispositions to act and perceive in particular
ways and cannot be observed directly. However, the infant's motives
become expressed in observable intentional action and so it is
possible to infer the structure of infant subjective and intersubjec-
tive motives.
Trevarthen suggests that infants have "a powerful set of rudimentary
mental operations" that guide the first acquisitions of knowledge
about the world. For him, psychological development involves a
process in which the infant's own actions provide feedback that
causes elaboration in the infant's mind and so produces new actions.
According to this epigenetic theory the developing infant evokes
particular forms of stimulation from both the physical and personal
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world and this stimulation is then used to create new structures of
mind. This is somewhat similar to the process described by Piaget
(1953) in the development of schemas. However, there is a profound
difference between the positions of Piaget and Trevarthen. Piaget's
theory of egocentrism considers the infant to be isolated from the
influence of other persons and gaining knowledge through his own
efforts only. Trevarthen's theory of intersubjectivity allows the
infant to acquire knowledge from the action of other people as well
as from his own action. He believes that changes in interpersonal
knowledge and action are the result of a brain adapted to respond to
and evoke human cultural processes. The earliest preference for
human interaction may imply that motives for dealing with people and
objects not only co-exist, but that those for dealing with people may
be fundamental in the infant's learning of the uses of objects.
Trevarthen's theory would predict that early cooperation arises out
of changes in the innate intersubjective motives of the infant.
These motives are influenced by experience, but also allow the infant
to leap ahead of experience and try to express novel meanings. This
theory suggests that early cooperation is the result of infants both
responding to appropriate adult behaviour and being able to elicit
appropriate behaviour from adults.
Newson (1977a) states that he is in broad agreement with Trevarthen's
position on infant intersubjectivity in that he considers the human
infant to be innately primed or pretuned to enable him to communicate
with others. Newson and Newson (1975), discussing early social
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behaviour, point out that the infant plays an active and directing
role from the start and the interaction is never under the sole
control of either partner. They write that
"whatever communication takes place emerges as
an intersubjective product of their joint
collaboration" (p.442)
This, so Newson and Newson suggest, draws attention to the principle
that
"human cognitive understanding arises from a
process of negotiation between two or more
human beings" (p.442)
However, Newson's (1977b) description of early mother-infant inter¬
action emphasises a limited aspect of intersubjective behaviour.
He considers the intrinsic periodicity of infant and adult action to
be fundamental to early interactions which are based on, and consist
of, rhythmic interlocking of the infant's attentional abilities with
the adult's behaviour. Also, he includes ideas from symbolic
interactionism about the role of other people in interpreting the
infant's action. Newson points out that the mother does not respond
to all the infant's actions but only those she judges to be coherent
and relevant in human terms as intentions or communications. He
suggests that
"it is only because the mother imputes meaning to
behaviours elicited from infants that these
eventually do come to constitute meaningful
actions as far as the child himself is concerned"
Newson, borrowing and modifying an image used by Bruner, suggests
that the mothers tend to perform a "scaffolding function" by which
intentions are imputed or attributed as a stage towards their
subsequent acquisition by the infant.
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So it appears that Newson's ideas about infant intersubjectivity are
different from Trevarthen's and in certain important respects resemble
the social construction theory of symbolic interactionism and his
theory would predict that infant cooperation arises out of the
interpretations and structuring of communication by the mother.
2.7 THEORIES OF INTERPERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE STUDY
OF COOPERATION
In this thesis evidence on infant cooperation will be examined in
an attempt to establish which theory best accounts for the growth
of infant cooperation. The communication of mothers and infants will
be analysed and compared with the predictions made by social learning
theory, modelling, symbolic interactionism and the theory of infant
intersubj ectivity.
Consideration of the cognitive developmental approach indicates that
it is inadequate as an explanation of infant cooperation for two
reasons. First, it is necessary to reassess the concept of infant
egocentrism and second, changes in infant social behaviour cannot be
explained in terms of the infant's understanding of the physical
world. The development of cooperation necessarily involves changes
in cognition about persons and their actions, and relevant theory
and evidence from cognitive development will be reassessed in the
light of findings from this study.
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CHAPTER THREE: OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURES, SUBJECTS AND THE THEORY
OF DEFINING CATEGORIES OF BEHAVIOUR FOR ANALYSIS
3.1 PROCEDURES FOR STUDYING MOTHER-INFANT INTERACTION
It is occasionally possible to find a naturally occurring situation
to study mother-child behaviour. Anderson (1972) for example, sat
in a park and watched young children leaving and returning to their
mothers. But distant observation is not appropriate for investiga¬
ting the details of mothers' and infants' behaviour in face-to-face
situations, or in studying the way they regulate each other's
behaviour and share knowledge and interest about the world. The
small and rapid movements of expression require that the observation
be carried out at close range and a certain amount of intrusion into
the lives of the subjects is unavoidable.
In studying communication of infants or young children with their
mothers, data have been collected in a variety of ways. Some
researchers used television or film either in the laboratory (e.g.
Murphy and Messer, 1977; Pawlby, 1977; Schaffer et al, 1977;
Trevarthen, 1977) or in the home (e.g. Jones, 1977; Kaye, 1979).
Whereas others have made their records directly with the aid of
check lists or by written accounts (e.g. Ainsworth, Bell and
Stayton, 1974; Lewis and Wilson, 1972; Dunn and Richards, 1977) .
Yet other researchers have combined television and written records
(Whiten, 1977; Fraiberg, 1979).
At the start of this study of early cooperative behaviour, video¬
tapes of one infant, Tracey, and her mother, made in the laboratory,
were studied and a set of behaviour category descriptions was
defined. Then repeated visits were made to the homes of four
infants, two boys and two girls aged between six months and one year,
to observe them playing with their mothers, being fed and dressed
and playing on their own as well as playing with the researcher.
Notes on the visits were made as soon as possible after leaving the
homes. On a few of these home visits, attempts were made to make
notes on the behaviour of mother and infant as they interacted using
the categories developed in analysis of the video-tapes. These
attempts to classify and record behaviour as it happened were not
successful. It was important to have information on the behaviour
of both infant and mother, but it was not possible to watch both
carefully at the same time to identify categories of behaviour and
record them. Often it was difficult to determine from the live
behaviour the precise order of actions. For example, uncertainty
arose concerning such events as who followed whose gaze, who smiled
first, and whether the infant's giving was spontaneous or in
response to the mother's request. On one occasion video-recording
equipment was taken into the home. The infant found the camera
fascinating despite attempts by the observer and mother to distract
attention from it. Furthermore, on playing back the video-tape, it
was apparent that if the infant were given freedom to move around
on the floor, it would not be possible to have unambiguous informa¬
tion about the activities and interests of both infant and mother.
Frequently they were too far apart for both to be 'on camera' and as
the infant moved about, his face was often hidden from the camera's
view. These limitations on observing in the home led to the
decision to confine the observations to the laboratory studio using
video-tape recordings.
It has been argued that the laboratory is a very different environ¬
ment from the home and consequently subjects perform differently
in the two situations (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). In studies of
mother-infant interaction in the laboratory, the mother usually has
only the infant to attend to. However in everyday behaviour at
home she is usually doing other things as well as interacting with
the infant. In consequence, home interactions are likely to be
shorter and less frequent than those studied in a laboratory.
There is evidence that mothers interact more and try more frequently
to teach new words and skills to their children when they know they
are being observed than when they believe they are not being
observed (Graves and Glick, 1978). It appears that mothers perform
in a manner that they consider shows good mothering, giving high
levels of interaction.
In this study, the aim was to find out whether infants cooperated
and if so, how they did it. As infant cooperation has only
recently been documented in the psychological literature
(Trevarthen and Hubley, 1978, and Hubley and Trevarthen, 1979) it
may be assumed that it is a relatively rare, though significant,
behaviour. In this case the artificial atmosphere of the psycholo¬
gical laboratory may help to elicit infant cooperation, because
mother and infant are in close, face-to-face interaction most of
the time and are each likely to perceive and respond to many of the
other's communications.
3.2 SUBJECTS
The subjects were five first-born infants and their mothers. It was
decided to avoid any questions concerning sex related differences
in the infants or in the ways the mothers treated them by choosing
only girls. First-borns were selected because it was felt desirable
to recruit mothers who were likely to be naive about any changes
that might occur in the infants' behaviour during the period of
study. The subjects were chosen from a group contacted through
Health Visitors who were asked for normally developing, first-born,
six-month-olds whose mothers would be willing to take part in the
study. Prospective subjects were informed that participation would
entail seven visits to the Psychology Department at the University
of Edinburgh over a six month period for video-recording. In
addition, there would be three visits to the home by the researcher,
the first to acquaint the mothers with the procedures of the study-
and two for detailed interviews about the infants' behaviour at home.
All the families were home owners living in Edinburgh and biographi¬
cal details are given in Table 3.1.
The mothers were informed that the aim of the study was to collect
detailed material on the way the infants played with their mothers.
By not stating explicitly the principal research interest in
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mothers to make efforts to train their daughters to provide what
they thought the researcher wanted. Interest was ostensibly focused
on the infants so that the mothers might feel less self-conscious
before the television camera.
3.3 OBSERVATIONAL CONDITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS
In order to study spontaneous communication and to elucidate what
this indicates about the infants' cooperative abilities, the
following observation conditions were devised favouring a range of
communicative and cooperative behaviours:
1. Mother and infant play with a toy. This condition was
included to study the way that infant and mother joined in
manipulating a toy and to establish the contributions each made to
the joint action. The toy was a large plastic rattle that could
be dismantled by unscrewing a clear globe from the blue handle to
release a yellow ball the size of a table tennis ball. This toy
encouraged the mother to become involved because, in order for the
infant to explore it fully, the mother had to take it apart and
reassemble it. The infants were incapable of performing these
operations on their own. The mothers were instructed, "Play with
(infant's name) using this toy in any way that she enjoys". While
this was said, the researcher unscrewed and then reassembled the
rattle, thus demonstrating what could be done with the toy.
2. Mother teaches infant. This was a deliberate attempt to
provoke directing behaviour from the mothers to permit study of the
infants' responses in order to establish whether the mothers
systematically trained their infants. A wooden truck with a tray at
the back to take three wooden dolls coloured red, green and yellow
was presented to the mother who was told, "Teach (infant's name) to
put the little men into the truck".
3. Mother and infant play without toys. This was included
to permit observation of the way the mothers and infants interacted
when no toys were provided and to establish the contributions each
made to playful communication. The mothers were instructed, "Play
with (infant's name) in any way that she enjoys".
4. Mother socially restrained. In this condition the mothers
were asked to keep still and quiet, though close and responsive, in
order to study the attention and communication the infants spontane¬
ously directed towards them. The rattle, the truck and the three
wooden dolls were placed on the table for the infants to play with,
and the mothers were instructed, "(Infant's name) is going to play
on her own. If she is friendly to you, be friendly in return. If
she drops a toy pick it up again, but don't get involved in any
games".
3.4 CONDITIONS FOR VIDEO-RECORDING
Mothers and infants were video-recorded in a carpeted room with the
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exterior windows covered by blinds. Studio lighting permitted high
quality video-recordings from an adjacent darkened room through a
plain glass window partially concealed by a blind (Figure 3.1).
The infant was in a specially designed seat that allows maximum
freedom of movement, held safely in place by a wide elastic belly
band. A triangular felt covered table (sides 76 cm) with a semi¬
circle cut out on one side to fit the infant's body was placed in
front of the infant, and the height of the infant seat was adjusted
to bring the infant's waist level with the table top. The mother
sat close to the table at the infant's left. To the infant's right
was a front silvered mirror which gave a reflected image of the
mother to the video camera.
There were two colourful posters on the wall and a selection of toys
on a cupboard visible to both infant and mother. The mother was
supplied with a box of paper tissues. The subjects were alone during
recording while the researcher controlled the recording equipment in
the adjacent room while observing through the window.
In every recording session the behaviour of the subject pairs was
recorded for four minutes in each of the four conditions. Numerals
showing the date and time to hundredths of a second were added to
the video record by an electronic timer. After recording each
condition the researcher entered the room and talked to the mother
and infant for approximately thirty seconds before giving the
instruction for the next condition and putting on the table the toys
if these were required. The researcher then went back to the camera,
Figure 3.1 Plan view of recording room
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checked the picture obtained and started recording. Occasionally
the mothers moved their chairs or changed their positions and this
was compensated for without interrupting the subjects or recording
by adjusting the zoom lens. The image was as close as possible to
the mother and infant to obtain a clear view of their faces and of
their hands as they manipulated the toys. Only one researcher, the
writer, was involved in making the recordings, though at times the
mothers and infants met other members of the Psychology Department.
The mothers were invited to attend for seven recording sessions in
each of which the observational conditions were varied to counter
possible effects of fatigue or the influence of preceding conditions
(Table 3.2). The first recording session scheduled when the infants
were thirty weeks old was introductory to acquaint the subjects with
the procedures and clear up any problems with equipment and
procedures. This session was not analysed. Laragh and her mother
were not able to attend the introductory session. However they
quickly settled down in the first recording session and their
behaviour was not noticeably different from that of the other
subject pairs. Subjects were offered transport to and from the
laboratory by taxi.
It was planned to record the mothers and infants at four-weekly
intervals when the infants were aged thirty to fifty four weeks.
However, holidays, sickness, family commitments and technical prob¬
lems with recording equipment meant it was not always possible for
recordings to be made at the designated time (Table 3.3). Twenty
TABLE 3.2 ORDER OF CONDITIONS FOR EACH SUBJECT PAIR AT EACH RECORDING SESSION
VIDEO-RECORDING SESSION NUMBER
Infant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(intro¬
ductory)
Alison 13 4 2 2 14 3 3 2 14 12 3 4 2 3 14 12 3 4 2 13 4
Ann 2 13 4 3 14 2 2 4 13 14 3 2 4 12 3 13 4 2 2 3 4 1
Eliza 4 3 12 13 2 4 3 2 4 1 2 3 4 1 14 3 2 2 4 3 1 4 3 2 1
Laragh - 4 2 3 1 4 12 3 12 4 3 3 12 4 2 4 13 3 12 4
Vanessa 3 4 2 1 13 2 4 2 4 13 4 2 13 2 4 3 1 3 4 12 12 4 3
1 - Mother and infant play with a toy
2 - Mother teaches infant
3 - Mother and infant play without toys
4 - Mother socially restrained
TABLE 3.3 AGE OF INFANTS WHEN VIDEO-RECORDED
VIDEO-RECORDING SESSION NUMBER





30 34 38 42 46 50 54
ACTUAL AGE OF
INFANTS IN WEEKS
Alison 30 36 38 42 46 50 54
Ann 30 34 38 42 46 50 54
Eliza 30 34 38 42 47 51 55
Laragh - 34 37 40 44 49 54
Vanessa 30 34 38 42 46 50 54
MEAN AGE OF
INFANTS IN WEEKS
30.0 34.4 37.8 41.6 45.8 50.0 54.2
two of the thirty recording sessions analysed took place on schedule
Five were a week early or late and three were two weeks from the
planned date.
3.5 THEORETICAL BASIS OF ANALYSIS
In an attempt to avoid contentious issues about the intentions and
intersubjective functions of communication in infancy, the initial
analyses of the behaviour of mothers and infants were concerned
only with the form and the focus of the behaviour. These analyses
took as their model the transitional analysis employed by Jaffe et
al (1973) to study the gaze patterns of mothers and infants aged
three-and-a-half months. In order to try to find regularities in
the engagements, the temporal patterning of gaze between mothers
and infants was determined, identifying when each looked at the
partner, at her own activity, at that of her partner, or elsewhere.
Another analysis involved finding the transitional probabilities of
the occasions when each subject began or terminated manipulation of
the same object, while yet another looked at the effect of the
mother handling a toy on the infant's subsequent behaviour. Did
the infant look at the toy, manipulate it or apparently ignore what
the mother had been doing?
This approach produced confusing numerical data and revealed no
consistent or interpretable pattern. Although these analyses were
based on careful measurement of the attentional and action patterns
used to establish shared interest, they could not take account of
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the diversity of communicative effects being achieved by the mothers
and infants together. They clouded important distinctions in the
behaviour, e.g. "mother starts manipulating object A" followed by
"infant stops manipulating object A" might refer to the mother
taking an object from the infant who was engaged in a solitary
activity, or she might have been receiving an object offered by the
infant, or the transfer may have followed a request by the mother
for the infant to give the object. In other words, the analysis
ignored the evidence that mother and infant were directing behaviour
to each other intelligently and also adapting their behaviour in
response to the partner. The communicative content was lost.
The initial approach taken in analysing the behaviour of the mothers
and infants was inadequate for other reasons. It separated
different modalities or modes of orienting or acting such as gaze,
expressive movements of body and face, touching and object handling,
and it did not consider the way these behaviours occurred in
combination, fully integrated with each other. In addition it was
at the level of "behaviour" defined by Harrd (1982) as,
"a phenomenon in the physical world, related by
physical chains of causality through a physiolo¬
gical system as far as it may be traced" (p.11)
Harre pointed out that in understanding humans it is not useful to
employ only physical criteria as people perform "actions". As he
wrote,
"events produced by human beings can also be
embedded in a network of relations which depend
upon an actor's intentions in producing the
actions" (p.11)
He also distinguished "acts" which are
"embedded in a larger-scale system of the social
and practical world which human beings inhabit"
(p.11)
and depend for their effect on their socially mediated consequences.
Harre suggested that "the act" is
"the intersection between what is intended by an
actor and the interpretation given to his actions
by the interactor" (p. 15)
In considering the social abilities of infants it is clear that
their contributions to social exchanges do not employ conventional
social acts as used by adults. It still remains to be determined
whether any of their social expressions may be considered to be
"acts" in Harre's terms as intentions to induce particular effects
in people that are perceived as such by them.
Infants may not perform acts as Harrd defined them, however the
complexity and variety of the communications that were observed in
this study led to the conclusion that these actions must be
described in terras of their functions in communication. To do this
rudimentary intentions to communicate had to be inferred. Recent
studies of infant communication have stirred a lively controversy
concerning the intentions which may be inferred at this age.
Some attempt to identify when an infant becomes intentional has
been made by both Bates et al (1975) and by Schaffer (1977).
Discussing the communicative change at the end of the first year,
both suggested that on attaining Piaget's sensorimotor stage 5, the
infant becomes capable of differentiating ends from means and there¬
fore may be said to be beginning to act intentionally. Bretherton
and Bates (1979) continued this argument, but their attempt to define
the beginning of intentional communication is somewhat inconsistent.
They defined intentional communication to be
"signalling behaviour in which the sender is aware
a priori of the effect that a signal will have on
his listener, persisting in that behaviour until
the effect is obtained or failure clearly indicated"
(pp.87-88)
They assert that this definition applies to the communicative
behaviour of infants at one year but not before. However it can be
argued that infants as young as two to three months, when they adapt
their behaviour to the mothers and show expectations of their
mothers' responsiveness to their expressive behaviour (Murray, 1980;
Tronick et al, 1978; Tronick, 1979) are indicating that they have
some recognition of the effect of their behaviour on the recipient.
Infants have been found to persist in their attempts to engage the
mother and when she fails to respond, express failure by turning
away or showing distress (Murray, 1980) . So the criteria set by
Bretherton and Bates for identifying intentional communication are
met by infants they consider to be too young to be intentional.
In seeking to show that infants become intentional at the end of the
first year, Bretherton and Bates write that
"to influence a partner intentionally is not the
same as communicating intentionally" (p.84).
However, they do not explain what they believe to be the difference
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between these two forms of intentionality. They also suggest that
"showing off" which they describe as the infant engaging "in a
behaviour that has previously attracted the attention of an adult"
(p.89) is not intentional communication. This seems an odd qualifi¬
cation as "showing off" is done in order to engage, attract or please
the adult and so would appear to be an intentional form of communica¬
tion by their previous definition.
It appears that Bretherton and Bates and also Schaffer are seeking to
set arbitrary and confusing boundaries, suggesting that the more
complex infant communication is intentional, while the apparently
simpler is not. It may be more useful to consider the position of
the philosopher Brentano (1973) who stated that all psychological
action is necessarily intentional. Actions of perception, learning,
cognition, emotion and communication are all intentional as they
have reference or are directed to objects or events outside the
person. Shotter and Newson (1982) take a similar position, sugges¬
ting that
"all human action is intentional in the sense that
it is 'directed'; it 'points to' or 'contains
something' other than itself; in short it means
or is a means to something" (p.38)
Likewise, MacKay (1972) proposed a general conception of intentions.
He referred to the Latin root "intendere" and suggested that
intentional action is that which is aimed or directed in some way
to events in the world. Infants in the first two months of life
show evidence of perception (Bower, 1966, 1972; Day and Mackenzie,
1973; Eimas, 1974; Fantz, 1961), learning (Bruner, 1968; Fantz,
1964; Papousek, 1969; Siqueland and Lipsitt, 1966), emotion and
communication (Murray, 1980; Tronick et al, 1978), and thus in
Brentano's sense they are acting intentionally many months earlier
than Schaffer or Bretherton and Bates were suggesting. Adopting
Brentano's position on the intentionality of psychological action,
there is no need to account for a fundamental change in the
infant's nature from that of a non-intentional or pre-intentional
being to that of an intentional one, though it is necessary to
describe and account for changes in complexity and specificity of
intentional function and expression.
The above argument does not imply that infants are consciously aware
and carefully planning the communicative effects they achieve. The
study of the role of consciousness in human intentional action is
complex and difficult both theoretically and empirically. Neverthe¬
less, it is apparent that even adults are not always fully conscious
in the control of their actions. It is evident that a considerable
proportion of human action may be performed at rather low levels of
consciousness, sometimes using some kind of psychological "automatic
pilot" (Berger, 1979). Harrd's (1982) discussion of conscious
monitoring of action suggests that consciousness becomes active when
there is uncertainty or confusion about the goal or a difficulty is
experienced in applying the means to achieve the goal. Such ideas
may provide useful bases for investigations into the development of
conscious awareness in intentional action. However this thesis is
not addressing this issue and has no need to assume that infants are
consciously aware in the way that adults can be, even when their
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communicative actions indicate that they are reacting efficiently
to the mother's, communications.
3.6 DEFINING DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION
As little was known at the start of this project about the full
range of behaviours in infant-mother cooperation, it was considered
necessary to develop and refine descriptive categories from the
communication itself, rather than be confined to a study of a priori
categories of behaviour based on previous reports, like pointing,
showing and giving already known to be used by infants in the
second six months of the first year. Communicative actions of both
mothers and infants were defined as actions by one partner evidently
directed to the interests or actions of the other. In categorising
communicative actions, it was necessary to identify their communica¬
tive or signalling functions. Here the term "function" is being
used in the way proposed by Halliday (1975) in his analysis of the
protolanguage of a child aged nine to eighteen months. He
suggested that in its developmental origins, linguistic "function"
was synonymous with "use". The function of a communicative action
was therefore taken to be the use it served in the joint action
between mother and infant. The function of each communicative action
was determined by its form, by its relation to the action and
attention of both communicators (context), and by the effect it
produced in the partner. The form of an action is important because
different communicative functions are often expressed in different
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ways, e.g. the gestures for giving and pointing involve distinct
movements. However, form alone is not sufficient as actions of
similar form may have different communication values, e.g. when
holding out a toy a person may be offering it in response to a
request, spontaneously attempting to give or attempting to attract
the partner's attention to it before performing another action with
it. So the communicative context is important in defining the
function of an action.
In many cases, the response of the partner gives confirmation of a
communicative function, because the use or function of the action
is the effect it produces in the partner. However, the partner's
response could not always be used to help decide on a communicative
function because on some occasions the partner ignored or obviously
misinterpreted the other's communicative action. On the few times
that this occurred, the function of the action was taken to be that
given in previous instances in which the researcher judged that the
same form of action had elicited an appropriate reply from the
partner. Most types of communicative action occurred many times
and when a rare type of action occurred the form of the action and
context were carefully scrutinised to establish how it should be
categorised. At all times the response to a communicative initia¬
tive was taken to be the partner's action which followed on
immediately. No intervening change of action or attention by either
partner was admitted. Thus problems attending the identification of
delayed or deferred responses were eliminated.
Throughout most of the sessions the mothers talked about what they
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were doing or wanted to do, or what they thought their infants were
doing. It was possible to ascertain from the mothers' speech how
they were using or reacting to particular actions. For example,
while tapping or pointing inside the truck in the teaching condition,
the mothers often said, "Put it in there", or "This is where it
goes". Whenever a mother spoke while she performed this kind of
action, her remarks expressed a request that the infant should put
the doll into the truck. Therefore whenever a mother tapped or
pointed into the truck, whether she spoke or not, it was understood
that she wanted the infant to place the doll in the truck.
Determining the functions of the infants' actions, of course, had
to be carried out without explanations from the infants. However,
using several cues including mother's concurrent speech, infant's
gaze, persistence and repetition of actions as well as their form,
context and the responses they evoked, it was possible to develop
mutually exclusive categories of infant communication.
Three main classes of communicative actions were found (Appendix A).
One was made up of actions and orientations to objects, termed
"communicative actions about objects". Another class comprised
accentuated actions of the body in playful display and contact, termed
"person play". The third class consisted of actions of "personal
attention and emotional expression" which were used in combination
with actions from the first two classes or on their own in inter¬
personal contact. Actions of this kind make up much of the communica¬
tion seen in infants of two to three months of age (e.g. Trevarthen,
1974 and 1979 and Stern, 1977). This class includes looking at the
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partner's face, leaning or reaching towards the other, expressions
of comfort and affection as well as emotional expressions, such as
smiling, laughing, distress and disgust. The relation between the
communicative actions defined in this study and those identified by
other researchers is given in Appendix B.
An important point in the development of the analysis was an attempt
to investigate giving and taking objects in the interactions of
mothers and infants. Transferring objects between the subjects
occurred in several different ways indicating distinct psychological
functions which had similar features to other communications not
concerned with giving and taking. One way of transferring an object
between the partners involved the mother holding out her hand, palm
up, requesting the infant to place an object there. This gestured
communication was similar to other communicative actions by which
the mothers indicated how the infants should act, e.g. "indicates a
locus". Such communicative actions aimed at directing the partner's
activity were termed "directives". Infants too gave directives for
the mother to take a toy, holding it out to the mother and waiting
until she took it. This was distinct from another type of giving
by the infants in which they thrust the object into the mother's
hand or mouth. While the mother might have to make an adjustment,
opening the hand or mouth to receive the toy, the infant did not
wait for her to do so. Such infant giving was not a directive for
the mother's action, but was similar to other communications in
which the infant acted on objects in a manner that attracted the
mother's attention, e.g. "performs object display", "touches with
object" and "indicates object".
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Another way of transferring an object between the partners was for
one of them to take an object from the other without it being
offered, i.e. "takes spontaneously". In these cases the subject was
expressing an interest in the focus of the partner's activity and
taking it over. A similar function was evident in actions of a
different form, the infant or mother handling a toy immediately
after the partner had released it ("follows in manipulation"). It
was considered that when the infant took an object offered by the
mother, she was expressing a similar communicative function as when
she took spontaneously, since in both cases the infant was attracted
to the object the mother was holding and showed a desire to handle
it herself.
The three different types of communication identified, giving
directives for the partner's action on an object, directing the
partner's attention to an object and taking up the partner's interest
in an object, provided the basis for placing the communicative
actions with objects into superordinate groups distinguished by their
psychological functions. Giving directives for an action using an
object and their appropriate compliant responses formed Group 6 of
the behaviour categories. Directing the partner's attention to an
object and the redirections of attention in response to such
directions, e.g. following a point or gaze, comprised Group 4, and
actions taking up the partner's interest in an object formed Group 1.
In addition, three other groups of communicative actions with
distinctive functions were identified. One comprised actions
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expressing some degree of conflict in attempts to control or resist
physically the partner's action (Group 2), while another consisted
of actions to support the partner's action and to accept her inter¬
ventions (Group 3). The subjects' imitations of actions on objects
and actions performed as demonstrations to be imitated, made up
another group (Group 5). The communicative actions of Groups 1, 2
and 3 are unsolicited responses to an action of the partner's, while
those of Groups 4, 5 and 6 comprise initiatory communications
directed to the partner's attention or agency and the appropriate
replies.
Transcripts of the video-tapes were made giving information on both
the mothers' and infants' vocalisations, actions and direction of
gaze on a time chart marked out in five second blocks (Appendix C).
These were then coded using the categories of communicative actions
defined.
3.7 RELIABILITY OF DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION
A reliability check of the video-tape codings of the categories of
communication about objects was conducted by comparing the author's
codings with those of an experienced infant observer, Dr. Lynne
Murray, who was not involved in designing the study or defining the
categories. Dr. Murray was asked to learn the category descriptions
and then code four sections of video-tape, each of four minutes
duration (i.e. 13% of the recordings) and showing different subject
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pairs at different ages in the teaching condition. The results
showed an eighty four percent agreement on all categories combined.
Many of the categories of action were used infrequently.
Reliability coefficients were calculated only for the more commonly
occurring communicative actions, mother "indicates a locus" (eighty
six percent) and "demonstrates" (eighty three percent) and infant
"complies" in response to mother "indicates a locus" (eighty eight
percent) and "follows in manipulation" (seventy seven percent).
The investigator conducted a reliability check on her own coding of
mother and infant behaviours during the condition "play without
toys". One session for each of three mother-infant pairs at
different ages, i.e. ten percent of the recordings, were transcribed
and coded again independently of the original transcription and
coding which was carried out eighteen months previously. The
agreement between the two sets of coding was ninety four percent.
CHAPTER FOUR: IDENTIFICATION OF INFANT COOPERATION
In Chapter One the necessary minimum requirements for cooperative
action between adults were specified. In this chapter these
requirements will be examined against the behaviour of the
subjects of this thesis, taking account of the limitations set on
the expression of cooperation by the developing cognitive and
communicative abilities of infants in the first year. The cate¬
gories of communication action which were defined in this study to
analyse the interactions of mothers and infants will then be
reviewed to identify which, if any, can be considered to be
cooperative according to the specified requirements.
4.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR COOPERATION IN INFANCY
Each of the three requirements listed in Chapter One has distinct
implications for the identification of cooperation in infancy:-
A. A shared plan of action within mutual orientation. In
adult cooperation the participants may have a shared plan, often
worked out verbally between them, involving several steps of
action to be performed over a period of time. Mother and infant
have no means of establishing agreement for a prolonged sequence
of actions, so their cooperation cannot have such a complex plan.
It would have to consist of one partner, adult or infant,
communicating an idea for joint action to be performed immediately,
indicating what the other should do to complete the joint action
and followed by an immediate collaborative response. As the infant
cannot speak and has rudimentary understanding of the meaning of
words, the communication has to be achieved non-verbally. To
identify cooperation on the part of the infant, it has to be shown
that the infant is attending to and acting with reference to the
indicated interests and purposes of the partner in a shared plan.
B. Cooperating partners make different active contributions
to a single coordinated event. In order to cooperate, the infants
would have to actively join in fulfilling or completing a plan of
action with another person, or induce another person to act in
such a way. Infants often watch other persons and show pleasure
or other emotions when interacting with them, and this attention
and emotional expression may induce a person to change his
behaviour. However, for cooperation simply attending to, apprecia¬
ting or imitating without adding to or changing the progress of
action with the partner is not sufficient. The infants have to
make clearly identifiable and well oriented actions to influence
the behaviour of the partner and then mesh with the partner's
actions to complete a shared purpose.
C. Willing participation. The infants have to join in
cooperation by their own impulse and choice without force or
coercion by the partner. Being unable to indicate by speech their
willingness, they must signal agreement to cooperate by the per¬
formance of the cooperative response itself.
4.2 EXAMINATION OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS TO IDENTIFY
COOPERATION
The communicative actions about objects by both mothers and infants
were divided into six groups on the basis of their communicative
functions. Each of these groups will be examined along with the
actions of person play which express similar communicative
functions.
Group 1 actions, which take up the partner's interest in an object
involve adopting the object or focus of the partner's action and
therefore require that the subject identifies where the partner
is attending and acting. In person play the infants' actions to
touch the mother's hand as it moved in play (category number 63)
similarly depend on recognition of the focus of the partner's
attention and action. However, neither actions with objects of
Group 1, nor touching the partner's playfully moving hand, take
account of the form or purpose of the action and so could never be
used to pursue a shared purpose.
As cooperation requires that participants become involved willingly,
actions to resist or refuse the partner (Group 2 communicative
actions about objects and categories 65 and 66 of person play)
could not be cooperative. Actions to control the partner could
be cooperative if an identifiable shared plan requires such
control. The control actions of Group 2 and the category "imposes
a body action" in person play, however, are all assertions by one
partner on the other when agreement to perform a controlling action
has not been established.
Group 3 actions to support the partner's action are spontaneous
attempts at helping, as are actions of category 67 in person play.
The person performing such actions is clearly following the same
aim as the partner, however entering into a shared plan is not a
requirement. To be cooperative according to the definition given
above, helping actions must be part of a plan negotiated and
agreed to by the partners. The other Group 3 actions, those to
accept the partner's action, show consent to the partner's inter¬
vention, be it to assist or control. While one partner permits
the other to become involved in her action, this is done without
establishing a shared plan of action with defined contributions
from both of them, and so is not cooperative.
Directing the other's attention and following attention (Group 4
communicative actions) establish a shared focus of interest.
Similarly, displays (categories 52-59) and touching (categories
60-62) in person play declare one person to have interest in the
attentions of the other and to act to attract such attention.
Shared focus of attention and mutual orientation are necessary
pre-requisites for cooperation. However, they are not themselves
cooperative, as both partners are not necessarily active and
there is no shared plan to direct their attention.
Demonstrations using objects (Group 5) are defined as actions to
show a transformation of objects that the mother wants the infant
to copy. This desire was often expressed in the mothers' speech
which was, presumably, not understood by the infants, and the
mothers made no other explicit or unambiguous signals that were
perceptible to the infants to induce them to perform the desired
action. Demonstrations are therefore not part of a cooperative
sequence as they do not clearly establish a shared plan of action.
The imitations in communication about objects were copies of
solitary actions or communicative ones like displays as well as
of demonstrations. Similarly, the subjects' imitations in person
play were of a variety of movements and vocalisations, some of
which were solitary or non-communicative in purpose. In imita¬
ting the subjects were taking up the partner's action and so in
one sense they both had the same goal or purpose, to create that
event. However, taking up this goal was spontaneous and had not
been agreed between them, and so according to the definition was
not cooperative.
Communicative actions about objects in Group 6 are those for giving
and complying with directives. In giving directives a mother
invites the infant to join in and complete the mother's purpose by
performing an action that is specified by the mother's gesture.
An infant may comply appropriately with the directive, respond in
another way, or apparently ignore it. When the mother's directive
is complied with by the infant, the subjects are cooperating
according to the definition used in this study, as they held a
shared plan which specified the infant's contribution and is
entered into by the infant without force or coercion. In addition
there are six categories of communicative action (numbers 46, 48,
49, 71, 72 and 75) in which an infant uses gestures to direct the
mother to act in particular ways. In using these the infants
initiate a plan of action in which they define how the mother
should act to contribute to it. The mothers' compliance does not
depend on force or coercion by the infant, but is a willing
response.
Actions of personal attention and emotional expression include
looks at the partner's face and changes in facial expression
which convey different affective stakes like smiling, laughing,
crying and disgust. These may be used in combination with other
communicative actions, including cooperative ones. However, they
are not themselves cooperative as they are not concerned with
communicating ideas about goals for joint action.
The examination of the categories of communicative action leads to
the conclusion that directives and their appropriate compliant
responses comprise the cooperation that the mothers and infants
entered into when communicating during this study. This should not
lead to the assumption that all directives and compliant responses
in the communication between mothers and infants are necessarily
cooperative. Instances in which the infant acts from a motive of
fear or as a result of submission to unreasonable authority could
not be considered to be cooperative. The origin of cooperation as
identified in the above discussion will be investigated next.
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CHAPTER FIVE: COOPERATING USING OBJECTS
This chapter sets out to describe mother-infant cooperation with a
toy when the mothers were following instructions to teach the
infants and to play with them using a toy (see pp. 41-2 for a descrip¬
tion of these observational conditions). Then attempts will be made
to identify which theory of social behaviour best accounts for the
evidence about the onset of infant cooperation.
5.1 THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
Four theoretical explanations described in Chapter Two are taken as
constructs to guide analysis of the communication. Each theory
makes different predictions about the origin of infant cooperation.
A. Social learning theory as proposed by Gewirtz (1969, 1971,
1972 and 1976) predicts that circumstances, particularly the
mother's desire to foster cooperation, condition the infant to be
cooperative through successive approximations, the infant's behaviour
being changed by reinforcements which elicit and sustain particular
behaviours. The infants cannot initiate entirely new forms of
cooperation with expectation of specific responses at the outset.
Infant initiated cooperation arises when an action accidentally
performed by the infant is perceived by the mother to be an oppor¬
tunity for cooperation to which she then responds, so creating a
cooperative exchange. As no specific developmental influences to
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this process are recognised by the theory, cooperation could be
learned by the infants at any age, within the limitations set by
immature memory, perceptual processing and motor abilities.
B. Symbolic interactionism as interpreted by Lock (1978 and
1980) hypothesises that the mother's interpretation of infant
behaviour causes the infant to become cooperative; that is,
cooperation arises when the infant by chance performs an action to
which the mother responds as if it was cooperative. The infant is
considered to be incapable of planning any new cooperative act but
can perform those which have been previously interpreted to be
cooperative and reinforced. This explanation can be seen as a
form of social learning theory.
C. Observational learning theory (modeling) proposed by
Bandura (1969 and 1977) predicts that infants learn new actions by
imitating other people. This leads to the prediction that demon¬
strations would be the most effective way of teaching an action.
The infants do not initiate new forms of cooperation though they
might imitate cooperative actions previously performed by the
mothers. This theory recognises that development in cognitive
mechanisms influences the acquisition of behaviours. So training
an infant to perform actions on objects can only be effective after
the infant has become able to imitate actions on objects which
Piaget (1962) first described as occurring during stage 4 of the
sensorimotor period, i.e. at the end of the first year.
D. The theory of infant intersubjectivity proposed by
Trevarthen (1974, 1979 and 1980) predicts that during normal play¬
ful interactions between mother and infant in which the mother is
trying to assist the infant, the infant would begin to cooperate from
his own initiative through an intrinsic growth of the psychological
mechanisms that identify persons and their actions on objects. Then
as the mother discovers her infant can and wants to cooperate she
will give more directives to her infant anticipating cooperative
compliance. Once the principle of cooperation is conceived by the
infant, he is considered to be able both to respond to novel direc¬
tives and to create novel directives for the mother. This behaviour
begins when the infant's understanding of other persons has reached
the appropriate level of development which will occur at roughly the
same age in all infants because it arises from a self-regulated cere¬
bral growth process. As intersubjective understanding is a general
ability it is expected that when they begin to cooperate, infants
will show other related changes in communication. Specifically it
is expected that there would be an increase in actions aimed at
directing the mother's attention or following it as indicated in
other studies of infant communication-, e.g. showing off and pointing
(Bates, 1976) and spontaneously placing an object in the mother's
hand (Bruner, 1975).
5.2 METHODS
The behaviour of the mothers and infants in the two conditions using
objects (teaching and playing with a toy) were coded according to
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the procedure described above. Most of the analysis was concerned
with those actions identified as "directives and following directives"
(Group 6 of the behaviour categories). In addition, some evidence
about the subjects' other forms of communication, outwith coopera¬
tion (Groups 1 to 5 of the behaviour categories) were examined.
The first part of the results is concerned with identifying which
partner initiated cooperation, how this was done, what response was
called for and how the partner responded. The frequencies of the
mothers' and infants' cooperative actions were calculated to iden¬
tify any change during the course of the study in the incidence or
type of cooperation. On the basis of the previous research
(Trevarthen and Hubley, 1978) it was expected that the infants would
begin to comply with directives during the study (at about 45 weeks
of age) and that they would do so with increasing frequency there¬
after .
The examination of the mothers' and infants' contribution to
cooperation involved analysing the frequencies of mothers' direc¬
tives to establish whether these changed during the study and if
so, whether there was evidence that the change was due to a develop¬
ment in the infants' behaviour as predicted by the theory of infant
intersubjectivity. The procedures adopted by the mothers interac¬
ting with the infant were examined to establish whether the infants'
cooperative behaviour was shaped by reinforcing successive approxi¬
mations, modelled on the mothers' or the result of interpretation by
the mothers. In addition, the mothers' responses to the infants'
compliance with directives were identified and analysed to
establish whether these cooperative actions could be maintained
through conditioning. The infants' directives were compared with
the mothers' behaviour to find out whether these actions of the
infants were imitations of or otherwise dependant on the mothers'
preceding behaviour, or whether they could be described as novel
directives created by the infants.
The frequencies of actions aimed at directing the mother's atten¬
tion or following it (Group 4 of the behaviour categories) were
analysed to establish whether these increased as the infants grew
older. This was done to test the prediction, based on the theory
of infant intersubjectivity, that these actions appear and increase
at the same time as infant cooperation because they all arise from
a general development in the infants' interpersonal understanding.
In addition, the infants' other non-cooperative communicative ex¬
pressions (Groups 1 to 3 and 5 of the behaviour categories) were
examined to establish any concomitant change with the growth of
infant cooperation or whether they may indicate any precursor to it.
5.3 RESULTS
The two instructions given to the mothers, to play with the infant
and to teach her, resulted in differences in their communication
about objects which help to clarify the nature of infant cooperation.
In the teaching condition both subjects concentrated their activity
on the required task, while during play with a toy they showed more
varied behaviour (Table 5.1). Despite these differences there were
important similarities of behaviour in the two conditions.
5.3.1 Description of mother-infant cooperation - At the end of
their first year all the infants cooperated in simple tasks with
their mothers. While most of the cooperation was initiated by the
mothers, some of the infants also gave directives to their mothers.
The mothers had two ways of giving directives. In one they identi¬
fied an object or place by gesture so indicating that the infant
use it for manipulation. This type of directive involved the
mother noting the infant's interest in an object and by drawing the
infant's attention to another object or receptacle communicating
that this new topic could be incorporated into the infant's mani¬
pulations. Mothers also attempted to direct the baby by demonstra¬
ting a desired action with a toy and then holding out the toy for
the infant to perform the same action. While some of these direc¬
tives were for similar actions of rearrangement or combination
requested by gestures alone, many demonstrations were for actions
that used toys to create interesting displays, e.g. vocalising or
blowing into a toy, or looking through the clear globe of the
rattle.
In the teaching condition seventy eight percent of the mothers'
directives were gestures indicating that the baby should put a
doll inside the truck (Figure 5.1). Usually the mother pointed or
TABLE 5.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO CONDITIONS
OF COMMUNICATION WITH OBJECTS





















































Figure 5.1 Frequencies of mothers' directives for infants'
action on objects and number complied with by
age of infants. Results for all subjects
combined.
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tapped inside the truck, a form of action called "indicates a locus"
(Figure 5.2A). Another directive "indicates a further object"
accounted for thirteen percent of the mothers' directives in the
teaching condition. Immediately after the infant had put one doll
into the truck the mother held out another doll with the implication
that the infant was to take it and repeat the action of putting into
the truck (Figure 5.2B).
During play with a toy each of the mothers gave fewer directives
than when teaching (mean frequencies were twenty eight during play
and sixty nine while teaching). However, in the play condition too
"indicates a locus" was the most common directive made by each of
the mothers and accounted for forty eight percent of their direc¬
tives. This usually consisted of the mother holding out the globe
or handle with its hole or cup uppermost and moving it close to the
infant so that the latter could put the ball in (Figure 5.2C).
Another form of signalling consisted of the mother pointing or
tapping inside the container. In all cases when the infant had
turned her gaze to look at the toy before the mother made her action,
the mother's gesture was categorised as "anticipates action" and not
as a directive. This was done to try to ensure that it was the
mother's gesture that attracted the infant's attention to the toy
and communicated the idea for action.
In both teaching and play conditions the mothers gestured for the
infant to give an object by holding out the hand, i.e. "asks"
(Figure 5.2D). Apart from this action the gestures used by the
Figure 5.2 Mothers' directives
A. "Indicates a locus", Eliza 47 weeks.
Left - Mother points into the truck showing
infant where to place the wooden doll that the
infant is holding.
Right - Infant places the wooden figure into
truck.
B. "Indicates a further object", Alison 50 weeks.
Left - Infant places a wooden figure into truck.
Right - Mother offers another object for the
infant to repeat her action and place it in the
truck.
Below - Having taken the object from the mother,
the infant complies and puts it into the truck.
C. "Indicates a locus", Ann 46 weeks.
Left - Mother points into the globe showing the
infant where to put the ball she is holding.
Right - Infant complies with the directive by
placing the ball inside the globe.
(Note: Figures at the bottom of each picture show from
the left hundredths and tenths of a second :
seconds : minutes : hours : date : month.)
 
Figure 5.2 Continued
D. "Asks", Vanessa 42 weeks.
Left - Mother holds out hand palm up.
Right - Infant places the ball she is holding
in the mother's hand.
E. "Indicates an action with an object",
Laragh 54 weeks
Left - Infant pushes finger into the hole in
the base of a wooden doll.
Right - Mother inverts another wooden doll
showing the hole in the base to the infant.
Below - Infant puts her finger into the hole
of the doll the mother is holding.
F. "Demonstrates and invites imitation",
Laragh 50 weeks.
Left - Mother pretends to eat the ball.
Right - Mother then holds ball close to the
infant's face, the infant leans forward and




mothers did not have such specific meanings. Pointing to, tapping,
offering or showing were all ways of drawing the infant's atten¬
tion to a toy and so creating a new focus of interest for the
infant's activity. In this way the mothers were able to communi¬
cate several meanings using similar actions which were taken up when
the infants were receptive to the mother's directions. Laragh's
mother on one occasion used several gestures in this generative
manner to direct her infant to perform actions she had not
previously used in the study (Figure 5.2E).
In the teaching condition the mothers gave fourteen directives of
the form "demonstrates and invites imitation". All except one of
these were directions for the infants to perform the task set by
the researcher. Eighteen directives of this form were given during
play with a toy when the mothers apparently felt free to explore
the toy more widely than when teaching the infant a specified action.
They gave demonstrations and invited imitation for a variety of
imaginative displays like blowing or vocalising into the globe of
the rattle, pretending to eat the ball, and holding the rattle handle
to the eye like a telescope, as well as giving directives for
placing an object into or out of a container (Figure 5.2F).
The results for the two conditions of communication with objects show
that the infants complied with directives significantly more fre¬
quently as they grew older (L=69, p<.01)'''.
1 Many of the statistics given in this thesis were calculated
using either Page's L Test or the Sign Test. Page (1963) has
developed a test which assumes dependence between treatments
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In the teaching condition none of the infants complied in the first
sessions whereas in the final two sessions they all complied with
at least twenty five percent of the mothers' directives (Table 5.2).
During play with a toy, the infants showed wide variations in their
percentage compliance with directives. However, four of the infants
complied more as they grew older. The exception to this trend was
Alison. In the earliest session of this condition her mother
repeatedly gave gestured requests for her to give an object to
which the infant often complied. When the infant was aged thirty
six weeks the mother reported to the researcher that the infant
had very recently begun to comply in this way.
Only three infants (Laragh, Eliza and Vanessa) gave directives to
their mothers. All eleven instances of infant directives occurred
when the infants were aged forty six weeks or older and they were
performed during play with a toy. The directives were for five
different types of behaviour - requesting the mother to change the
arrangement of toys, to retrieve a toy, to take a toy, to imitate
the infant's action and for the mother to repeat an action of her
own (Figure 5.3). The mothers complied with all the infants'
directives.
or trials and independence between individuals. It is a
ranking method of trend analysis for three or more points
and requires that the direction of trend be predicted.
Unless otherwise stated, when using Page's L Test, the
results from sessions 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 were
combined in pairs to make three groups. This was done to
avoid ties in the rankings which may not be used in the
calculations of this test. The Sign Test can be used for
a hypothesised difference in behaviour between related
groups of data. The groupings of data for this test will
be given in the text.
TABLE 5.2 FREQUENCY OF INFANT COMPLIANCE (f) AND PERCENTAGE OF MATERNAL
DIRECTIVES COMPLIED WITH (%) BY AGE AND SUBJECT
Condition: Teaching
Subj ect
Age of infants in weeks All
session:
34 38 42 46 50 54
f % £ % f % f % f % f % f %
Alison 0 0 1 13 1 5 1 13 7 88 5 83 15 22
Ann 0 0 1 17 0 0 2 25 7 37 3 23 13 26
Eliza 0 0 0 0 2 50 1 20 1 17 2 40 6 25
Laragh 0 0 3 17 5 18 3 23 4 29 9 69 24 25
Vanessa 0 0 0 0 3 13 6 25 8 40 4 17 21 20
Condition: Play with toy
Subj ect
Age of infants in weeks All
session.
34 38 42 46 50 54
f % f % f % f % f % f % f %
Alison 5 38 7 70 3 50 0 0 0 0 3 33 18 58
Ann 0 0 2 29 2 50 3 75 1 100 0 0 8 47
Eliza 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 29 1 50 3 17
Laragh 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 20 3 21 1 33 5 20
Vanessa 0 0 1 100 2 25 4 67 8 67 8 89 23 64
Figure 5.3 Infants' directives
A. "Indicates an action with an object",
Vanessa 54 weeks.
Left - Infant tries to place the ball inside
the rattle, but is unsuccessful.
Right - Infant then holds out the ball and
rattle to the mother, looking at her,
inviting the mother to perform the action
she cannot perform herself.
B. "Indicates an action with an object",
Laragh 54 weeks.
Left - Infant throws the globe onto the
floor and watches where it falls.
Right - She turns to look at the mother.
Below - Then the infant looks back at the
object leaning forward indicating her
eagerness to have the globe again.
 
Figure 5.3 Continued
C. "Invites imitation", Eliza 47 weeks.
Left - Infant places the ball to her own
mouth looking at mother's face and the
mother looks disgusted.
Right - Infant holds out ball to the
mother's face for the mother to mouth it.
Below - Infant persists in her invitation
and the mother complies.
D. "Indicates an action with an object",
Vanessa 54 weeks.
Left - Mother repeatedly moves the globe
onto and off the handle of the rattle.
Right - Infant holds out the handle close
to the globe held by the mother.
Below - Infant holds the handle still while
the mother places the globe onto the handle.
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When the infants indicated that the mother should change the arrange¬
ment of toys they were seeking help to perform an action they could
not complete on their own, dismantling the rattle. Laragh's direc¬
tives for her mother to retrieve a toy were not instances of seeking
help as she repeatedly threw the toy onto the floor setting up a
game for the mother to join. In the directives classified as
"requests imitation", the infant's preceding behaviour was not a
demonstration of an action for the mother to reproduce, but a
solitary action of the infant's to which the mother responded by
commenting or showing interest. Noting the mother's reaction the
infant then held out the toy in an invitation for her to perform a
similar action. When requesting the mother to repeat an action,
the infant had watched as the mother changed the arrangement of
toys and then held out a toy for the mother to use in a repetition
of the action.
All the directives were for simple single-step transformations on
objects. There was no evidence of a request for a series of
actions and most cooperative interactions took the form of a
single directive followed by an action of compliance. However in
the last two sessions all of the subject pairs except one (Eliza and
her mother) performed sequences of cooperation in which two or more
directives were complied with in an uninterrupted series. These
cooperative sequences were usually maintained by the mother
continuing a task. However in one case it was the infant, Laragh,
who took the initiative giving a series of directives for the mother
to pick up toys that the infant had thrown onto the floor, and so
the infant caused them to persist in the same activity.
5.3.2 The respective contributions of mothers and infants to
cooperation - The results for both conditions using objects combined
show that as the infants grew older the mothers significantly
increased the number of directives they gave (comparing the data
from each of the sia sessions, L=403, p<.05). The results suggest
that the change in the mothers' behaviour could have been influenced
by the infants beginning to cooperate. Analysis of the three most
common types of directives given by the mothers in each condition
shows that when the infants began to comply with a particular
directive the mothers tended to increase the frequency of that
directive (Table 5.3). This was the pattern observed in the
behaviour of four mothers' use of "indicates a locus" and "indicates
a further object" when teaching. The exceptions were respectively
the mothers of Alison and Vanessa and their behaviour in giving
these directives provided the only instances of mothers decreasing
a particular directive when the infants first complied with it.
Far less frequent were other types of directive, "demonstrates and
invites imitation" in both conditions and "indicates a locus" and
"asks" during play. However in those subject pairs who cooperated
by issuing and complying with any of these directives, the mothers'
behaviour showed the same pattern. They increased the frequency of
the directive or began to use it in the session during which the
infant first complied.
In addition to giving directives all the mothers made other communi¬
cative actions to try to teach the infants to place the dolls inside
the truck. Although they frequently demonstrated what they wanted
TABLE 5.5 CHANGE IN FREQUENCIES OF MOTHERS' DIRECTIVES WHEN INFANTS
BEGIN TO COMPLY
C = Frequency in the session when infant first complied
C-l = Frequency in the session before infant first complied
Teaching
Infants Mothers' Directives
Indicates Indicates a Demonstrates and
a locus further object invites imitation
C-l C C-l C C-l C
Alison 16 8 0 8 0 1
Ann 2 6 0 5
X
-
Eliza 1 4 1 2
X
-
Laragh 7 14 1 4 1 4
Vanessa 3 22 2 1 0 1














Ann 0 7 0 4 0 1
Eliza _ ★ - 2 7
X
-
Laragh 4 5 _ * - 0 9
Vanessa 0 1 0 6 0 5
Group 4 13 2 17 0 15
* Infant did not comply with this type of directive
+ Infant complied with this type of directive from first session
x Mother did not give this type of directive
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done, this form of communication was markedly less effective than
directives as they rarely induced the required action. In all
sessions the results for all infants combined show that there were
only nine instances of imitation of the mother putting a toy into
the truck. . As the infants grew older the mothers reduced the
numbers of demonstrations they gave (Figure 5.4). In the first
session demonstrations accounted for sixty three percent of the
main teaching actions used by the mothers (directives and demon¬
strations) . In the final session this percentage had dropped to
twenty eight percent.
Only two mothers used actions categorised as "imposes" in attempts
to teach the infant the required task. This involved grasping the
infant's hand, moving it to the truck and then trying to push the
doll out of the infant's hand so that it fell into the truck. While
for one mother (Eliza's) this was an uncommon teaching action, for
the other (Vanessa's) it was the most frequent one she used in the
first two sessions. However it was unsuccessful in its aim of
teaching the desired action, causing the infant to resist the mother
by pushing her hands away ("removes hand"), dropping the doll
("refuses"), or holding the doll out of the mother's reach ("with¬
draws object"). When Vanessa started complying with directives at
forty two weeks her mother drastically reduced the frequency of
these coercive actions. While she used "imposes" thirty three
times in the first two sessions, she only did so fifteen times in
the remaining four.
Figure 5.4 Percentages of different types of maternal
teaching actions and infants' responses by













In both conditions all the mothers reacted to or commented on almost
all of the infants' acts of compliance with directives. However
there were condition-related and age-related differences in their
responses (Figure 5.5). The most frequent response was vocal
encouragement, the mother praising the infants enthusiastically,
saying e.g. "Oh clever girl", "That's right", "Yes, well done", and
"There we are". Actions of interpersonal attention and pleasure
(looking at the infant's face and smiling or laughing) were also
frequent and often accompanied vocal encouragement.
During the first half of the study the mothers showed similar
patterns of response in both conditions. Infant compliance was
almost invariably responded to by the mother giving vocal encourage¬
ment, and approximately one third of these were accompanied by
expressions of interpersonal attention or pleasure. While teaching
in the last three sessions most of the mothers responded to infant
compliance in a similar fashion. However compared with their
behaviour in the earlier sessions a lower percentage of the infants'
actions of compliance were responded to in this way. The mothers
began to extend the joint activity by performing a new action for
the infant to watch, using the same object the infant had just used
in complying. In addition the mothers gave further directives,
suggesting ways in which the infant could continue activity
("indicates further object").
This change in the mothers' behaviour during the second half of the
study was considerably more marked in the condition of play with a
toy. The mothers gave vocal encouragement to only one third of the
Figure 5.5 Mothers' responses to infant compliance with
directives for actions on objects. Results
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infants' compliance and actions of interpersonal attention or
pleasure were used in reply sixteen percent of the time. The main
response of the mothers was to extend the communication by perform¬
ing a new action on the object which the infants had just handled.
In the teaching condition, as the infants grew older the mothers
were continuing to concentrate on encouraging on the action required
by the task which the experimenter had set them. By contrast during
free play with a toy, as the infants grew older mothers treated
infant compliance not as an end in itself, but as an opportunity for
further joint action.
When the mothers were teaching their infants there was no evidence
that they conditioned the infants' behaviour by reinforcing succes¬
sive approximations, with vocal encouragement and expressions of
interpersonal attention and pleasure when the infant moved the doll
close to the truck, put a hand into it or hit a doll on the truck.
Mothers only responded when the infant correctly placed a doll in
the truck. While "indicates a locus" and "indicates a further
object" were both commonly used directives, other forms of direc¬
tives given by some of the mothers were of rare occurrence. They
arose in the course of interaction and were in most cases performed
only once giving no opportunity for training the infant's response.
Nonetheless eight of twelve such rare directives were complied with
correctly and promptly (Table 5.4).
Infant compliance was a response to the mothers' actions, but the
infants' directives were spontaneous actions. The mothers in no
way trained the infants to give directives, though they did encourage
TABLE 5.4 MOTHERS' RARE DIRECTIVES AND INFANTS' RESPONSES
Mothers demonstrate and invite imitation
Infants and age Directive Frequency Response
Laragh, 38 wk. M blows into globe and
holds out toy for I to copy 2 No compliance
Vanessa, 42 wk. M holds globe to own eye and
offers toy for I to copy 1 No compliance
Laragh, 50 wk. M vocalises into toy and
offers toy for I to copy 7 No compliance
M pretends to eat toy and
offers toy for I to copy 2
Complies with
first directive
Vanessa, 54 wk. M blows into toy and offers
toy for I to copy 5
Complies with
all directives
Alison, 54 wk. M sets doll upright in truck
and points to toy for I to
copy 1 Complies
Mothers' gestured directives
Infants and age Directive Frequency Response
Laragh, 50 wk. M points to dolls in truck
and to table for I to take
dolls out of truck 1 No compliance
Vanessa, 50 wk. M hides toy in hands and
holds out fist for I to
find toy 1 Complies
Laragh, 54 wk. M points I's free hand to
indicate I may use that
hand to remove toy from
finger 1 Complies
M holds doll upsidedown
showing hole in base for
I to put finger in 1 Complies
M points to dolls on I's
fingers for I to repeat
action of putting dolls
into truck 1 Complies
Vanessa, 54 wk. M points I's hand and doll
in truck for I to take
doll out 1 Complies
or reward them by complying appropriately. These directives given
by the infants were not imitations as they called for behaviours
that were different from those required by the mothers' preceding
directives. Further the evidence shows that the infants gave
directives for actions which the mothers had not previously per¬
formed in that session. For example, two infants (Laragh at forty
six and fifty four weeks and Vanessa at fifty four weeks) gave
directives for their mothers to dismantle the rattle with no model
from the mother.
5.3.3 Cooperation and other communicative actions - In addition
to beginning to cooperate in the performance of simple tasks, the
infants showed other changes in their communication at the end of
the first year (Figure 5.6). In accord with the findings of other
studies (p.66 ), the infants performed actions to direct or follow
the mother's attention (Group 4 of the categories of communication
about objects, Figure 5.7). The results for the two conditions
combined show that none of these actions were performed during the
first session and that during the course of the study they became
significantly more frequent (L=68, p=0.01).
The infants sometimes spontaneously imitated the mother's action on
a toy without having been directed to do so. While the group
results indicate that imitation of actions on objects was more
frequent in the second half of the study, not all individuals showed
this trend. Imitation was infrequent for all infants, occurring
nineteen times in all sessions during both conditions. In addition
to imitation there were other behaviours which showed the infants
Figure 5.6 Infants' communicative action with objects
expressed as percentages by age of infants.
Results for all subjects combined.
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Figure 5.7 Infant actions to direct mother's attention
to an object.
A. "Performs object display", Eliza 51 weeks.
Infant holds out the rattle and waves it.
B. "Performs object display", Ann 54 weeks.
Infant holds up the wooden dolls and hits
them together.
C. "Gives spontaneously", Laragh 46 weeks.
Left - Infant pushes a wooden figure into
mother's mouth.
Right - Mother opens her mouth to receive
the toy as the infant pushes it into her
mouth.
D. "Provokes using object", Vanessa 54 weeks.
Left - Infant holds a toy to her mouth and
looks to the mother who makes a facial
expression of disgust.
Right - Mother tries to pull away toy from
the infant's mouth ("regulates object for
own purpose").
 
taking over the mother's action. Following the mother's use of
"imposes", the infants sometimes performed a similar action
("repeats imposed action"). However this was rare, occurring only
once during play with a toy and five times in the teaching condition.
One infant even imitated a mimed demonstration in which the mother
performed the action on an imaginary object. This unusual form of
demonstration was used twice each by two mothers. In all cases the
object was being held by the infant and the mother was trying to
show the infant an action she could perform with it.
There were no changes with age in the infants' use of communicative
actions to control or resist the mother's action (Group 2) or to
accept her action (Group 3). However each of the infants reduced
the frequency of actions taking up the mother's interest (Group 1)
as they grew older. The group results show that these behaviours
comprised seventy seven percent of the infants' communicative
actions in the first session of the teaching condition while in the
last session they fell to forty eight percent. Similarly in the
condition of play with a toy these actions showed a drop in percen¬
tage from eighty four in the first session to sixty four in the
last. In this kind of action an infant manipulates an object which
the mother is already handling or one she has released immediately
before. By definition the infant does not handle the object in a
similar manner to the mother nor does the baby attempt in any way
to relate the form of activity to the mother's. Often when the
mother began to manipulate another object, the infant followed and
started to handle that object too. In both conditions these actions
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taking up the other's interest were the infants' most frequent type
of communication, and almost one fifth of the mothers' actions took
this form also.
As well as showing sequences of cooperative activity with their
mothers, some of the infants were fluently integrating cooperation
with other activities or switching rapidly between cooperation and
other forms of communication. In the final session Laragh's mother
elaborated their cooperation by counting the dolls as they were put
into the truck and the infant approximately imitated these sounds
while complying with the directives. Vanessa at fifty four weeks
was able to attend at the same time to two tasks, one set by the
mother and the other continuing her own interest. She alternately
complied with her mother's directives and continued her exploration
of the toys. Another example shows this infant at the same age
paying attention both to the task set by the mother and to her own
attempts to influence the mother. In a sequence lasting seventy
seconds she repeatedly showed off by blowing "raspberries" and
teased the mother using provocative actions ("provokes") while
twice complying with directives to do something else.
5.4 DISCUSSION
The predictions about the origins of infant cooperation made by
social learning theory have not been supported by the results.
The mothers did not shape the infants' behaviour through successive
approximations to the required action. Learning theorists could
claim that the increase in compliance as the infants grew older was
a learning curve, that it gave evidence of the infants having been
conditioned by the mothers who reinforced accidentally correct
actions. However the infants' cooperation was not maintained by
social reinforcement. They increased their actions of compliance
even though as they grew older a lower percentage of these were
followed by social reinforcement while the mothers began to respond
to compliance with actions to extend the joint activity. This was
particularly apparent in free play with a toy when the mothers were
not confined to focusing on a single task. While the mothers did
indeed encourage the infants' action, naming this behaviour "social
reinforcement" only gives a general description that does not
specify the precise nature of the event. The mothers were giving
feedback to the infants informing them that this was the action they
desired, so confirming the infants' interpretation of the mothers'
communicative intent.
The infants did not learn to cooperate by imitating the mothers'
action as proposed by observational learning theory. Infant imita¬
tion was an uncommon action and the mothers reduced their unsuccess¬
ful attempts to elicit this behaviour as the infants grew older.
Though the mothers did give some directives for the infants to imi¬
tate a demonstrated action, this procedure was used infrequently
when teaching a task. Observational learning theory cannot account
for the infants responding correctly to the mothers' gestured
directives or for the infants' own directives none of which were
imitations of directives given by the mothers.
Symbolic interactionism does not explain early infant cooperation
as, according to this theory, each maternal directive for different
actions could only be replied to correctly because initially the
infant fortuitously performed the required action and this was then
shown to be correct by the mother's response. However most of the
rare directives given by the mothers were immediately responded to
with the required action and there was no evidence of the mothers
training the infants. In addition, the infants' directives to the
mothers were infrequent and so gave no opportunity for the mothers
to build an interpretation. The mothers complied without hesitation
indicating that they understood what the infant wanted and did not
have to cast around to find some adequate form of response. For
many months the infants had been handling objects and the mothers
had been responding to the infants' behaviour. Why was it not until
the end of the first year that the infants started to use their
action to influence the mother and showed responsiveness to the
mothers' directives? If infant cooperation was governed by condi¬
tioning or interpretation by the mother, there is no apparent reason
why cooperation should not have occurred earlier.
The results are consistent with the view that there must have been
a change in the infants' capacity for detection of and response to
human expressions of interest, purpose and emotion. According to
the theory of innate infant intersubjectivity, the origin and
increase in infant cooperation, involving both giving and following
directives, is the result of growth in the infants' understanding
of what persons are doing and how to join in. This is a generative
ability that apparently allows the infant to present new meanings in
communications. It is not possible to state unequivocally that any
of the infants' communications in this study were truly novel because
only a small part of their behaviour was sampled. However, some of
the infants did give directives for actions not previously made in
that session using a toy of which they had little experience. The
finding that the mothers modified their behaviour when the infants
started to cooperate, increasing their use of cooperative forms,
provides evidence that this was an endogenous development in the
minds of the infant subjects to which the mothers adapted. The con¬
comitant change in communicative actions to direct and follow the
mother's attention supports the proposition that cooperation is
based on a general development in understanding of human action and
attention.
While imitation of actions on objects was rare, the group results
show an increase in frequency as the infants grew older. There is
evidence from other studies that infant praxic imitation may be
becoming more important in the second half of the first year.
Pawlby (1977) noted that this type of imitation became more fre¬
quent after twenty six weeks and found a major increase from thirty
five weeks. Piaget (1962) while not investigating imitation in
terms of frequency or placing particular importance on imitation of
actions on objects, gave his first examples of such imitations when
the infants were aged seven and eight months. These involved
simple actions like hitting a toy or scratching a surface. Piaget
then gave several examples of praxic imitation when the infants
were aged twelve months or older.
While this topic needs further study, there are indications that
praxic imitation may be becoming more frequent at the same time
as the infant is showing new understanding in communication about
action and attention.
It may be argued that there are problems in drawing conclusions
on the basis of small samples of behaviour. Four weeks elapsed
between recording sessions and it is not possible to discover how
infant cooperation was influenced during those periods. Despite
this there should have been evidence of the mothers shaping, inter¬
preting or modelling the infants' cooperative behaviour during the
recording sessions if any of these processes had created it at
home.
The results raise a number of issues about infant cooperation that
remain to be explained. It is not obvious why a mother, making a
gesture like tapping or pointing, should be an effective directive
for an infant. Usually in adult cooperation such an action would
be accompanied by a verbal comment understood by the recipient of
the directive. However it may be assumed that the infants did not
understand any of the utterances made by the mothers. When making
a gesture, a person is not performing a complete action, but is using
an action to draw attention to a particular object or place essential
to the required rearrangement of objects. It would appear that the
infant used knowledge about agency to grasp the particular focus
and intention of the mother's action and so was receptive to the
communicative force of her gesture. The mothers did not have to
exhibit assertiveness or power in getting infants to comply with
directives. They had only to share an idea about objects through
a simple gesture for the infants to fulfil the mother's expressed
intention by their own agency.
Either directives or demonstrations could be used to elicit the
same infant action, but gestured directives were responded to more
readily by the infants than were complete demonstrations of what
to do. The reason for this could lie in the fact that gestured
directives were attempts to extend the infant's action and interest
while demonstrations involved drawing the infant's attention to the
mother's action and then redirect the infant's action according to
that pattern. The distinction between the mother taking up the
child's communicative intentions or introducing novel ones of her
own may be of general importance in communicative development.
Cross (1978) found that when conversing with their children the
mothers of children with accelerated language development used
speech which substantially matched the communicative intentions of
the child and they introduced fewer novel topics than did the
mothers of children with normal language development.
The infants had to rely on the mothers' knowledge of the joint
action when giving directives. It could be argued that this showed
their egocentrism in not clarifying what the mothers' contribution
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should be. This interpretation however misses the essential achieve¬
ment of the infants that they expected and wanted the mothers to act
to help them. Further it ignores the evidence that the directives
were clearly directed to the mothers and sometimes the required
action was made more explicit by the infant placing the toy at or
near the correct place for performance. A better interpretation may
be that the infants assumed, not inappropriately, that the mothers
had been attending to their action and so understood what the
infants were trying to do. However this was no more than the
infants themselves had to do in order to understand many of the
mothers' directives which also relied on the infants' knowledge of
the mothers' previous activity.
Further it appears that reliance on context is normal and desirable
in adult communication. Discussing the importance of context in
language use, Clark and Clark (1977) point out that natural utter¬
ances are condensed using such forms as ellipsis and pronominaliza-
tion, and that the missing elements from sentences can only be
determined from the context in which they are given. When outlining
his cooperative principle, Grice (1975) gives quantity of informa¬
tion to be provided as one aspect of cooperation. According to
this the contribution should be as informative as is required and
not more informative than is required. Here Grice is suggesting
that for utterances to rely on context is both conversationally
suitable and cooperative, and it appears that infants too can use
context to determine the meaning or purpose of an action as well
as in emitting a communicative action themselves.
Infant actions to take up the mother's interest were the most common
communicative actions in all sessions, indicating that the infants
were interested in the mothers' activity and were attracted to
join in. In this simple form of response the precise way they
manipulated the object they took over was not the same, nor was it
related to the mother's activity. As the infants grew older these
actions were to some extent replaced by more sophisticated communi¬
cation in which the infants took over the mother's object and they
employed it in a manner specified by her directive or aimed at
directing her action or attention. In that it shows a tendency to
create a focus for joint action, taking up the mother's interest
appears to be an important precursor to cooperation and other
communication that acted on the agency of the partner.
The results confirm that at the end of their first year the infants
started to cooperate with their mothers in simple tasks on objects.
This ability appears to be part of a general change in the infants'
abilities to comprehend and express personal agency. The findings
about this development cannot be explained in terms of the mothers'
conditioning, modelling or interpretation, but indicate that there
may be a major endogenous change in the infants' psychology which
induces these new behaviours, and this explanation will be investi¬
gated further in the following chapters.
CHAPTER SIX: COMMUNICATION IN PERSON PLAY
In their study describing infant cooperation, Trevarthen and Hubley
(1978) drew attention to the importance of social play in the
interaction between mother and infant in the months preceding the
onset of cooperation. In these games the mother acted to attract
and lead the infant's attention as she created climaxes of shared
excitement and pleasure. Trevarthen and Hubley distinguished
object play defined as games centred around the manipulations of
objects, and person play which involves creating direct inter¬
personal effects not mediated by the use of objects. These are
both forms of social play, shared with another person and distinct
from solitary play.
The subsequent description of cooperation was concerned solely with
the joint manipulation of objects and included no investigation of
cooperative action in interactions not mediated by objects, person
play. Trevarthen and Hubley suggested that the beginnings of
cooperation involve the infant combining his privately held know¬
ledge about the physical world and his communication addressed to
other persons. This position makes no reference to developments of
communication in the already established person play and leaves open
the issue of whether the onset of cooperation influences its form
and structure. If, as proposed by the theory of infant intersubjec-
tivity, cooperation arises out of an endogenous change in the infant
that affects his understanding of other persons, then this change
should be apparent in the humorous, playful interpersonal exchanges
as well as in serious joint exploration of objects, and it should be
possible to trace this development in the communications expressed
in person play.
While psychological research has tended to keep separate the areas
of social play and serious communication, there is support for the
proposition made by the theory of infant intersubjectivity that these
are closely related because both are expressions of the infant's
interpersonal understanding. Garvey (1977) in her study of linguis¬
tic play in young children has suggested that similar processes are
involved in both social play with language and language in serious
communication. In identifying the main abilities underlying social
play, Garvey (1974) described some criteria which could equally well
apply to other forms of communication. One ability she considered
necessary for social play is recognising and acting according to
rules of reciprocity. Another necessity for social play is the
ability to create together an activity and to develop it according
to a shared image.
In order to investigate the nature of the person play of mothers and
infants, alternative explanations and the evidence on the structure
and form of games given by psychologists researching infant play
will be examined in an attempt to identify important factors in
accounting for social play. Then predictions derived from the
theory of infant intersubjectivity about mother-infant play will be
tested against the evidence found in this study on social play both
directly between mothers and infants and also using objects.
6.1 EXPLANATIONS FOR THE FORM OF SOCIAL PLAY
Piaget (1962) described a theory of play related to the general
process of intellectual development. He stated that in infancy
serious attempts to understand or interact with the world involve
adapted equilibrium between assimilation and accommodation in
applying representational schemas. However in play the schemas are
applied without the usual level of accommodation to the constraints
of the world and with a high degree of assimilation modifying
external reality to the desires of the infant. This Piaget believed
allowed the infant to acquire "a feeling of virtuosity and power"
(1962, p.89).
For Piaget there were three main types of play which succeed each
other in a developmental sequence. The first, practice play, involves
the infant's earliest circular reactions of body movement. Circular
reactions, a concept Piaget attributed to J. M. Baldwin, are
repeated without any attempts at adaptation in an exercise of
schemas re-exciting sensory effects for the sole purpose of the
"pleasure of functioning". This type of play appears at about two
to three months of age during stage two of the sensorimotor period
and Piaget considered it to be the only type of play used by infants
during their first year. Precursors of the next type of play to
appear, symbolic play, are apparent in the ritualisation in stage
four of the sensorimotor period. Piaget gave the example of his
daughter, Jacqueline, at nine months who, on seeing her pillow
unsmilingly went through the actions she normally made before going
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to sleep. He stated that for this play ritual to become symbolic
the child should not just go through the habitual movements, but
should also be aware of the make-believe. This according to Piaget
does not occur until the final stage of the sensorimotor period.
As an example of this transition he described Jacqueline at fifteen
months holding a cloth with fringed edges similar to her pillow lay
down blinking as though closing her eyes in sleep and laughed.
This Piaget considered to be an early example of the infant showing
awareness of pretence characteristic of symbolic play.
The third type of play Piaget described, games with rules, generally
appears during the period of concrete operations and it is the
earliest example of social play, play between people, that Piaget
described. He suggested that play with rules is the playful activity
of the socialised being and obedience to rules involves the notion
of obligation between people. In his work on moral development,
Piaget (1932) traced the stages he observed in children playing
marbles and described the interpersonal rules governing their play.
The infant, however, does not use rules, but performs rites the
regularity of which anticipates the rules of future games. Even
though he noted the importance of social expectations and interac¬
tion in the play of mid-childhood, the play behaviours Piaget des¬
cribed for infants were those for handling toys and not those for
personal interaction.
Piaget noted Charlotte Buhler's description of the interest that
infants show in other people, but he concluded that this showed
either that infants are interested in what is "big, powerful and
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mysterious", or that "inter-individual relations based on admiration
and unilateral respect are stronger than those based on cooperation"
(1932, p.82). He apparently perceived no adult involvement in the
play of infants. Giving an account of the play of his daughter
Jacqueline at the end of her first year, he did not describe the
adult's response or contribution even though the infant's play
occurred in close contact with adults and could well have been
demonstrative. He described the infant performing a "ritual as a
joke" (1932, p.22), though it appears that he saw this as a private
joke for the infant alone.
So in considering infant play, Piaget's egocentric conception of
infancy focused his attention on solitary play and apparently led
him to fail to take account of infant social play with adults.
However other investigators taking a cognitive developmental
approach have recognised that infants and mothers play together.
Sroufe and his colleagues (Sroufe and Wunsch, 1972 and Sroufe and
Waters, 1976) put forward a cognitive developmental interpretation
of infant play and used a theory of tension reduction to account
for smiling and laughter. Discrepant stimuli leads to "tension",
an unclear concept they borrowed from Kagan (1971) and Berlvne
(1969) and was originally derived from Freud. When an infant
successfully assimilates a stimulus onto existing schemas, the
tension is relaxed and smiling occurs. Alternatively incongruous
information which is not brought into harmony with existing
schemas will result in crying as the tension is not relaxed.
Their theory carries unresolved implications. First, all the events
a baby laughs at should be those he would have responded to by
crying at an earlier age when he could not assimilate these discre¬
pant stimuli onto existing schemas. However there does not seem
to be any evidence from Sroufe or any other researcher that this
occurs. Second, if an incongruous or unexpected event is a suffi¬
cient elicitor of baby laughter, then infants could be expected to
laugh frequently in non-social play. While smiling in mastery
during solitary play has been documented (Piaget, 1953), such
solitary activity is typified as serious, while smiles and laughs
are typical of social situations (Schaffer, 1971) . Third, a given
form of play, once it is no longer related to the growing edge of
cognitive ability, should disappear. However many games like
chasing and looming persist and cause laughter into childhood and
beyond. Sroufe and Wunsch (1972) themselves found that babies
laughed at mothers making mechanical or unusual noises or move¬
ments, but adults too laugh at "funny" voices or accents or unusual
movements, witness Monty-Python.
Why should mothers' behaviours studied by Sroufe and Wunsch (e.g.
stroking the baby's face, pulling a cloth away from the baby or
crawling across the floor) be funny to the infants if the mother
may perform similar acts in other circumstances and not be laughed
at (e.g. wiping the baby's face, taking away an object she genuinely
does not want the infant to handle, or searching for something on
the floor)? Perhaps it is not the behaviours themselves that cause
laughter, but the manner of performance. When investigating primate
communication, Bateson (1955) found that he had to take into account
that the animals he studied played together. This he believed could
only occur if the animals were capable of some degree of meta-
communication meaning that they were able to exchange signals
qualifying their behaviour by indicating that "this is play".
Garvey (1974) taking up Bateson's idea discussed the signals that
children use to mark a transition to a state of play including
attenuation and exaggeration of gestures as well as laughter, smiles
and giggles.
Sroufe and Wunsch (1972) did not report any signals given by the
babies or mothers to indicate when they were playing. The restric¬
tions imposed by the experimenters, who were trying to obtain
comparable stimulus situations, may well have limited the subjects'
use of a playful manner. Indeed it was found that following attempts
to make items more uniform, the behaviour became more mechanised
and spontaneity was reduced. The interpretation given by these
authors ignored all aspects of the interpersonal understanding
necessary or sufficient for laughter in the social situation they
were studying.
Other explanations for infant social play have employed concepts
about the quantity or timing of the stimulation of the adult's
action. In a cross-species study of play-fighting Aldis (1975),
using an evolutionary explanation for the origin of play, considered
that play provided training for the young in skills of defence.
However he points out that in contemporary human life these skills
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are no longer vital for survival. However he considered the func¬
tions of mother-infant play as helping attachment by stimulating
the infant and so rewarding the mother and promoting social contact.
He defined play as behaviour that makes a baby laugh and suggested
that the broader the grin and the louder the laugh, the more effec¬
tive is the reinforcement for the mother. Though he offered no
supporting evidence, Aldis claimed that vigorous physical games are
more stimulating than and preferable to quiet non-physical play
like looming, clapping and face-pulling. However this explanation
relating the motivation for play to the quantity of stimulation
leaves unanswered questions about the measurement of stimulation.
His emphasis on eliciting intense expressions of pleasure from the
infant limits the mother's role in play and he also failed to
recognise the variety of the infant's contribution to play by
suggesting that except for laughter, infants under fifteen months
are passive in play.
Watson (1972 and 1979) found that eight week old infants coo and
smile when a mobile moved contingent to their own activity (head
or foot movement). He suggested that this perception of and
responsiveness to contingency underlies all infant social behaviour
including play. According to Watson "people become important to the
infant because they play 'The Game'" (1972, p.338), i.e. because
adults behave contingently in responding to the infant's action.
Watson's account, like that of Aldis, fails to include the full
range of the behaviour of both adult and young infant in a social
interaction, assuming that the infant only smiles, coos and
watches as he was found to do with a mobile and that the adult
responds contingently like a mechanical toy. Further his conten¬
tion that the infant's response to the mobile would be the same
as that irl a social interaction has been questioned by Dunkeld
(1979). She found that infants' smiles to the mobile involved
only the mouth while in social interaction with either a stranger
or the mother, the smiles were broader and included movements of
the face muscles.
Studies of mother-infant social play suggest that there are
standard or predictable changes with age in the contributions
made by infants and these show growth in the infants' understand¬
ing of communication. Initially infants are generally appreciative
watching, smiling and laughing at adult play actions, but it is
not until the second half of the first year that they start
actively controlling moves in the games, e.g. imitating expressions
and movements and touching the mother's face (Trevarthen and
Hubley, 1978) or controlling the screen in Peek-a-boo (Bruner and
Sherwood, 1976). In his developmental scales, Illingworth (1980)
included the item of infants making jokes by repeating performan¬
ces that have caused other to laugh as behaviour expected of forty
week olds. At the same age Bates et al (1975) have documented
similar behaviour which they term "showing off".
Teasing was defined by Drever (1964) as "a form of social behaviour,
playful or aggressive, in which one individual appears to try to
annoy by relatively slight annoyances, another". Aggression mixed
with enjoyment of engagement is typical of playful teasing, but
Drever's definition leaves the cause of annoyances unclear.
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Teasing in play is indeed a complex activity involving the leader
in action on the recipient's intentions and requiring the recipient
to perceive the contradictory or opposing intentions expressed by
the leader. Further the participants have to discriminate whether
this activity is to be taken as playful and friendly or too aggres¬
sive and therefore hostile. Notwithstanding the complex inter¬
personal nature of teasing it has frequently been described in the
play of infants and their mothers. Evidence indicates that infants
under one year are teased by their mothers (Trevarthen and Hubley,
1978; Trevarthen, 1979; Aldis, 1975), and Urwin (1978) documents
its use by mothers with blind infants. Bretherton and Bates (1979)
have described infants teasing their mothers after they have begun
to "show off".
The foregoing discussion suggests that in studying infant social
play care is needed in applying a cognitive developmental approach
because although knowledge of physical relations may indeed be
important, in social games understanding and use of interpersonal
processes themselves may be the major and critical factor.
Attempts to find explanations for social games in terms of physical
quantity or contingency of stimulation apparently ignore the evi¬
dence of interpersonal action and influence and offer an inadequate
description of the infant's contribution to play. There is evidence
of infant play changing in accord with their communicative abilities
and this will be further examined by testing predictions made by
the theory of infant intersubjectivity in the analysis of social
play.
6.2 PREDICTIONS ABOUT SOCIAL PLAY
The theory of infant intersubjectivity suggests that for infants
aged eight to twelve months:
1. Social play will be directed by rules based on the mutual
regulation of interpersonal attention, action and affect.
As the infants' abilities to communicate develop, the
forms of social play will change accordingly.
2. As they grow older infants will perform new play actions
that show an increased understanding of interaction with
people, e.g. they will begin to perform displays involving
body movements for the mother's attention at about nine
to ten months of age when they begin to perform displays
using objects.
3. The infants and mothers will cooperate in social play as
they have been shown to do in communication using objects,
and cooperation will become more frequent as the infants
grow older.
6.3 METHOD
The behaviour of mothers and infants in the three conditions, play
without toys, play with toys and teaching, was transcribed and
coded according to the procedure described in Chapter Three. The
coded transcripts were then analysed to identify when the mothers
and infants played together. Trevarthen and Hubley (1978) describe
the exaggerated and repeated expressions and gestures used in play
by a mother and her infant. These behaviours marked the activity
as being playful by creating a comic interpersonal effect.
Exaggerated and repeated expressions and gestures along with smiling
and laughter were used in this study to define the state of play.
A game was considered to have begun when both partners became
clearly engaged with each other and were not attending to another
activity. The game ended when one or both partners withdrew
attention. Only communication identified as playful was included
in the analysis. Serious manipulation of objects and distressed
behaviour were excluded.
Object play and person play were distinguished from each other and
analysed separately. In general person play did not involve the
use of objects, but there were a few exceptions. In these the
play did not centre around manipulation or control of the object,
but a personal effect was created using an object. These excep¬
tions were, hiding the face with a paper tissue, holding a tissue
in the mouth and shaking it, or pretending to blow the nose with
the tissue.
The play was analysed to establish the kinds of interpersonal
communication achieved. Play actions used by mothers and infants
were identified and then the response of the partner was used to
judge its effects. The purpose or function was inferred from the
distinctive form and manner of the initial action taken in
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conjunction with the partner's reaction. For example, for an
infant action to be considered a "body display" it had to stand
out from the rest of the infant's behaviour and be clearly directed
at the mother. Further, the mother had to respond to this, or to
an equivalent action, in a manner that showed she considered it to
be a display created by the infant for her attention, e.g. by
smiling, laughing, copying, modifying the action or commenting on
it. All the play behaviour was examined in this way to identify
consistent rules or patterns of personal communication and to
establish whether these changed as the infants grew older.
Then the infants' contributions to play were examined. The form
and frequency of their responsive and initiatory play actions were
established and any changes with age were noted. The play was
also analysed to identify any actions of cooperation between
mother and infant and to establish the initiator, form of direc¬
tives and the response. Again the data was analysed for changes
with age.
6.4 RESULTS
While the subjects engaged in social play during much of the condi¬
tion without toys, they very rarely played together in the two
conditions where objects were present. The results for play without
toys will be presented first and a description of play using toys
will be given separately.
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6.4.1 Patterns of communication in person play
Analysis of the person play of the mothers and infants clearly
showed that their play actions were used to generate interpersonal
effects and that the partner's response could modify them and
create a new balance of interpersonal action. Six distinct
patterns of communication were identified which took the form of
playful assertions aimed at regulating the partner's interpersonal
attention and action.
Three of these play communication patterns (touches, shows off and
controls) required only one person to be active while the other
watched appreciatively, smiled or laughed and allowed herself to
be touched or moved. As one partner took no active part in per¬
forming play actions, these patterns of play have been called
exhibitive play, i.e. one person entertains the other by creating
effects or exhibitions. The other forms of play involved both
partners actively and have been termed participatory play. The
same behaviours were used as in exhibitive play, but the two
partners combined them in different ways creating distinct inter¬
personal effects. In playful opposition one person's behaviour
was actively thwarted by the other's. This involved the two
partners expressing contrary communicative aims, while in
comp1ementary and matching play they expressed coincident aims,
one partner taking over the other's action by completing it or
duplicating it respectively.
In their person play the mothers and infants gave and complied
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with many directives. These were particularly important in the
negotiation of complementary play but were also used by the mothers
to elicit other play patterns. These directives and their compliant
responses were considered to be cooperative, as defined in this
study, because they involved the joint management of ideas about
shared play, one person initiating and communicating a plan for the
other's action and the partner responding freely without force or
coercion.
The mothers led the play most of the time, commonly performing one
action or a repetitive series of actions followed by others which
varied in unpredictable ways. Thus they created a measured uncer¬
tainty by changing the rate, position or form of their play actions.
While no examples were found of the infants varying their play in
this way, they did make important contributions to play. Each of
the different patterns of play will be considered in turn and the
mothers' and infants' contributions, including cooperation between
them will be described.
6.4.2 Exhibitive play
A. Touches - Body contact indicative of playful aggression
and teasing intimacy was used by both mothers and infants (Figure
6.1). This type of play comprised most of the mothers' playful
actions of touching which were usually performed two or three
times in rapid succession and often reached a climax of tickling
or poking the infant. In some touching games there was a build up
of expectations to the climax, while in others there was sudden
surprise physical contact. The nursery game "Round and round the
Figure 6.1 Touching in person play.
A. Mother "acts on face", Alison 46 weeks.
Left - Mother strokes the infant's right
cheek.
Right - Then mother strokes the infants
left cheek and the infant laughs.
B. Mother "acts on body", Laragh 46 weeks.
Left - Mother finger walks up the infant's
stomach as the infant watches her face.
Right - Mother tickles infant.
Below - Infant looks at mother and laughs.
C. Infant "touches hand", Eliza 38 weeks.
Infant touches the mother's fingers.
D. Infant "acts on face", Alison 38 weeks.
Infant touches mother's nose and face.
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garden" was included in this type of play (Table 6.1).
The infants' most frequent response to the mothers' playful touching
was smiling or laughing (Table 6.2). In addition the mothers'
touching the infant's hand or body was often replied to by the
infant touching the mother's hand as it poked or tickled the infant.
Sometimes the infants ended the game by removing the hand the mother
was touching. The infants did not poke the mothers' ribs, tickle
them or finger walk across the mothers' bodies as the mothers had
done to them. They sometimes took the initiative and touched or
hit the mother's hand or face when she was not performing a play
movement. Two of the infants performed this type of play in
response to their mothers' directives. In one case the infant had
just grasped and released the mother's hand and the mother then
moved her hand near the infant inviting her to repeat the action.
The other instance was similar except the infant had touched the
mother's nose. No infant gave directives for the mother to join
in this type of play.
B. Shows off - These were exaggerated expressive performances
by one partner for the entertainment of the other and they required
no response from the partner other than expressions of appreciation
of watching and smiling (Figure 6.2). Included are the mothers'
hand displays which were often repeated and accompanied by vocalisa¬
tions marking the rhythms of the movement. The infants attentively
watched these activities then often looked at the mother's face
and laughed or smiled. They sometimes touched the mother's hand
TABLE 6.1 RHYME AND ACTION GAMES
Rhymes Action
"Round and round the garden
Goes the teddy bear*
One step, two step,
And tickle you under there"
Circled index finger in palm of infant's
hand.
Finger walked up infant's arm.
Tickled infant in arm pit.
* Variations of rhyme used: "Up and down the stair"
or "Like a teddy"
"This little piggy went to Waggled infant's thumb in time with rhyme
market
This little piggy stayed at home Waggled infant's index finger in time with
rhyme
This little piggy ate roast beef Waggled infant's middle finger in time with
rhyme
This little piggy had none Waggled infant's ring finger in time with
rhyme
And this little piggy cried, Waggled infant's little finger in time with
rhyme
'Wee, wee, wee', Finger walked up infant's body
All the way home" Poked infant's chest.
3. "Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake
Baker's man
Bake me a cake
As fast as you can.
Pat it and bat it
And mark it with 'B',
And put in the oven
For baby and me"
Variety of actions including mother
clapping own hands, hitting hands against
infant's and clapping infant's hands




Clap-a-clan, clap-a-clap) . ,
Clap.a-clap-a handies" Repeated
Clapped baby's hands in time with the
rhyme throughout
Here increased speed of rhyme and
clapping
TABLE 6.2 FREQUENCIES OF INFANTS' RESPONSES TO MOTHERS' EXHIBITIVE
PLAY ACTIONS
Results for all subjects in all sessions combined
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Figure 6.2 "Showing off" in person play.
A. Mother "hides and reveals face",
Vanessa 46 weeks.
Left - Mother covers her face with hands
as infant watches.
Right - Mother uncovers her face and looks
and smiles at the infant who returns the
smile.
B. Mother "performs hand display" and
"acts on body", Ann 50 weeks.
Top left, top right and below left - Mother
finger walks across the table, up the
mirror and across the top of the chair as
the infant follows her movements.
Below right - The mother follows the
display by tickling the infant's neck and
the infant laughs.
C. Infant "performs hand display", Eliza
47 weeks.
Infant holds out her hands and claps them
together.
 
as it moved in making a display and on occasions they tried to
catch the mother's moving hand, so changing the game to one of
opposition (see below).
Also included in this type of play are most of the mothers' face
and voice displays to which the infants usually replied with
smiles and laughter. During face hiding and revealing play
("Peek-a-boo") the mother and infant were generally looking at
each other's faces before the mother covered her own or her
infant's face. Mutual gaze was re-established immediately the
screen was removed, both partners usually waiting without re¬
directing their attention. Only twice did one infant complement
the mother's action and remove the screen (see below).
Infant showing off comprised all their spontaneous hand, face or
voice displays and included pretending to blow the nose, blowing
"raspberries", clapping, tapping the palm of one hand with the
index finger of the other hand (an action used interpersonally in
the rhyme game "Round and round the garden"), and flicking the
lips while humming. One mother tried directing her daughter to
repeat a display the baby had just performed. She pointed to the
infant's nose to get her to "blow" her nose again. However the
infant did not comply because she was attempting to get her
mother to perform the same action.
C. Controls - In this pattern of play one partner caused the
other to submit to an imposed form of behaviour (Figure 6.3). The
Figure 6.3 Control in person play.
A. Mother "imposes a body action",
Vanessa 46 weeks.
Left - Mother moves infant's hands waving
and clapping them together as she recites
the nursery rhyme, "Pat-a-cake" and the
infant watches her face.
Right - The infant smiles as the mother
moves her hands.
B. Mother "imposes a body action", Ann
54 weeks.
Top left, top right and below left - Mother
moves infant's fingers as she recites the
nursery rhyme, "This little piggy". The
infant smiles and shifts her gaze between the
mother's action and her face.
Below right - The mother concludes the game
by tickling the infant's neck as the infant
looks at her face.
C. Mother "imposes a body action, Laragh
37 weeks.
Mother raises the infant's hands as the
infant looks at her and smiles.
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mothers frequently accompanied imposed forms of movement with songs
or rhymes. Some of these were traditional games with conventional
patterns of movement, e.g. "This little piggy" and "Pat-a-cake"
(Table 6.1).
The infants frequently responded to the mothers' playful impositions
by smiling or looking at the mother's face (Table 6.2). However
twenty three percent of the infants' responses to imposed play were
actions of resistance by withdrawing their hands. When this
happened the game was by definition ended. The infants' actions
of playful control included clapping the mother's hands together
and lifting, pulling or pushing them.
6.4.3 Participatory play
A. Matches the other's action - This pattern of play involved
taking over the partner's activity by duplicating or imitating it
(Figure 6.4). This group contained many displays made in playful
imitation by both mothers and infants. There were also games in
which a mother and infant alternately acted on each other in the
same way to create a sequence of behaviours (e.g. stacking hands),
or simultaneously matched each others' activity (e.g. touching
index fingers together). Often the mothers and infants performed
sequences of two or three imitated vocalisations or touching move¬
ments, alternating with each other.
Two mothers gave directives for their infants to perform matching
play actions. These were of the form "demonstrates and invites
Figure 6.4 Matching in person play.
A. "Hand imitation" by mother and infant,
Alison 54 weeks.
Left - Infant hits the table and is
rapidly followed by the mother hitting
the table.
Right - Mother hits the table while the
infant smiles and watches.
Below - Then infant still smiling and
looking at the mother hits the table again.
B. Mother "demonstrates and invites
imitation", Vanessa 50 weeks.
Left - Mother moves the infant's fingers
and recites "This little piggy" while the
infant watches her face.
Right - Mother holds out her hand for the
infant to grasp and move her fingers.
Below - Infant complies by grasping and
moving the mother's little finger.
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imitation" similar to many directives given in communication using
objects. They called for the infant to show off, to touch or to
control the mother's movements. One infant also gave a directive
for the mother to perform a movement similar to the one the infant
had performed immediately before. While the directive referred
to the preceding activity, the infant did not act out an explicit
demonstration for the mother to copy. By holding out a paper
tissue, Laragh got her mother to "blow" her own nose like the
infant had just done.
B. Complements the other's action - Here one partner joined
in the other's activity by performing an action that followed on
from the partner's behaviour and completed it (Figure 6.5). Most
directives for play occurred in this type of engagement when one
partner invited the other to complement an action. The leader's
contribution was to place herself in the appropriate posture for
the required contribution and to invite the other to perform it.
In this way the mothers directed the infants to touch them in
particular ways, e.g. clap hands against the mother's, move the
hand round the mother's palm in "Round and round the garden" and
bite the mother's hand. Directives were also given for the
infants to perform controlling actions to complete a joint perfor¬
mance, e.g. hitting the mother's hands together and opening the
mother's fist by extending one finger at a time. Only one mother
gave a directive for the infant to perform a complementary display.
She held out a tissue to the infant's face for her to snuffle into
it. This was a joke on behaviour when infected with colds which
both mother and infant had recently experienced.
Figure 6.5 Complementing in person play.
A. Mother "indicates other's action on
self" (complementary touching play),
Vanessa 50 weeks.
Left - Mother holds out her hands with
palms facing the infant.
Right - Infant claps her hands against the
mother's and then looks at her face.
B. Infant "indicates other's action on
self" (complementary touching play),
Eliza 42 weeks.
Left - Mother circles the infant's palm
with her index finger, reciting "Round
and round the garden".
Right - After the mother has finished the
game, the infant holds out her hand for
the mother to repeat the game.
Below - The infant persists until the
mother begins the game again.
 
Figure 6.5 Continued
C. Mother "indicates other's action on
self" (complementary controlling
play), Ann 50 weeks.
Left - Mother extends the index finger of
her fist as infant watches.
Right - Mother closes fist.
Below - Infant grasps and extends mother's
index finger.
D. Infant "indicates other's action on
self" (complementary controlling
play), Vanessa 54 weeks.
Left - Mother flicks her lips and hums and
the infant imitates her movement carefully
watching the mother's face.
Right - Infant grasps mother's index finger
and pulls it to her own mouth.
Below - Infant moves mother's finger up and
down on her lips until the mother begins
making the movement herself.
 
Figure 6.5 Continued
E. Mother "indicates other's display"
(complementary "showing off"),
Laragh 54 weeks.
Left - Mother pretends to blow her nose
as infant watches and smiles.
Right - Mother holds out the tissue to
infant.
Below - Infant leans forward and rubs
her nose in the tissue.
F. Infant "indicates other's display"
(complementary "showing off"),
Laragh 54 weeks.
Left - Holding a tissue in her mouth,
the mother shakes her head from side to
side. Then she opens her mouth and
drops the tissue.
Right - Infant holds up the tissue for
the mother to repeat the action.
Below - Mother takes the tissue in her
mouth and shakes her head again.
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These directives called on the infants to show off, touch or control
the mother, but they were not classified as exhibitive play because
they involved a specified participation of both partners. During
exhibitive play the mothers had, for example, performed nursery
games such as "This little piggy" and "Round and round the garden",
but they acted on the infants rather than in partnership with them.
The infants gave several kinds of directives for the mothers to
make a complementary movement by touching them in particular ways.
Like the mothers, the infants sometimes changed posture to invite
the mother's action, e.g. holding out the hand for the mother to
play "Round and round the garden" and opening the mouth for the
mother to put her finger in. One infant induced the mother to
flick the infant's lips by pulling the mother's hand to her mouth.
While most of the infants' directives were of the kind that called
on the mother to touch them, one infant reached to the mother to
get her to move closer so that the infant could repeat an action on
her. Here she was indicating what she wanted to do implying how
the mother could help. Only one infant called for the mother to
make a complementary display. By holding out a tissue to the
mother's face, Laragh invited her to snuffle into it.
Fifteen of all the infants' complementary play actions were
directed by the mother and ten of them were the infants' own
directives to their mothers. There were in addition five other
complementary play actions which were spontaneous attempts by the
infants to join in with the mothers' play actions and were
classified as "assists other's action on self". These included the
infant removing the screen in "Peek-a-boo". Another infant joined
in complementary play by keeping her right hand at the position in
which the mother had placed it while the mother clapped it and
then assisted by presenting her left palm to be clapped in the same
way. While in most of the controlling play actions the mothers
grasped the infants' hands and moved them, one infant changed this
by grasping the mother's hands, so assisting with the mother's
activity.
C. Opposes other's action - This pattern of communication in
play required that both partners be active with one countering the
other's action (Figure 6.6). This type of play was formed by one
partner attempting to control or change the other's action and there
often followed a sequence of alternating opposing actions. These
differed from imposition classified as "controlling play" in which
the intrusion was passively accepted by the partner, not playfully
countered or opposed.
A frequently played teasing game was the mother repeatedly moving
her hand across the table while the infant tried to touch or grasp
it each time it came near. Similar to this was the game in which
the mother hid her hand under the table and the infant tried to
catch it when it appeared over the edge. Sometimes after hiding
her hand, a mother tapped across the underside of the table to
the place where she revealed it and her infant followed the noise
to anticipate correctly where the mother's hand was to appear.
Figure 6.6 Opposing in person play.
A. Mother "hides and reveals hand" and
infant "touches hand", Alison 42
weeks.
Top left - Mother shows her hand close
to infant's hand.
Top right - Infant quickly grasps the
mother's finger, then the mother with¬
draws and hides her hand.
Below left - Mother shows her hand and
moves it along table edge.
Below right - Infant touches the mother's
hand.
B. Mother "indicates other's action on
self" and infant changes the game
by not complying with the mother's
gestured directives, Laragh 50 weeks.
Top left - Mother holds out her finger
inviting a repetition of the game of
touching finger tips.
Top right - Infant grasps and pulls mother's
finger.
Below left - Mother leans forward saying
"Nosey, nosey", attempting to get the
infant to rub noses and the infant leans
forward.
Below right - Instead of rubbing noses the
infant tries to bite the mother's nose.
 
This gave opportunity for tricking the infant by the mother making
a quick sideways movement and showing her hand elsewhere. In
another common game the infant pushed the mother's hand away as
the latter showed off.
On two occasions an infant changed the game from matching the
mother's activity to one of opposition. By not performing the
expected action as before, she acted on the mother in a different
way and so teased her. Instead of touching the mother's hand
finger tip to finger tip, Laragh grabbed the mother's finger and
looked at her face. Immediately following this the mother leaned
forward saying "Nosey, nosey", inviting her to rub noses, a game
they often played, but instead Laragh bit the mother's nose and
laughed.
There was only one instance of directives to evoke this form of
play. The mother held out her fist to the infant who opened her
fingers one by one while the mother tried to keep them closed.
6-4.4 Changes in patterns of person play
All the mother-infant pairs spent more time in both complementary
and matching patterns of play as the infants grew older (Figure
6.7). This was particularly evident in the final two sessions.
On average they spent nineteen seconds in matching play in the
first three sessions and thirty two seconds in the last three
sessions (Sign Test, p<.05). At the same time there was a five¬
fold increase in complementary play, an average of five seconds in
Figure 6.7 Duration of different patterns of person
play as a percentage of session time by
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the first half of the study rising to twenty five seconds in the
second half (Sign Test, p^.05). However there was no clear age-
related change in the time they spent on other play forms. Overall
four of the mother-infant pairs spent more time in person play in
the later sessions (average of fifty four percent of session time)
than the earlier ones (average of forty two percent). The excep¬
tions, Laragh and her mother, showed a slight decrease with age.
For each of the pairs considerably more time was spent in exhibitive
play, in which one partner, usually the mother, was active while the
other watched, smiled and submitted to the play action. On average
seventy nine percent of the time devoted to play was spent in exhibi¬
tive play while participatory play accounted for only twenty one per¬
cent. All infants increased their contribution to play as they grew
older making more play actions in the second half of the study than in
the first. As they became older they all performed more actions to
oppose the mother playfully (L=66, p=.05) and to complement it (L=68,
p=.01) (Figure 6.8).. No infant made any of these actions in the first
session. Four infants showed similar increases with age in the frequen¬
cies of actions to show off. No infant performed any spontaneous dis¬
plays in the first three sessions of the study and one infant, Ann, did
not perform any of these actions. Matching the mother's action was
frequent in the earliest sessions, but all the infants used more of
these actions as they grew older (L=66, p=.05). There was no systema¬
tic change in the infants' use of spontaneous playful control and
touching. However all the infants showed a decrease in frequency of
touching the mother's hand in response to her moving it in display or
tickling or poking the infant.
Figure 6.8 Changes with age in the frequencies of the
different types of play action by the
infants. Results for all infants combined.
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6.4.5 Cooperation in person play
Four of the mothers and three of the infants (Laragh, Vanessa and
Eliza who all gave directives during communication with objects)
gave directives for the partner's play. No infant or mother gave
directives in the first two sessions and all four mothers who gave
directives did so more frequently as the infants became older. It
is not possible to affirm that the infants increased the number of
directives as they grew older because the frequencies of these
actions were very low. Nevertheless all directives by infants
were given when they were aged 42 weeks or older.
Many of the mothers' directives called for the infants to repeat
an action that had been performed immediately before (Table 6.3).
In addition, several of the mothers attempted to get their
daughters to repeat a game played at home by identifying them¬
selves as recipient of the required action when this action had
not previously been performed in the session. This technique of
recalling a response from the infant's memory, while not as
successful as attempts to elicit an action that had just been
performed, was sometimes responded to appropriately.
The infants complied with thirty of the mothers' forty two direc¬
tives and the mothers' complied with ten of the fourteen direc¬
tives given by their daughters. Like the mothers, infants relied
on the context of joint action to specify the required action
(Table 6.4). However for the infants all the directives were
based on the immediately preceding action only and in no case was
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it apparent that the infant was referring to games played at home
In all directives calling for an infant to act on the mother, the
mothers invariably identified themselves as recipients of the
infants' actions by presenting the appropriate part of their body
Similarly in all directives for an infant display, the mothers
identified the infant as actor by pointing to the part of the
infant's body to be moved or holding out an object for her to use
These two ways of identifying the roles of the partners, i.e.
specifying the self as recipient or the other as actor, could
refer to action performed by either the self or the other. In
this way were communicated four distinct relationships between
actor, recipient and action which were used differentially in
different patterns of person play (Table 6.5A). Some directives
required the infant to remain as actor or leader and repeat
a display for the mother's attention (A), or repeat an action on
the mother (B). Others required that the mother and infant
exchange positions in the actor/recipient relationship, the
infant performing the action which the mother had previously used
in display (C) or in touching or controlling the infant (D).
Most of the infants' directives for different types of play were
constructed in the same way as were those given by the mothers
(Table 6.5B). In addition one of the infants gave a directive
of a different form in which she identified the mother as the
recipient of an action by reaching to her (E).
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6.4.6 Communication in object play
There were some clear parallels in the mothers' actions in communi¬
cation about objects and in person play (compare "object approach
and retreat" and "hand approach and retreat", "object displays"
and "hand displays", "hiding and revealing object" and "hiding and
revealing hand", and "touches with object" and "touches").
However the infants' responses to the mothers' actions with
objects were more frequently serious attempts to get hold of the
toy rather than humorous appreciation. Overall, only nine percent
of the communication during the two object-using conditions was
humorous object play.
Although so little time was devoted to humorous object play, there
was in the object play observed evidence of all the forms of social
play seen when the subjects were playing without toys (Table 6.6).
As in person play, exhibitive play was more common than participa¬
tory play accounting for seventy seven percent of the games using
toys. The mothers led most of the time in play, though the infants
made important contributions by showing off and engaging in parti¬
cipatory play. Over seventy percent of the participatory play
consisted of opposition in which one partner countered the other's
action. Some of the opposing play was similar to that seen in
person play, the infant trying to catch a toy as the mother showed
it. Other opposing object play centred around giving and taking
toys as the partners alternately snatched the toy from each other
or the infant pretended to give the toy to the mother, but with¬
drew it before the mother could grasp it. One of the infants
TABLE 6.6 FREQUENCIES OF GAMES USING TOYS
Type of game
Condition
Teaching Play with toy
Exhibitive play
M Shows off 23 19
Touches B 4 10
Imposes 3 1
B Shows off 4 8






initiated games of opposition by repeatedly performing an action
(putting a toy to the mouth) which the mother consistently tried
to stop. Complementary and matching behaviour was rare in play
with objects, these types of action being reserved mainly for
serious cooperation and imitation in the joint manipulation of
obj ects.
The frequencies of object play were too low to establish statis¬
tically whether there was any consistent change in play as the
infants grew older. However it should be noted that only three
of the ten infants' displays using objects and three of their
twenty one actions of opposition occurred in the first three
sessions, most of these play actions being performed when the
infants were older.
6.5 DISCUSSION
The predictions made about social play by the theory of infant in-
tersubjectivity have been largely supported by the results. The
play of the mothers and infants was organised in patterns of psycho¬
logical functioning which express distinct interpersonal action in
creating effects for the partner's experience by "touching",
"controlling", "displaying", "matching", "complementing" and
"opposing". Other descriptions of infant play have some of these
patterns, e.g. complementary control of the screen in Peek-a-boo
(Bruner and Sherwood, 1976), imitation of body movements and
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vocalisations (Pawlby, 1977), playful opposition of teasing
(Bretherton and Bates, 1979) and showing off (Bates et al, 1975).
Further, Garvey (1974) gave evidence of comparable patterns of
participatory social interaction in the language play of young
children when she described responses which were identical, com¬
plementary or counter-assertive to the initial utterance. However
no previous study of infant play has recognised the full range of
interpersonal functions defined in this study.
As predicted by the theory of development based on an inherent
intersubjectivity, the play of mothers and infants changed as the
infants grew older to show an increased understanding by infants
of social interaction and the more advanced participatory play to
some extent replaced the undefined attempts of the infants to join
in the play by merely touching the mother's hand. Only four of
the infants showed a change in their tendency to display or show
off for the mother as specified in the predictions. However they
all took more initiative in play using an increasing number of
participatory play actions based on sharing an aim with the mother.
The final prediction about the appearance and increase in coopera¬
tion with age has been partially supported by the results. Four
of the infants cooperated by complying with directives while three
of them initiated cooperation by giving directives, and there are
indications that this behaviour increased with age.
Infant performances of displays and contributions to participatory
play all involve some understanding of joint action and attention
necessary to cooperation. When performing a display an infant
indicated that she perceived herself as of interest to the mother
and was to some extent able to take account of the mother's point
of view and of the effect her action was having on the mother.
An infant engaging in sequences of matching actions showed that
she knew how to create similar movements and effects as the mother
and was also able to demonstrate this to the mother by careful
alternation of the imitative response in the communication. Both
complementary and opposing play involved the partners, not simply
paralleling each other's movements as in matching play, but
required that one partner find an appropriate but distinct response
to the other's action. In complementary play the infant had to
identify what she could do in order to follow and complete the
mother's plan, while in opposition she had to choose behaviour
that effectively countered the mother's action although the games
were played in a framework of mutually consenting dispute. Both
these types of play indicated that the infant understood in some
way the relation between her own actions and those of the mother
and how the infant could use her own actions to change the process
of their joint activity.
Playful touching and controlling movements and their complementary
or opposing replies all involve physical contact between mother
and infant. These may be considered to be a form of teasing about
the physical power one person can exert over another or about the
intrusions one can make into the other's personal domain. Support
is given to this interpretation by the observation that the
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infants sometimes became rough when playing and hurt the mother
when pulling or pinching her, in their excitement having lost
playful control of their actions. The infants accepted teasing
intrusions of their body space by their mothers during person
play. Such intimacy was not apparent during communication about
objects though it appeared with quite a different purpose when the
mothers attempted to console a distressed infant. It is note¬
worthy that the mothers submitted to the infants' control and
intrusions even though the infants are far weaker than their mothers
and quite incapable of exerting physical power over the mother if
she were unwilling to submit. As Winnicott (1971) suggested, it
appears that the mother subjects her power to fulfil the infant's
wishes and so enhances the potency of the infant's actions.
It appears that imitation too has a significant teasing function in
the interactions of mothers and infants. While imitation occurred
only rarely in serious communication with objects, it was far more
common in playful exchanges. It is possible that imitation is used
in unambiguous tutoring situations, but otherwise has a mainly comic
or facetious teasing effect of "follow the leader" not appropriate
to serious interactions. Certainly repeating what the partner has
just said is odd in adult interactions providing the basis for the
long-standing joke, "Why do you keep repeating everything I say?"
The infants' directives for the mother to make a particular contri¬
bution to person play like those used in communication about
objects indicate that the infants have expectations about the
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mother's action and understanding of the distinction between the
actor and the recipient in communication. However they express a
different interpersonal understanding as they are not concerned
with another person's manipulation of physical object, but involving
body contact and direct interpersonal attention these directives
clearly express the distinction between "I" and "you" in creating
a joint interpersonal effect. While there were major differences
in the forms of communication with toys or without them, it was
apparent that similar forms of interpersonal action were used in
both serious and playful activity. Notably the infants used and
responded appropriately to the direction of attention and actions
demonstrating, as predicted by the theory of infant intersubjecti-
vity, that similar communicative and cooperative processes were
available both for the joint manipulation of objects and for the
direct interpersonal action of person play.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: INFANTS' COMMUNICATIVE INITIATIVES
7.1 THEORIES OF COMMUNICATIVE INITIATIVE DURING INFANCY
In explanations of infant social behaviour it is commonly proposed
that social interactions between mothers and infants occur because
the mothers create and maintain an exchange of expressive actions.
When discussing the interaction between two- and three-month-olds
with their mothers, Clark and Krige (1979) write that the mother's
"response is more than simply appropriate - she deliberately
exploits every opportunity that presents itself to establish
communication" (p.l). Stern (1974a, 1974b and 1977) also emphasised
the importance of the mother in maintaining the young infant's
attention and arousal so that he will watch her and coo and smile.
He suggested that these infant social behaviours induced the mother
to repeat her social actions and so keep the infant's attention and
maintain the infant's arousal at an optimum level for social
interaction.
Schaffer (1977), discussing the change in communication at the end
of the first year, considered that before this change, the mothers
and infants engage in "pseudo-dialogues" which depend on the mother
replying to the infant's actions as though they were communicative.
He suggested that the child achieves the concept of dialogue at
about the end of the first year. After this change the infant can
take either role in exchanges involving an actor and a spectator,
or a giver and a taker, and this, Schaffer proposed, is evidence
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that the infant has learned that dialogues are two-sided and that
the roles are therefore interchangeable and reciprocal.
The attribution of this achievement at this age apparently contra¬
dicts other studies in which Schaffer and his co-workers (Schaffer
et al, 1977 and Schaffer and Crook, 1978) have argued that even with
infants over one year, infant and mother appear to interact because
the mother phases her behaviour to alternate with that of her infant.
Schaffer and Crook (1978) do state that "the infant's active role
in determining the course and content of social interactions clearly
deserves emphasis" (p.66); nevertheless they confine their investi¬
gations to the mother's behaviour and do not describe how it relates
to that of the infant.
Newson (1975, 1977a and 1977b) has suggested that the infant is
frequently involved with another person in "structured interactions"
which become familiar to the infant and provide a framework for
mutual understanding and shared meanings. In Newson's discussion
more thought is given to the infant's contribution than in
Schaffer's, but for both these authors the infant is involved in a
patterned interaction because the mother gives structure to the
succession of their responses. That the infant may have powers to
initiate new forms of communicating and to actively direct the
course of interaction is not explored.
Trevarthen (1979) in contrast to the above authors, argued that as
early as two months of age, infants have developed a complex form
of mutual understanding with their mothers. According to this
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position, humans can, from early infancy, direct and regulate inter¬
actions as well as be directed and regulated by others, though the
areas of expression in which communication occurs develops greatly
with the psychological growth of the infant. This proposition has
been supported by Murray (1980) who found that two to three-month-
olds have expectations of the affective quality of the mother's
responses and that if these are not fulfilled, the infants show
distress and withdrawal. In addition, Sylvester-Bradley (1980)
found that at three to four months infants' avoidance of face to face
interaction induced the mothers to find new ways of interacting with
the infants and so led them to discover game playing. The games
that mothers played with them developed out of the infants' changing
psychology, not from the imposition of a new activity by the mother.
Trevarthen's theory of infant intersubjectivity makes predictions
about the infants' communicative initiatives at the end of the first
year.
1. The infants will be able to show autonomy in using the new
communicative actions to direct the mother's attention and action
when the mother is not attempting to interact with the infant.
2. The infants will initiate bouts of communication with their
mothers and this will be markedly more frequent when the mothers are
socially restrained.
3. Developmental differences in a general change in communica¬
tion with other persons at this time will be apparent in all aspects
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of the infants' communication. It is expected that the individual
infants would show consistency between their tendencies to perform
each of the new communicative actions to direct the mother's
attention and action in both communication with objects and in
person play.
7.2 METHODS
Each of these predictions was examined with different analyses
which are here explained in turn.
7.2.1 Communication with a socially restrained mother - In studies
of mother-infant interaction, mothers may be anxious to show how well
they interact with their infants and so give the infants little
opportunity to initiate communication. Also, while the experimental
instructions to the mother may give her the single purpose of
attending to and communicating with the infant, the infant may often
have a number of competing interests, exploring new surroundings and
toys, as well as interacting with the mother. These factors may
result in the mother leading most of the interaction and the infant
may be seen as contributing little to its course.
However, useful information can be gained by inducing the mother to
reduce the amount of communication and then observing how the
behaviour of the infant changes. Such a procedure can have
associated problems since it is not possible for someone to fully
control his behaviour in a spontaneous and, in many ways,
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unpredictable interaction. Furthermore, artificial modifications of
the communicative behaviour can cause uninterpretable reactions
because that person may appear strange to the partner, who may then
behave uncharacteristically. So it is necessary to find a simple
way for the mother to disengage herself or redirect her interpersonal
behaviour and alter her behaviour only slightly so that it does not
induce odd reactions in the infant.
Bearing these problems in mind, an attempt was made to gather
evidence on the relative contributions of mothers and infants to
the initiation and progress of interactions by asking the mothers
to restrain their social behaviour. The mothers were told,
"(infant's name) is going to play on her own. If she is friendly
to you, be friendly in return. If. she drops a toy, pick it up
again, but don't get involved in any games." These instructions
were aimed at keeping the mother responsive to the infants' communi¬
cative initiatives, yet avoiding initiating communication themselves,
and resisting building on and developing the infants' communications.
It was hoped that the mothers would not appear strange to the
infants, but would remain accessible, responsive and friendly,
waiting for their daughters' lead rather than taking the lead as it
was expected they would do during the unrestrained conditions.
The behaviour of mothers and infants during this condition was coded
using the categories in Appendix A. The behaviours were analysed
to establish whether the mothers had managed to be responsive and
yet avoid leading in communication. To do this the mothers'
behaviour during the restrained condition was compared with that in
the other conditions when they participated freely. Then the
infants' behaviour was examined to establish whether the age-
related changes in use of actions to direct the mothers' attention
to objects (categories 22, 26, 27 and 31-35) and action on objects
(directives) observed during the unrestrained conditions, also
occurred when the mothers were socially restrained.
7.2.2 Initiation of communication - The behaviour of mothers and
infants on the video recordings showed that at times the partners
were sharing an interest, jointly engaged in an activity or playing
together. There were also periods when one was engaged in solitary
activity while the other watched or both were pursuing their own
activity at the same time. For this investigation into initiatives
in communication, it was important to identify the episodes of
joint attention, action and play, which were termed "communication
sequences", and establish by whom and in which way they were
initiated and terminated.
A communication sequence was defined as an uninterrupted series of
communicative actions to which both mother and infant contributed,
and was started when one person performed a communicative action
that was responded to by the partner, so creating mutual attention
or a shared focus for interest and action. A communication sequence
ended when one or both partners became involved in a solitary
interest. Each communication sequence consisted of at least two
turns, one person's initiation and the other's reply. A turn could
be made up of several communicative actions provided the partner
maintained interest in the other's activity. One person performing
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a series of communicative actions while the other only watched did
not constitute a communication sequence. Both had to become involved
in performing actions as defined in the listed communication
categories. When the mothers and infants centred their communication
on a toy, the infant's gaze was a good indicator of interest.
However, when playing without toys, gaze was not always so helpful.
For example, there were times when an infant was looking around the
room and the mother touched the infant or made a playful sound and
the infant replied by smiling, touching or even imitating without
directing her gaze to the mother or her activity. In such situa¬
tions the infant's smile, touch or vocalisation was considered a
communicative action within a communicative sequence.
The communicative sequences and constituent turns identified were
marked on the transcripts (see Appendix C). For each mother-infant
pair in all four conditions of each recording session, the number
of communication sequences was established and their duration was
measured both in number of turns and in duration of time. In
addition the beginning and end of each communication sequence were
examined to identify which partner started and terminated it and
how these were done. All the above measures were made separately
for each age of the infants and results for the condition with the
restrained mother were compared with those in which the mothers were
fully involved in the interaction.
7.2.3 Correlations in the subjects' communicative action - For
each mother and each infant in all recording sessions the frequency
was found for directives in both communication about objects and in
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person play. Also the number of times each subject performed actions
to direct the partner's attention to an object (categories 22-24 and
26-35) and displays in person play (categories 52, 53 and 55-59) was
established. Using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient the
degree of correspondence was calculated between the mothers' and
infants' tendencies to use each of these communicative actions.
This was done to discover whether the preferences in performing the
communicative actions by members of the same subject pair were
related to each other in a simple imitative or complementary manner.
The correspondence in the individual infants' tendencies to use
these four types of communicative action was calculated using
Kendall's coefficient of concordance"'". Similar examination was
made of the mothers' communicative actions using both statistical
tests.
7.3 RESULTS
7.3.1 Communication with a socially restrained mother - In
response to the request to be responsive, but avoid initiating or
maintaining communication, the mothers showed a number of modifica¬
tions in their behaviour. Each mother performed fewer communicative
While Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (r) is a
measure of association between two variables, Kendall's
coefficient of concordance (W) may be used to measure
the relation among several rankings of variables in a
group of subjects (Siegel, 1956).
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actions than did her daughter while the reverse occurred in the
other conditions. There were no instances of the mother touching
the baby and they talked very little in this condition. One
mother made only one utterance in all the recordings of this
condition.
In sixty two percent of communication sequences the only communica¬
tive actions the mothers performed were ones of greeting in
response to the infant's initiative, involving various combinations
of smiling, laughing, looking at the infant's face, nodding and
raising the eyebrows. The mothers made other contributions to the
communication, but compared with the conditions in which they were
fully active partners, the mothers made very few spontaneous
communicative actions with objects or personal displays (Table 7.1).
They made some actions to manage the infants' activity by control¬
ling the infants' attempts to push toys off the table or by
attracting the infants' attention back to the toys on the table.
These were made to distract the infants from attending to the
mother herself or trying to interest her in the toys on the cup¬
board.. In the unrestrained conditions the mothers generally did
not try to avoid these types of infant communication, often respon¬
ding to the infants' interpersonal attention with smiles, vocalisa¬
tions and personal display, and pointing and talking about the
infants' interest elsewhere in the room.
The mothers of three infants, Vanessa, Laragh and Ann, made a few
responses to infant communications directed to themselves,
complying with ei/p e e"t/Ves , reacting to provocation or accepting
TABLE 7.1 COMPARISON OF MOTHERS' COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS WHEN RESTRAINED
AND WHEN FULLY PARTICIPATING IN COMMUNICATION. RESULTS FOR








Smiles and laughs 97 392
Complies with directives 5 6
Responds to provocation 15 4
Accepts offered object 1 2
Takes up I's interest
in object 4 208
Controls I's action
on object 12 83
Indicates object to









obj ect 1 162
Responsive displays








an offered object. The frequencies of these communicative actions
of the mothers were similar to their mean frequencies in the other
conditions indicating that the infants were inducing their mothers
to respond to them despite the mothers' attempts to be socially
restrained. As the frequencies of these responsive actions were
low, it was not possible to detect a clear change as the infants
grew older. However all the mothers' responses to dire ct i\/es,
provocation and offering a toy occurred in the last three sessions.
When the mother was restrained, four infants (all except Eliza)
showed an increase with age in the frequency of communicative
actions of personal attention and emotional expression. They also
showed an increase with age both in the frequency and percentage of
communicative actions with objects, but infant actions of person
play were rare at all ages (Figure 7.1). With the mother socially
restrained, each of the infants performed more actions to attract
the mother's attention to a toy than in the teaching condition, and
four infants (all except Alison) used more than in the condition
play with a toy.
Three infants, Laragh, Vanessa and Ann, together gave twelve
directives for actions on objects during the last two sessions
(Table 7.2), while in the two object-handling conditions with a
fully participating mother, three infants gave eleven directives
to the mothers. Half of the infant directives to the socially
restrained mothers were for actions new to the recording session
while the rest (all performed by Laragh at fifty four weeks) were
attempts to get the mother to repeat an action performed during the
Figure 7.1 Percentages of different classes of
infants' communicative actions with a
socially restrained mother by age of
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recording of the immediately preceding session forty five seconds
earlier. The directives given by Ann and by Laragh were for the
mother to retrieve an object which the infant had thrown on the
floor. Vanessa's directives were attempts to induce the mother to
release the ball from the rattle. This was the first time she. had
handled this toy during the recording session and she was manipula¬
ting it assembled, not in pieces. In giving the directive, the
infant was apparently remembering the separation of the parts that
had been done for her in the preceding session four weeks earlier.
The infant showed persistence, making four requests for assistance,
but none was complied with by the mother. Later, commenting on
the events, the mother said that she realised what the infant was
asking her to do and she wanted to help, but had not done so
because of the researcher's instructions.
Not surprisingly the infants did not "resist" or "accept" the
mother's action or follow her attention since there were virtually
no actions to respond to. Likewise, actions controlling and
imitating the mother were very rare. Despite the low level of
activity from the mothers the infants made many actions taking up
the mother's interest (Group 1 of communicative actions with
objects). The majority of these were in response to the mother
placing on the table a toy she had retrieved from the floor. As
the infants grew older the group results indicate that they used a
smaller proportion of actions taking up the mother's interest and
showed a concomitant rise in actions directing the mother's
attention (Figure 7.2). This change with age was also reported
Figure 7.2 Percentages of infants' communicative
actions using objects with a socially
restrained mother by age of infants.
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above for the conditions of teaching and play with a toy. However,
in this condition, the results are not statistically significant
because two infants, Alison and Ann, did not show this change in
behaviour reflecting their mothers' communicative restraint.
7.3.2 Initiation of communication - In all conditions in which
the mothers were active partners, most of the communication was
initiated by them, and the actions they used to do this varied
according to the instruction given and the availability of toys.
In play without toys the most frequent ways that mothers initiated
communication were by touching the baby or making a hand or body
display (Table 7.3). Although no toys were given to the subjects,
much communication was started by establishing a joint interest in
objects. Overall, thirteen percent of the communication sequences
were started in this way. Infants and mothers together manipulated
the mirror, plastic table edging, belly band and tissues and shared
interest in the lights, posters and the toys on the cupboard.
When playing with toys and teaching, the mothers most frequently
initiated communication by establishing joint action or interest
with reference to objects. They initiated very few communication
sequences by touching their daughters (Tables 7.4 and 7.5). In
teaching, each of the mothers initiated communication by attracting
the infant's attention to their own activities more frequently than
by taking up the infant's interests. While in play with a toy the
reverse occurred, with four of the mothers taking up the infants'
































































































































































































































































































































































































































their own. The exception, Vanessa's mother, showed a strong ten¬
dency throughout to lead in communication and control her infant's
movements and was apparently resistant to following the infant's
interests.
When they were following instructions to be socially restrained
the mothers initiated few communication sequences, nineteen percent
as against eighty seven percent when free to take an active part
(Table 7.6). They most frequently did this by attracting the
infant's attention to their own actions and by smiles or looks at
the infant.
The overall results show that the babies initiated thirteen percent
of the communication sequences when the instructions allowed the
mothers to be fully engaged. There was no change with age in the
likelihood of infants initiating communication, though there was a
change in the way they did this. In the teaching condition all the
infants initiated communication sequences by attracting the mother
to their own interest more frequently in the second half of the
study than in the first. For the other conditions the group results
show similar trends, but the individual subjects did not all
consistently change their behaviour in this way. Overall, the most
common way for each of the infants to initiate communication was
with actions of personal attention and emotional expression, usually
a look at the mother's face combined with a smile or laugh.
When the mothers were socially restrained, all the infants initiated


























































































































































































































the mothers' communicative behaviour was unrestrained (Sign Test,
p<.05, Figure 7.3). One infant, Vanessa, in every session,
initiated communication more frequently in the condition with the
restrained mother than in all other conditions combined. Four of
the infants, all except Eliza, initiated communication more
frequently in the first three than the last three sessions when the
mother was socially restrained. For these same four subjects, the
actions used to initiate communication showed similar changes with
age. They used communicative actions with objects more frequently
and those of personal attention and emotional expression less
frequently as they grew older.
In two conditions, play without toys and when the mother was
socially restrained, all the subject pairs communicated longer in
the last three than the first three sessions. This change was not
apparent in the other conditions. When the mother was socially
restrained communication was shorter than in the other conditions,
accounting for eleven percent of the condition time compared with
a mean of fifty three percent. The communication sequences were
also shorter than with a fully participating mother. Most of the
subject pairs in each of the sessions engaged in communication
sequences with mean lengths ranging from the shortest possible of
2.0 turns to 3.8 turns. The sole exception to this was Laragh and
her mother in their final session when the communication sequences
lasted for a mean of 7.7 turns. The communication in this session
was largely driven by the infant's persistent use of provocations
and directives and took up half of the condition time. The same
infant at fifty weeks and Vanessa at fifty four weeks, engaged in
Figure 7.3 Comparison of the number of communication
sequences initiated by infants in condition
with socially restrained mother and other
three conditions.
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Infant initiates more communication sequences with restrained mother
Infant initiates fewer communication sequences with restrained mother
Infant initiates same number of communication sequences in both conditions
communication with their restrained mothers for twenty five percent
of the possible time and they used similar techniques of provocation
and directives to maintain the interaction.
In all conditions, most communication ended when the infants looked
away or became involved in solitary activity. The mothers
terminated very few communication sequences when they were fully
participating (one percent). However, when they were socially
restrained, they ended thirteen percent of the communication
sequences.
7.3.3 Correlations in the subjects' communicative action - The
results show a significant degree of consistency within the indivi¬
dual infant's tendency to perform actions to direct the mother's
attention and action in both communication with objects and in
person play (Table 7.7 and Figure 7.4). The mothers showed a
significant positive correlation between actions to direct the
infant's attention and action during communication about objects,
but their tendency to use these actions was not related to directives
and displays in person play. The correlations between the infants'
and mothers' attempts to direct each other's attention or action
showed no significant results.
7.4 DISCUSSION
The results show that the mothers were largely successful in
restraining their interactive behaviour as instructed by the







A. Within infants' behaviour
1. Gives directives for action on objects
Gives directives in person play
Directs M's attention to object
Performs hand or face display
W = 0.84 p < .01 *
B. Within mothers' behaviour
1. Gives directives for action on objects
Gives directives in person play
Directs I's attention to object
Performs hand or face display
W = 0.36 N.S.
2. Gives directives for action on objects
Directs I's attention to object
r = 0.9 p = .05 *
3. Gives directives in person play
Performs hand or face display
r = -0.1 N.S.
C. Between infants' and mothers' behaviours
1. Gives directives for action on objects r = 0.5 N.S.
2. Gives directives in person play r = 0.58 N.S.
3. Directs partner's attention to object r = 0.5 N.S.
4. Performs hand or face displays r = -0.63 N.S.
Figure 7.4 Consistency in individual infants' attempts
to direct the actions and attention of the
mothers in communication using objects and
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experimenter. Apart from some differences in response to the
mothers' changed communication, the infants performed a similar range
of communicative actions with objects as in the other object-using
conditions and these showed similar changes in frequency as the
infants grew older. The restrained manner of the mothers induced
the infants to be more forceful in efforts to communicate by using
displays and directives more frequently than they did in the other
conditions. Half of the directives given to the mothers were
independent of any immediately preceding joint action. Thus while
the infants were capable of adapting to a context of joint action
when formulating directives for their mothers, they were also able
to generate ideas for communication based on recollection of more
distant experiences. These results show that the infants continued
to employ spontaneously the knowledge of agency and mutual under¬
standing that they used in conditions where the mother was free to
give active support.
In response to the restrained mother, all the infants initiated more
communication sequences than in the other conditions demonstrating
that they were capable of actively promoting communication them¬
selves. Both the communication sequences and the amount of time
spent in communication were shorter than in the other conditions, so
it appears that the full engagement of the mother was necessary for
maintaining communication at its normal level. However, even adults
find it difficult to maintain conversations with a shy or reticent
partner.
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The finding that the temporal patterning of interactions remained
largely unchanged throughout the duration of the study at all ages
and in all conditions is important. It appears that there was a
basic interaction framework already established in the earliest
session and this in fundamental ways is similar to that described
by Sacks et al (1974), for interactions between adults having
distinct procedures for opening and closing and consisting of
alternating turns. Although the way that communication was started
and terminated clearly reflected the constraints imposed by the
experimental conditions, the fundamental cooperative format of
interaction in terms of the lengths and frequencies of turn-taking
sequences and the balance of initiative between the partners in
starting and terminating contact was unchanged. The infants' new
communicative abilities were expressed in this fundamental interac¬
tion framework. The existence of such a framework possibly
facilitates the acquisition of new forms of communication providing
a familiar and well-practised format of communicative initiatives
and responses in the alternating action of the communicators that
may help with recognition of each others' intentions.
In order to communicate, the infants did not require that the
mothers adhere rigidly to a particular pattern of interaction. They
readily adapted to the changing conditions initiating more communi¬
cation with the socially restrained mothers. It appears that most
of the infants were becoming more adept at this as they grew older,
increasing the number of communicative initiatives. This and the
evidence that right at the end of the study two infants were
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starting to prolong communication by using directives and provoca¬
tions, suggest that there may be a change in the balance of initiative
between the infants and mothers towards the end of the first year.
The high level of consistency in the individual infant's use of the
new communications to direct the partner's action and attention in
both communication with objects and in person play, supports the
proposal made by the theory of infant intersubjectivity that these
are all expressions of a general change in the infants' understanding
of communication with other people at this time. The infants'
performance of these communicative actions was not related in any
simple imitative or complementary way to the mothers' preferences in
using similar actions. This indicated that the infants may have had
an independent approach to the interaction that reflected develop¬
mental differences or possibly personality variables (e.g. a
tendency to lead in interaction) or both.
Evidently the mothers found it difficult or unnatural always to wait
for the infants to communicate with them, initiating almost one-
fifth of the communication when they were socially restrained and
dominating communication when they could participate fully.
However, the infants did not need the mothers to structure the
interactions as proposed by Schaffer, Newson and other psychologists.
The infants themselves were able to initiate communication, employing
their new communicative abilities and, at times, pushing the mother
to enter into interactions despite her attempts at restraint, thus
supporting the theory of an innate motivation for communication
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(intersubjectivity). This does not mean that the infants never
require the mothers to lead in interaction. There are times in
their development when their contribution to communication is
largely responsive rather than initiatory and it appears that the
mothers could be regulated by the infants' responsiveness to use
particular forms of interaction (Murray, 1980; Sylvester-Bradley,
1980 and Chapter Five above). It appears that this is a two-way
communication in which the partners can show different levels of
relative assertiveness and the infants' abilities to direct
communication change with developments in their understanding of
other people and themselves.
CHAPTER EIGHT: INTERPERSONAL GAZE, SMILES AND LAUGHTER OF INFANTS
DURING COMMUNICATION
Eye contact, smiling and laughter are important in the control of
human interactions both for infants (Jaffe et al, 1973; Murray, 1980
Stern, 1974a, 1974b and 1977) and for adults (Argyle and Cook, 1976;
Darwin, 1872; Ekman, 1973). In this chapter an investigation of the
infants' visual orientations towards the mother's face and of smiles
and laughter is presented in an attempt to establish the quality of
interpersonal contact accompanying the different forms of communica¬
tion examined in the previous chapters.
8.1 FUNCTIONS OF INTERPERSONAL GAZE IN COMMUNICATION DURING
INFANCY
In the first few weeks of life an infant may fixate on a face and
follow its displacements, but visual orientation is relatively
erratic and unfocused at this time (Braddick and Atkinson, 1979;
Dobson and Teller, 1978, and Held, 1979). Nevertheless visual
orientation has meaning for the mother. Macfarlane (1977) found
that mothers did not feel they had met their newborn babies until
the baby had opened his eyes. Wolff (1963) observed that from three
and a half weeks infants directed their eyes to the upper face
seeking eye contact. He noted that this selective orientation had
a marked effect on the mothers who from this moment felt they could
play with their infants and spent more time doing so. In their play
the mothers make a wide variety of movements and noises to attract
the infant's visual attention (Fogel, 1977; Stern, 1977) and once
eye contact is established infants have been found to use it effec¬
tively to make and break interactions with the mother (Jaffe et al,
1973). On the other hand, unresponsive or inappropriate expressive
behaviour by the mother in the course of friendly engagements with
her infant causes two month olds to show distress and gaze aversion
(Murray, 1980). Refusal on the part of the infant to maintain eye-
contact when the mother is seeking communication becomes more
frequent from three months of age and this leads the mother to make
extra efforts to attract the infant's attention by presenting
objects and playing games which excite the baby (Trevarthen and
Hubley, 1978; Sylvester-Bradley, 1980; Trevarthen, 1983).
These findings all show that changes in the young infant's inter¬
personal gaze are important in regulating communication with the
mother, and further studies suggest that new forms of patterning
of interpersonal gaze demonstrate important developments in the
infant's communication at the end of the first year. Trevarthen
and Hubley (1978) noted that at 45 weeks one infant frequently
looked at the mother in response to an instruction or to solicit
assistance, as well as looking and smiling at her readily during
joint activity with objects, often interrupting her own activity
to greet the mother in this way. Compared with the behaviour of
the same infant at twenty five weeks, the nine to ten month old
showed a marked increase in interpersonal attention particularly
when either mother or infant was communicating an idea for the
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other's action. Bruner (1976) too, noted that when sharing a task
with reciprocal roles, infants at the end of the first year frequently
use eye contact to check with the partner. In a study of giving and
taking objects, Bruner (1975) suggested that the infant's gaze could
be used to differentiate between two distinct types of infant
communication, that either treated the other as the recipient of an
action or perceived her as an agent. In the former the infant looked
at the mother's hand in the act of receiving as the infant spontane¬
ously placed an object there, while in the latter the baby looked at
her eyes or face as he offered her the object. Bates (1976) also
used infant's gaze to infer that the infant at the end of the first
year was trying to involve the adult as an agent in his own inten¬
tional action. In the same study she considered that the infant
turned to look at the adult's face when pointing to an object in
confirmation that the adult was attending to that object. The act
of turning to look at the adult in this way was considered important
in distinguishing between "pointing for self" and "pointing for
others". So it appears that at the end of the first year infants
may be using direction of gaze in a new way to show that their
action is directed to the mother and to check that the mother is
attending, i.e. they are both addressing their actions to the mother
and monitoring her response by means of orientations of gaze.
The communicative changes described in Chapter Five show develop¬
ments in the infants' understanding of human action and attention
in communication and in the ability to join with another person in
a shared task. It could be expected that infants would be more
likely to address or monitor, with looks at the mother's face, their
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new communicative actions (directing the mother's attention and
action and complying with directives) rather than the already well-
established actions (taking up the mother's interest in an object
or controlling, resisting or accepting) which do not make specific
requirements of the mother's agency. The studies by Bruner, Bates
and Trevarthen and Hubley cited above observed the infants' gaze
during communication with objects. In the present study, communica¬
tion in direct interpersonal engagement not mediated by objects was
also examined. It was suggested in Chapter Six that the infants'
communication with objects and in person play was going through
equivalent changes at the end of the first year. It could be
expected, therefore, that the infants' interpersonal attention
would also show parallel changes with their new and increasing
communicative play forms (displays, matching, complementing and
opposing) frequently involving looks at the mother's face as the
infants address their actions to the mother and watch for a response.
The already established infant play behaviours of touching the
mother, controlling her movement and touching her hand while she
performed a play action, are not based on the mutual regulation of
action and attention through communication of ideas for play. They
involved the infant making direct physical contact in playful
assertion and are not transmitted across interpersonal space, nor are
they completed by a particular response which the infant has to
anticipate. So it might be expected that these earlier infant play
forms would usually be performed without a look at the mother's face.
The occurrence of looks at the mother's face during communication
with objects and in person play was examined to test these proposi¬
tions .
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8.2 FUNCTIONS OF SMILES AND LAUGHTER IN COMMUNICATION DURING
INFANCY
It has been suggested that infant smiling and laughter in communica¬
tion are indicative of playfulness and humour (Sroufe and Wunsch,
1972). These authors related their findings to Piaget's identifica¬
tion of smiles of mastery which infants show when successful in hand¬
ling physical objects. That is, Sroufe and Wunsch considered these
signs of positive affect to be expressions of an intellectual or
cognitive achievement. However, as has been pointed out above, this
interpretation ignores the interpersonal character of the play that
Sroufe and Wunsch were investigating. While smiling in solitary
activity occurs, it is usually interpreted by psychologists as a
social behaviour (Schaffer, 1971). Infant smiling and laughter has
been taken as an expression of affiliation both by Washburn (1929),
who found that young infants showed considerably more positive affect
with their mothers than with strange adults, and by Bowlby (1969) who
identified it as one of the infant's attachment behaviours.
Taking smiles and laughter to be, as Washburn (1929) suggested,
indicators of social pleasure, then it may be that as the infant's
understanding of personal action and communication increases he
would use these signs of positive affect to signal recognition of
an interpersonally significant event or to mark it. The infants
may selectively smile or laugh when they perform one of the newly
acquired communicative actions to direct the mother's attention or
action in handling objects or to change the course of person play
by making a display or matching, opposing or complementing the
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mother's action. They may use smiles and laughs in a similar way to
looks at the mother's face to demonstrate the interpersonal value
of their communication and its relationship to the partner's agency.
This proposition was examined by the analysis given below.
At this point it should be noted that the relation between smiles
and laughs in human interaction still needs clarification. Van
Hoof (1972) has distinguished in monkeys and apes a staring open
mouth display and a relaxed open mouth which indicate, respectively,
submission or non-hostility and playfulness. These he relates to
human smiling and laughter. Van Hoof suggested that while smiling
and laughter have different phylogenetic origins, their functions
have converged and they now overlap to a considerable extent.
According to this view, a smile may be a gentle laugh, while a
laugh may be an intense smile, both serving as signals of affection
and playfulness. However, it has also been suggested by McGhee
(1979) that laughter has a particular function in response to the
comic or facetious indicating that it is more aggressive than
smiling. These interpretations of the functions of smiles and
laughter raise important issues about these expressions in relation
to the infants' communicative actions. Are laughs and smiles used
interchangeably in all communicative situations, or are laughs used
preferentially when one partner is assertive in creating playful
displays, teasing or directing the shared action? This question,
also, will be addressed in the following analysis of communication.
8.3 METHOD
Each time an infant looked at the mother's face was noted, as was
the communicative context of this sign of interpersonal attention.
Identifying the communicative context involved making a judgement
about whether the infant's look was spontaneous or in response to the
mother's behaviour and noting the infant's action accompanying the
look, or the mother's action to which it was a response. These
judgements were usually straightforward, though on a few occasions
it was not possible to differentiate with whose action the look was
linked. In these cases the gaze was considered to be part of joint
action and both the mother's behaviour and the infant's behaviour
were scored. Thus each orientation to the mother's face was linked
to an action of the mother, the infant or both partners. This was
done for each infant in every condition and in all sessions.
A similar analysis was made for each infant smile and laugh in all
the conditions in every recording session. So, every expression of
positive affect made by the infants was linked to some action of the
mother or infant or both.
The data was examined to establish whether there were any preferences
for looking at the mother's face or smiling and laughing when the
infants performed the new communicative actions of directing the
mother's action or attention in communication with objects and
performing displays, matching, complementing and opposing in person
play. In addition, the communicative contexts of infant smiling and
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laughter were compared to identify any differences there may be in
the use of these expressions by the infants.
It has been stated in Chapter Three that in categorising the infants'
communicative action, infant gaze was used along with other informa¬
tion. Also the smiles and laughs of mothers and infants were used
to identify episodes of social play. However, it should be noted
that no communicative category used in this study required, by
definition, that the infant look at the mother's face or smile or
laugh. The main criteria for identifying any communication were
the form of the movement and the communicative context as defined
by the preceding communication and the evoked response. Therefore,
while infant gaze and positive affect may have helped at times to
confirm an allocation of a category label, these interpersonal
signals did not determine the categorisation.
8.4 RESULTS
As they grew older, three infants looked at the mother's face more
frequently, while one (Eliza) did so less frequently, and the fifth
(Ann) showed no change. So overall there was no clear relation
between infant age and frequency of looking at the mother's face.
Since the frequency of infant laughter was fairly low, the main
results will combine data on infant smiles and laughter and results
showing comparisons between these forms of expression will be given
later. In the last three sessions, four of the infants smiled and
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laughed more than in the earlier ones, while the exception, Eliza,
smiled and laughed slightly less frequently.
8.4.1 Communicative context of infant interpersonal gaze and
positive affect - All the infants frequently looked at their mothers
when the mothers performed person play actions and in response to
the mothers' personal attention and expressions of emotion. These
accounted for twenty one percent and nineteen percent respectively
of all the infants' looks to the mothers. (Figure 8.1) They also
showed a marked tendency to monitor the mother spontaneously.
Nineteen percent of the infants' looks at the mother's face involved
them directing their gaze from their own solitary activity even
though the mother had done nothing to attract their attention. As
they grew older all the infants looked at the mother's face more
frequently while making communicative actions about objects. They
showed no other clear change with age in the incidence of looking at
the mother with their own communications or in response to any
communication of the mothers.
The infants most frequently smiled and laughed in response to the
mothers' actions in person play. Forty two percent of all the
infants' signs of positive affect occurred in these situations.
(Figure 8.2). Positive affect was also frequently combined with
their own contributions to person play and during communication with
objects. Otherwise, smiling and laughter were rare. Only seven
percent of the infants' smiles and laughter occurred during their
own solitary activity. All the infants smiled and laughed more in
Figure 8.1 Frequency of infants' looks at the mother's
face in different communicative contexts by
age of infants. Results for all subjects
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Figure 8.2 Frequency of infants' smiles and laughs
in different communicative contexts by
age of infants. Results for all subjects
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the later sessions than the earlier ones as they performed
communicative actions with objects or in person play. There were
no other changes with a<ye in the communicative contexts of positive
affect.
The changes with age in the incidence of positive affect and inter¬
personal gaze when the infants performed communicative actions with
objects are accounted for by the infants combining these inter¬
personal actions with the communicative actions that appeared and
increased in frequency during the period of the study (Figure 8.3).
Each of the infants frequently combined looks at the mother's face
and smiles or laughter with actions to direct and follow the mother's
attention (Group 4 of the communicative actions with objects) and
with attempts to give and comply with directives (Group 6). The
communicative actions of Group 4 that were combined with looks at
the mother's face were, with two exceptions, actions of infants
directing the mother's attention to an object rather than following
when the mother directed the infant's attention. Actions to follow
the gaze or pointing of the other occurred very infrequently in
the observational situation used in which infant and mother sat in
close proximity and most of the time had objects to handle, and none
were combined with infant smiling or laughter. The infants also
marked with interpersonal attention and positive affect a high
proportion of their imitations of the mothers' actions on objects,
a form of communication that may also be beginning to be used more
frequently by the infants at this time. However, such interpersonal
marking of the already established forms of communications (Groups
Figure 8.3 Percentages of different types of infant
communicative actions with objects
performed in combination with a look at
the mother's face, or positive affect or
both. Combined results for five infants
at all ages in conditions of teaching, play
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1-3) was rare. Each of the infants combined a higher proportion of
their communicative actions of Groups 4, 5 and 6 with looks at the
mother's face (Sign Test, p<.05) or smiles and laughs (Sign Test,
p<.05) than their communications classified as Groups 1, 2 and 3.
The infants also appeared to be differentiating with expressions of
positive affect between the different types of contributions they
made to person play (Figure 8.4). Each of the infants smiled or
laughed proportionally more frequently when they performed a
display or matched, opposed or complemented action in play than
when they performed simpler actions of touching the mother, control¬
ling her movement or touching her hand as it moved in play (Sign
Test, p<.05). These groupings of person play were not differentia¬
ted by the infants' interpersonal gaze. Much of the touching play
involved the partner's face and opposing play involved the partners
concentrating on the rapid displacements of each others' hands and
which focused attention away from the others' face.
The infants' interpersonal attention and pleasure differentiated
their own directives and the mothers' compliant responses from the
mothers' directives and the infants' own actions of compliance
(Figure 8.5). Eighty four percent of all the infants' directives
were addressed to the mother by the infant looking at her face and
for sixty three percent of the mothers' compliant responses the
infants either maintained their gaze at the mother's face, waiting
until she complied, or they looked at her at the instant she did so.
Usually the infants smiled or laughed in person play both when
giving directives and when the mother complied. During communication
Figure 8.4 Percentages of different type of infant
action of person play performed in
combination with a look at the mother's
face, or positive affect or both.
Combined results for five infants at all
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Figure 8.5 Percentages of directives and actions of
compliance by both mother and infant
accompanied by the infant looking at the
mother's face, positive affect or both.
Results for five infants in all
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with objects most of the infants' directives were given in a
serious manner; only twenty three percent were given with a smile
or laugh. However, when the mothers complied the infants were more
likely to smile, and forty three percent of these responses were
greeted with infant smiles or laughter.
By contrast with the infants' directives, only three percent of
the mothers' directives induced the infant to look at her face or
show pleasure. Similarly only a small minority of the infants'
actions of compliance (twenty percent) were accompanied by looks at
the mother's face or smiles and laughter. In person play directives
and compliant responses performed by either mothers or infants were
more frequently differentiated by smiles or laughter than were the
same communications about objects. It is not possible to state
whether these group differences in interpersonal attention and
pleasure while the infants and the mothers gave or complied with
directives, applied to each of the individual infant subjects, as
the incidence of infant directives was low and one infant did not
give any directives during the recorded sessions.
8.4.2 Differences in the communicative contexts of infant smiling
and laughter - The infants showed variations in the amount of
laughter in the different sessions. They laughed a great deal in
some sessions and not at all in others, and there was no apparent
change with age in the use and frequency of infant laughter.
However, the communicative context of infant laughter did differ
from that of smiling. Laughter was expressed mainly in person play,
though it also tended to be used in communication with objects when
infant or mother gave or complied with a directive (Figure 8.6).
The infants laughed most frequently in response to the mothers'
person play and in this situation occurred sixty one percent of all
laughs and thirty percent of all smiles. Fifteen percent of the
infants' laughs accompanied their own contributions to person play,
compared with nine percent of their smiles. Seventy five percent
of the infants' laughter when they performed an action in person
play was linked to their more advanced play actions of display,
matching, complementing and opposing. Only five infant actions to
touch the mother, control her movement or touch her hand as it
moved in play were combined with infant laughter.
The infants were more likely to smile rather than laugh in communi¬
cation with objects. However, they laughed more frequently when
performing a new communicative action for directing the mother's
attention and action and complying with directives (Groups 4 and 6)
as compared with taking up the mother's interest, resisting or
controlling her movements, or accepting her helpful actions (Groups
1, 2 and 3) all of which were established forms of behaviour from
the earliest session. There was only one instance of an infant
laughing while imitating the mother's action on an object (Group
5). As the incidence of laughter was low and the individual
subjects showed wide variability in the amount they smiled from
session to session, it is not possible to determine whether each
infant showed the same pattern in the use of smiles and laughter, but
the group results are indicative of functional differences in these
expressions of affect.
Figure 8.6 Comparison of percentages of infant smiles
and laughs occurring with different kinds
of action by infants and mothers. Results
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The results show changes in the infants' use of looks at the mother's
face and smiles and laughter associated with the developments in
communicative action that occurred in the period of the study;
notably with attempts by infants to direct the mother's attention
and action in communication with objects and with their displays,
matching, complementing and opposing in person play. The infants
clearly addressed many of these new communicative actions to the
mother by looking at her and in so doing they also indicated that
they were waiting and watching for a response from her. The
infants also expressed pleasure when directing the course of commu¬
nication both in the presence of objects and in their absence.
These changes in the infants' use of interpersonal gaze and positive
affect suggest that the infants perceived that their new communica¬
tive actions had effects on the mother which were to be monitored
and that they smiled or laughed as they asserted control over
communication.
The distinction suggested by Bruner (1975) whereby an infant looks
at the mother while provoking her agency, but does not do so when
she was the recipient of an action, has only partially been supported
by these findings. The infants were, indeed, more likely to look at
the mother's face while giving a directive for the mother to act
than they were when directing the mother's attention to an object.
However, they also clearly showed interpersonal pleasure and atten¬
tion with almost two-thirds of the latter type of communicative
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actions. So, even when the mother's agency was neither required
nor expected, the infants still demonstrated that they understood
their action to have communicative and attentional implications
for her. It is also important to note that the results show the
infants did not invariably combine their directives with looks at
the mother's face. While Bates (1975) suggested that a look at the
adult's face demonstrated that the infant was trying to involve the
adult in the infant's own action, in the examples Bates gave, the
infant directives were not complied with immediately by the adult
and the infant was repeating the directive gesture while watching
the adult's face. The results of the current study suggest that
frequently in shared action with objects, and sometimes in person
play, communication can be carried solely through the joint
manipulative action itself and the intentions thus expressed do not
always receive emphasis or confirmation by a look at the partner's
face.
Although communication with objects tended to be carried out with a
more serious expression than person play, the findings suggest that
infant looks at the mother's face and smiles and laughs were used
for a similar purpose, to mark particular actions as interpersonally
significant. However this topic could be examined more fully with
detailed techniques of facial expression analysis devised by
Ekman and Friesen (1975 and 1978) for adults and adapted for neo¬
nates (Oster and Ekman, 1977 and Oster, 1978). While infant laughs
and smiles often appeared in similar situations, they were not
apparently interchangeable. Laughter was expressed most in person
play and in communication with objects tended to mark either
partner's attempts to direct the communication with gestures rather
than the other kinds of communication with objects that involved
taking up the partner's interest or physical intervention in the
partner's action. The issue is possibly confused to some extent by
the variability in the incidence of infant laughter in different
sessions. Eastman (1937) suggested that the infant has to be in
the "mood" for play and this factor may influence the intensity of
the infants' expressions of pleasure. Here again detailed analysis
of face movements could help establish whether infant smiles and
laughter when they responded to the mother's actions, differed from
those which occurred when the infants themselves asserted control
over the direction of play or joint action.
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CHAPTER NINE: THE MOTHERS' DESCRIPTIONS OF INFANT BEHAVIOUR AT HOME
9.1 PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION
The main part of this thesis has concentrated on the behaviour of
mothers and infants in the laboratory. As has been argued (p.39)
the laboratory situation probably sampled more intense and prolonged
interactions than would occur commonly in the everyday activity of
mothers and infants, and it remains to be established that such
cooperation as has been reported was part of the infants' ordinary
communicative repertoires and not a behaviour created by the
conditions of recording. In order to examine this issue the mothers
were interviewed about their daughters' behaviour. It was expected
that the mothers' reports would indicate that the infants showed
similar changes with age in communication at home as they did in
the laboratory, cooperating by giving and complying with directives,
attracting the mother's attention to themselves and directing their
attention to objects. It was also expected that the mothers would
report other changes in the infants' social behaviour as described
elsewhere, e.g. trying to perform self-caring behaviours like
dressing and hair brushing (Illingworth, 1980) or showing affection
(Griffiths, 1954). In addition, it was hoped that the mothers'
accounts would give information about other changes in the infants'
social understanding at this time.
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9.2 METHODS
There may be problems with using the mothers' reports in research on
infants and children. In particular mothers may exaggerate the
infants' abilities and in order to avoid this, the procedure
developed by Thomas et al (1963) was adopted. This involved getting
the mothers to describe the infant's behaviour in specific detail
rather than giving general impressions or interpretations. These
were first time mothers who, it may be presumed, could not anticipate
the normal process of development in detail and so any attempt to
exaggerate the infants' abilities would have been conspicuous guess¬
work. In addition, they were not informed of the exact purpose of
the study, having been told that it was an investigation into the
infants' play. At the interviews and in other conversations with
the mother, the researcher took an interest in all the infants'
activities in order to avoid giving the mothers cues about the
special aim of the study. In studies of socially and morally
evaluated behaviours such as punishment, toilet training and responses
to infant distress, informants may be expected to recount only those
behaviours that they believe the researcher will approve. In this
study the topic, cooperation, was not an area in which the mother
would be likely to experience social approval or disapproval for a
child of this age. Nonetheless the researcher tried to establish
warm relaxed relationships with the mothers and infants so that the
mothers could feel that their parenting skills and the abilities of
their children were not being judged in an unsympathetic or critical
way.
Probably the main problem with using mothers' reports in a study of
cooperative understanding is that the mothers just may not notice
significant behaviours even though they may respond to them
appropriately, or they may forget to mention them. It is to be
expected that some mothers will be better than others at observing
and describing their infant's behaviour. Nevertheless, while the
mothers may not give reports that are as reliable as those of a
trained psychologist, they have the advantage of being able to
describe the infants' behaviour in a wide variety of situations.
Each is familiar with her infant's usual reactions and so is well
prepared to notice any change in the infant's behaviour. The
mothers' reports are presented here, not as complete records of the
infants' development, but as evidence of the mothers' perceptions
of their infants during the period of the study.
The mothers were interviewed twice using a slightly modified form
of the interview schedule used by Thomas et al (1963) in their study
of behavioural individuality in infants and children (Appendix D).
This covers all the infants' everyday behaviours which helped
disguise the interest of the study in cooperative understanding, as
it questioned the mothers about behaviours that are clearly irrele¬
vant, e.g. sleep patterns, soiling and wetting, startles and neuro¬
muscular development. At the same time it ensured that the mothers
were questioned about all the child care and social situations which
could provide information about cooperative understanding in the
baby. In addition the schedule could be used both when the infants
entered the study and when they finished with no items clearly
appropriate to one age only.
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The schedule was modified to include two questions about the infants'
expression of affection and attempts to get the adult to help. Also
in the second interview, a question was included about the main
changes the mother had noticed over the course of the study. The
only other modifications were the exclusion of items obviously
appropriate to children rather older than the subjects of this
study.
It had been planned to interview the mothers when the infants were
aged thirty two and fifty two weeks. However holidays and illness
caused the interviews to be spread out from thirty to thirty five
weeks and fifty two to fifty five weeks. The interviews were
conducted in the subjects' homes and lasted about one hour each.
They were tape recorded and later transcribed.
In addition to these long interviews, each time the subjects visited
the laboratory the mothers were questioned for five to ten minutes
after the video recording. They were asked about any changes they
had noted in their infants' behaviour since their last visit and
about any new infant behaviours or other events that occurred
during the recording session. In this way the mothers could be
prompted to discuss behaviours like giving, showing, pointing or
showing off and describe when they noticed these and how the
infants used them. The mothers were asked to give specific examples
of their daughters' behaviours and all these interviews were also
tape recorded.
Transcripts of the interviews were analysed to establish how the
mothers perceived and described the infants' communicative abilities.
The mothers' reports were examined to find joint actions which met
the definition of cooperation used in this study. There had to be
evidence of a shared plan in which each partner had a distinct role
and this had to be entered into without coercion. For each infant
the frequencies of the mothers' reports of infant cooperation, both
giving and complying with directives, were found and the data
analysed for changes with age. A similar procedure was employed
in examining the mothers' reports of infant attempts to attract the
mother's attention to themselves and direct their attention to an
object. In making analyses of changes with age, reports given in
the long interviews were combined with those in the nearest video
recording session, the first or the last. In addition the mothers'
reports were analysed to establish if they indicated any changes
in the infants' imitation, attempts to perform self-caring beha¬
viours or in their social and emotional behaviour. When reporting
the results, the infants are identified by name with the age in
weeks at the time the mother reported the behaviour.
9.3 RESULTS
9.3.1 Cooperation - There were reports of the infants both
following directives and also giving directives for their mothers'
assistance and each of the mothers gave more reports of their
infants cooperating in this way during the second half of the study
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than in the first (Sign Test, p<.05; Table 9.1A). The infants
sometimes pointed at things they wanted, like a drink (Vanessa
50, Laragh 49) or a toy (Laragh 54, Ann 52). Eliza (53 wk) pulled
at the mother's clothes and called out urgently on seeing a biscuit
and in an earlier session she was reported to hand the mother a
musical box to wind up again after it had finished playing (Eliza
47). One infant often played with containers putting the lids on
and off and when she "got stuck" she handed them to her mother to
help her (Laragh 49 and 55), and another infant pulled her mother
to the fireplace to retrieve a toy that had fallen inside the fire¬
guard (Alison 54). Vanessa (46 wk) was reported as regularly
directing her mother to repeat a move in a game. At bath time the
mother entertained the infant by placing a toy on the side of the
bath and then knocking it into the water. The infant then started
placing the toy on the side of the bath and, looking at the mother,
waited for her to knock it back in. At the same session the mother
reported Vanessa requesting to be picked up by holding out her arms
to the mother.
Even though not seeking help, one infant was reported to follow the
mother's instructions when she was looking for a toy that had
rolled away (Laragh 49). She looked to one side of the arm chair
and then the mother, using gestures and speech, told her to go
round to the other side. The infant did this and found the toy.
This same infant was reported as cooperating with the mother when
asked to bring an object she was holding (Laragh 49). At the next
recording session the mother reported that the infant had turned
this into a teasing game at first pretending not to notice the
TABLE 9.1 FREQUENCIES OF MOTHERS' REPORTS OF INFANTS' COMMUNICATIVE AND
SOCIAL ACTIONS BY AGE OF INFANTS
RESULTS FOR ALL SUBJECTS COMBINED
Infants' communicative and social Age of infants in weeks
actions
34 38 42 46 50 54
A. Giving and complying with
directives*
(Sign Test p<.05)
Requests assistance or action
Complies with directive





Totals 1 0 0 3 5 9
B. Directing other's attention to
object and attracting attention
to self*
(Sign Test p<.05)
Vocalises to attract M's attention
Touches M to attract attention
Approaches M to attract attention
Tickles M to attract attention
Shows off to adults
Shows off to infant
Shows or gives object to M
Points to object





























Totals 2 3 3 2 2 6
TABLE 9.1 continued
Infants' communicative and social Age of infants in weeks
actions
34 38 42 46 50 54
D. Joining in and watching adult's
activity
Joins in appropriately with M's
activity









Totals 0 0 0 2 2 4
E. Tries performing child care
activities*
(Sign Test p<.05)








Totals 4 0 0 0 0 26
F. Reactions to M's emotional
responses
Seeking comfort when distressed
Seeking affection when not
distressed
Looks to M in new situation








Totals 0 0 0 2 0 14
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mother and then handing it over with a laugh (Laragh 55).
At the beginning of the study, four mothers said their daughters
resisted or did nothing while they were being dressed (Vanessa 32,
Ann 32, Eliza 33, Alison 30) while the other mother said, "She
almost appears to put her hands in she seems to sort of
vaguely assist" (Laragh 35). At the end of the study however, all
the infants were reported to clearly cooperate with dressing by
pushing their hands into sleeves and two even lifted their legs
when putting on tights and dungarees (Alison 54, Laragh 55) .
9.3.2 Attracting and directing attention - In the second half
of the study each of the mothers gave more reports of their infants
performing these types of communicative action than in the first
half (Sign Test, p<.05; Table 9.IB). Some of the mothers found
that their infants were clearly trying to attract their attention
from the beginning of the study. Two described them watching and
making high pitched sounds which stopped when the mother turned
round (Vanessa 32, Alison 30) and another reported the infant
patting her if she was close by (Laragh 35). In the first long
interview, the other two mothers said they had not noticed how the
infant attracted their attention. However, at the end of the study
they all reported the infants using characteristic calling
vocalisations to get their attention. In addition the infants were
reported to get their mothers' attention in other ways, e.g.
holding out a toy (Vanessa 42) coming up to the mother (Eliza 53,
Alison 54) or in one case, tickling the mother (Laragh 55).
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Around the middle of the study all the mothers reported the infants
began to give objects or food to them. The earliest report for
this was for Alison at 36 wk. The mother reported that at first
she had not realised that the infant was trying to give her a rusk.
However, the infant persisted and the mother realised what the
infant wanted to do and accepted it. She then began to give toys
and the mother reported that the infant kept trying, sometimes
calling for her attention until the mother accepted the toy. The
other infants too gave both food and toys (Laragh 36 and 48,
Vanessa 42, Eliza 42, Ann 42) and some tried to put biscuits into
the mother's mouth (Eliza 42, Vanessa 42, Laragh 48). Shortly
after the time they began to give, the infants started pointing to
objects (Ann 50, Vanessa 50, Laragh 44, Eliza 42). One infant was
reported to follow the mother's pointing (Vanessa 46) before she
pointed herself (Vanessa 50).
Some of the infants were beginning to appreciate being noticed by
other people. Two mothers reported them showing off to grand¬
parents by walking up and down and getting out toys (Eliza 51) or
lifting the skirt of her new pretty dress and calling out (Alison
54). The mother of Laragh (55 wk) described her "posing" while
father admired her newly washed hair, and also sitting quietly to
have her photograph taken. This mother also said that her daughter
was quick to notice if someone else was noticing her, and described
Laragh (54 wk) leaning out of the pram towards people in a bus
queue watching and smiling at her.
9.3.3 Imitation - The infants also imitated other people (Table
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9.1C). Two mothers described their daughters imitating vocalisations
in the early weeks of the study (Alison 30 and 36, Vanessa 34).
However, it was not until they were older that imitation of actions
was reported. One infant regularly imitated clapping (Vanessa 42)
and three infants imitated their mothers when eating. For one
infant, this was spontaneous and involved picking out the currants
from a pudding and eating them (Eliza 51), while the other two
mothers deliberately provoked imitation by making exaggerated
chewing movements when the infant had a large piece of food in her
mouth (Laragh 40) or to distract the infant from "blowing rasp¬
berries" with a full mouth (Vanessa 46).
Three mothers described their daughters regularly imitating
activities using objects, e.g. brushing teeth (Laragh 40), polishing
the furniture with a cloth (Alison 46) and switching off the vacuum
cleaner by leaning on the switch (Vanessa 50). Alison (54 wk) was
reported as sitting in a child's chair watching television with
her parents and occasionally turning round to look at them "to
check she was doing it properly".
9.3.4 Joining in with others' activities - Several of the mothers'
reports showed the infants' interest in and attempts to join in with
the actions of other people. However it was not always possible to
determine from the mothers' accounts whether the infants were
complying with directives or imitating or both. Nonetheless these
reports are recorded here to indicate the infants' interest in human
agency (Table 9.ID).
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Two mothers described their daughters wanting to watch adults doing
things that were not related to the care of the infant. Ann (50 wk)
liked to watch her father washing up, while Alison (54 wk) wanted
to be lifted up to see her mother chopping vegetables. From the
earliest sessions, some of the infants were reported to be trying
to join in appropriately with mother's activity. Initially this
centred on vocalisations, e.g. singing (Alison 30) and talking on
the telephone with the mother to a relative (Laragh 35). Later
reports showed the infants appropriately joining in with activities
using objects. One infant placed pieces of fluff from the carpet
in front of the vacuum cleaner to be sucked up (Alison 46).
Another infant "helped" her mother planting geraniums and trying
to write a letter (Laragh 44) and later placed vegetable pieces
into a bowl as the mother chopped them up (Laragh 55). At the end
of the study several mothers stated that they could show their
infants how to do things and they gave examples of showing how to
build with bricks or play with the cat with a piece of string
(Eliza 53, Vanessa 50, Laragh 55).
9.3.5 Performing child care activities - In the second half of
the study the mothers gave more reports than in the first half of
the infants trying to perform actions like dressing and feeding
themselves (Sign Test p<.05, Table 9.IE). These are not direct
imitations of the mothers' actions as the infants had to change the
action in order to perform it on themselves. At the beginning of
the study the infants were starting to take an interest in feeding
themselves. Two were beginning to use trainer drinking beakers
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(Laragh 35, Ann 32). One showed satisfaction at being able to eat
a rusk on her own (Ann 32) while another was trying to get food to
her mouth (Eliza 33). Several of the infants were putting the spoon
to their mouths, but not making any real attempt to spoonfeed them¬
selves (Ann 32, Alison 30, Vanessa 32). At the end of the study
all the infants used trainer drinking beakers and one mother even
thought her daughter had decided "they're baby things" and wanted
a cup without a lid (Alison 54). All the babies could finger feed
and they were all keen to get hold of the spoon and try feeding
themselves.
When first interviewed, none of the mothers reported the infants
trying to dress themselves. However in the final interview all the
mothers reported that their infants tried to do so, e.g. "waving
her boots at her feet" (Laragh 55), "putting her vest on her head...
putting her shoes on upside down" (Eliza 53) and "helping to pull
the jersey over her head" (Vanessa 52).
At the beginning of the study two of the infants were described as
trying to get hold of the hairbrush and chew it while having their
hair brushed (Laragh 35, Vanessa 32). However, by the end of the
study, they all clearly had concepts about how to use a hairbrush
as they were reported as "trying to brush" their own hair (Eliza
53, Alison 54, Ann 52, Laragh 49) or even the mother's (Vanessa 52).
There was only one report of an infant trying to wash herself
(Eliza 53) though another mother thought the infant tried to
imitate her bathing the infant by splashing (Alison 54).
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Only one infant was reported to use child care activities with her
dolls, i.e. engaging in symbolic play. At 40 weeks Laragh's
mother said that the infant laughed when the mother put a bib on
the teddy bear, and she played "nosey-nosey" (rubbing noses) with
her dolls and stuffed animals. Her mother commented that "she
responds to them as having faces". Later at 49 weeks, Laragh
"gave a drink" to her doll and bear while visiting the laboratory
for recording.
9.3.6 Reactions to the mother's emotional responses - A number
of the mothers' reports showed the infants seeking out the mother's
affection or apparently being aware of the mother's negative or
positive attitude. These reports of infant responsiveness to the
mothers' emotions and attitude were all given for infants in the
second half of the study (Table 9.IF).
At the beginning of the study, when asked about their daughters'
reactions to pain, all the mothers reported that they cried and
were comforted when the mothers went to them, picked them up and
distracted them. However, at the end of the study, as well as
crying, all the infants took the initiative and turned to look at
or went to their mothers "for a cuddle". Four of the mothers also
reported that even when not distressed the infants sometimes went
to the parents for affection (Alison 54, Vanessa 52, Laragh 49 and
55, Ann 52). This was observed by Vanessa's mother to be very
recent behaviour while Alison's commented that previously her
daughter had resisted being cuddled or kissed by her parents.
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Some of the mothers reported the infants turning to look at them to
assess the mother's response to their action. At 53 weeks Eliza's
mother said her daughter "realised" she should not go to the drinks
cabinet and on occasions she went there turning to watch how her
mother reacted. Another mother described how her daughter could
differentiate between objects the mother definitely prohibited, like
the fire and television, and others that she "wasn't really bothered
about" (Alison 54). When approaching the latter, the infant looked
at the mother to see her response. Also when going to do something
she had not done before she waited to be told it was alright to
carry on (Alison 46) .
Three of the mothers reported their infants taking on other people's
reactions. The mothers of Laragh (55 weeks) and Alison (46 and 54
weeks) both recounted how their daughters responded very positively
to people they had never seen before when the mothers themselves
gave effusive greetings. Another mother reported that her infant
usually enjoyed eating scrambled eggs, but when she was fed by her
aunt who does not like them, she did not eat them as usual. The
mother thought that the infant had been put off by her aunt's
attitude and only ate them up when her mother took over the feeding
(Vanessa 52).
9.3.7 Social behaviour with other infants and children - The
infants apparently enjoyed being with other babies and children.
Even one who did not regularly play with other children was friendly
when she saw some in the street and called out to them. However,
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when they approached she became shy (Vanessa 52). One infant was
described as being fascinated at seeing a tiny baby and kept
reaching out to pat it. When the baby started to cry she became
upset herself (Laragh 35). The same infant was reported as respon¬
ding in a more friendly manner on meeting her boy cousins aged 8
and 11 years than she would when meeting an adult. The mother
believed this was because they were smaller, more her own size.
The infant then quickly differentiated between the two cousins
responding more to the older boy who "took the time and interest to
play with her" (Laragh 44) . An immediate friendly response to a
strange nine year old boy was also shown by Alison (54 wks).
Three of the infants regularly spent time with other infants or
children. While her mother worked, Alison spent one day and one
afternoon each week with a boy one day older than herself and his
mother. The subject's mother reported both her own observations and
those of her friend, the boy's mother. At the beginning of the
study Alison and her friend, Alexander, were described as taking a
great deal of interest in each other, grabbing each other's hands,
touching each other's faces and usually keeping close together
(Alison 30).
As they grew older their play changed substantially. Alexander who
could pull himself up to stand, reached Alison's shoes on a chair,
gave them to her and they both laughed (Alison 46). At the next
session the mother reported that they each showed off their "tricks"
to each other with "always one doing and the other watching".
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Alexander was very interested in Alison's shoes which were different
from his own and she was seen to give them to him. At meal times
they were fed in turn and the one being fed gave pieces of food to
the other (Alison 50). In the final session the infants were
described as copying each other racing around and shrieking, as
well as following each other, sharing toys and playing games of
alternate banging and vocalising. The other infants who regularly
saw other children behaved in similar ways with their friends,
offering or passing each other toys (Laragh 44 and 54), following
and both blowing on whistles (Eliza 53).
9.3.8 Animals, television images and pictures - Three of the
infants were reported to like animals and show special attention
to them. One mother reported that the infant's vocalisations
changed on seeing the cat, becoming more excited (Vanessa 34).
Another infant called to the cat in a high pitched voice like the
adults did and grew excited when she saw a dog in the street or on
television (Alison 54). Vanessa and Laragh both played with their
cats. Vanessa (50 weeks) waved a piece of string in the same way
that her mother.did for the cat to chase. As well as throwing
paper balls for the cat to chase (44 weeks), Laragh (49 weeks) and
her cat created an alternating game with the infant pushing a
piece of carpet out of the window and the cat clawing it back in
again. This was reported as lasting for three or four rounds.
Television was also a source of interest for some of the infants
(including Eliza 47), with one infant particularly enjoying some of
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the children's programmes (Laragh 54). Another infant waved when
she saw crowds or a dancer waving his arms and also called out
excitedly when she saw a cat or dog on the screen (Alison 46 and
54).
At the end of the study, picture books, catalogues, greetings cards,
photographs and posters were of great interest to all the infants.
They enjoyed looking at books and one infant was reported as
spending fifteen minutes, longer than she spent with any toy,
looking through a magazine (Vanessa 52). Another infant as well as
looking at a catalogue for babies' and children's clothes and toys
(Laragh 54), enjoyed being told the names of family members in
photographs (Laragh 55).
9.3.9 Infant personality - The mothers' reports indicate that at
the end of the study they perceived the infants to make expressions
of will which they had not reported earlier in the study. Laragh
(55 wk), Alison (52 wk) and Vanessa (52 wk) were described as being
"determined" or having "a will of her own", while Alison (54 wk)
was reported to have "purpose". Also three of the infants were
described as showing temper when they were not allowed to do what
they wanted (Laragh 54, Eliza 53 and Ann 52). Both Alison (50 wk)
and Eliza (47 and 53 wk) were described as becoming "intelligent".
9.4 DISCUSSION
The mothers' reports show that they perceived major changes in their
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infants' social and emotional behaviour. The infants began to
engage in cooperative behaviour by seeking help, assisting with the
mother's activities and following directives, as well as using
other communicative actions about objects, like pointing, giving
and showing and performing displays to attract the mother's atten¬
tion. The mothers' descriptions of the infants at the end of the
study as being determined or purposeful suggests that they perceived
the infants to have new abilities to be effective in achieving
their aims. During the study it appears that the infants began to
take an interest in other people's attentions and actions, even
those not directed at them and they were strongly inclined to
participate, thus creating new opportunities for further cooperation.
It is not clear what the infants' conceptions of the mothers'
behaviour were. However they were apparently attentive to the
mothers' expressions of agency and perceived them as actions that
the infants themselves could also try to do and so they had oppor¬
tunities to develop elementary conceptions about the cultural uses
of objects.
The mothers' accounts indicate that during the course of the study
they perceived the infants to have new conceptions of other people
that took account, not only of personal agency, but also of
emotions and attitudes. The infants not only took from the mothers
ideas about how to use objects, but also sought to establish their
attitude towards the infant's own behaviour and towards other
people. It appears that the infants acted as though the mother's
actions and attitudes were significant for their own behaviour and
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they were receptive to her intentions and emotions in relation to
other people as well as themselves and physical objects. Lewis and
Feiring (1981) in a study of fifteen month olds' reactions to
strangers, also found that infants were influenced in their social
responses by the way they had seen their mothers behave. They
communicated more with the stranger that they had seen the mother
talking and smiling to, than they did with the stranger with whom
the mother did not interact.
The reports of the infants' differential social behaviour are
confirmed by the findings of Lewis and Brooks (1975) that infants
at the end of the first year distinguish between different aged
subjects. Further research would be needed to establish how these
discriminations develop. However, the accounts of the infants
giving objects to and imitating other infants of similar age are
important, as they indicate that the infants did not require an
adult to support these types of interactions and that they per¬
ceived another infant as an appropriate partner. Some of the
infants also played with household pets. This and their attention
to both animals and people on television and in books indicates a
general high awareness of and interest in the bodies and actions of
animate beings.
The mothers' reports confirmed that the infants cooperated in a
variety of everyday circumstances with a variety of partners and
this cooperation increased during the period of the study. Thus
indicating that the beginning of cooperative action was part of a
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development in the infants' communication and was not created by
the conditions of laboratory study. In addition, they described
important social and emotional changes at the end of the first year
which give important information about the growth of interpersonal
understanding and could provide fascinating though difficult areas
for further research.
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CHAPTER TEN: DISCUSSION OF PERSONAL AGENCY IN COOPERATION AND THE
IMPLICATIONS OF COOPERATION FOR EARLY DEVELOPMENT
10.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of this study confirm that cooperation in the form of
giving and complying with simple gestured directives began to be
used by the infants at the end of the first year. All the
infants responded to the mothers' directives in communication with
objects and four of them did so in person play while the same four
also issued directives to their mothers. The appearance of
cooperation was accompanied by other changes in mother-infant
communication. When older, the infants began to perform actions
on objects to attract and keep the mother's attention, and they
reduced their tendency to take up the object the mother was
handling and then act on it in a manner irrelevant to the mother's
action. The mothers showed corresponding changes in their
behaviour, increasing the number of directives they gave as the
infants grew older and in the teaching condition, changing their
strategy of teaching by reducing the frequency of demonstrations
and impositions in favour of instructions. Examination of the
data led to the conclusion that of four alternative explanations
for the onset of early cooperation, social learning theory,
observational learning theory, symbolic interactionism and the
theory of innate infant intersubjectivity, the last was consistent
with the findings of this study.
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The suggestion made by the theory of infant intersubjectivity that
the changes seen in communication with objects were part of a
general change in the infants' conception of communication, was
supported by finding parallel developments in person play. The
younger infants were predominantly concerned with touching the
mother, simple control of her movements or touching her hand as
she poked or tickled the infant or made entertaining displays.
When older, the infants exerted greater influence over the course
of play by making displays themselves and matching, adding to or
opposing the mothers' play actions. Early cooperation was
apparent in infants giving and complying with directives for
particular play actions and was specifically important in the
expressions of complementary play.
The infants showed that they did not depend on their mothers to
construct their communication. When the mothers were socially
restrained, the infants emitted similar actions trying to initiate
communication and direct the mother's attention and action as they
had used when the mothers were fully interacting social partners.
Overall the mothers tended to initiate communication and the
infants to terminate it and, while there were marked changes in
the content of the communication over the period of the study, the
pattern of initiation, termination and turn-taking, as well as the
duration of communication sequences, was established before these
communicative developments occurred. However, the infants adapted
to the mothers' social restraint and in that situation increased
their tendency to initiate communication.
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The infants tended to mark selectively their directives, displays
and imitations with looks at the mother's face, smiles or
laughter, indicating that they conceived these new types of action
to have implications for the mothers' actions. The mothers'
reports indicate that at the same time as the infants were seen to
comply with directives, issue directives and perform displays in
the laboratory, the infants also showed similar changes in their
communication in their everyday activities at home. Overall the
results confirm the proposition that at the end of the first year
the infants were going through an endogenous change in their
intersubjective understanding of persons, which was expressed in
and supported by appropriate interactions with the mother and
other people.
10.2 THE NATURE OF INFANT COOPERATION
In discussing the nature of infant cooperation, theory and evidence
from cognitive developmental psychology may help to clarify the
relevant issues. Of particular importance in studying this topic
is Piaget's (1954) study of infant causality in which he used the
concept of "efficacy" referring to the feelings of effort and
longing that accompany action and of "phenomenalism" which refers
to the temporal contiguity of two events indicating that one caused
the other. According to Piaget, efficacy eventually leads to
psychological causality, i.e. the sense in a self aware individual
of causing one's own actions through volition. Phenomenalism
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becomes physical or objective causality, the causal action of one
object on another through spatial contact. However, this level of
refinement is a long way in the future for the young infant as in
the early stages of the sensorimotor period, efficacy and phenome¬
nalism are intricately mixed so that the infant locates the cause
of events in his own activity. Piaget considered that the infant
"seemed to see in the movements of things only
events in which he himself participated" (p.269)
It is not until stage 4 that the infant begins to differentiate his
feelings of efficacy from external events and so begin to conceive
of forces separate from his own. An infant can now
"set in motion an intermediary capable of
producing a (desired) result" (p.203)
and moreover he
"attributes to someone else's body an
aggregate of personal powers" (p.261)
Piaget suggested that the activity of another person makes the
greatest contribution to the infant attributing causality to the
external world, and he found that the stage 4 infant is no longer
acting on someone else's body as inert matter to achieve his own
result. Rather he is using gentle pressure or touch to evoke a
repetition of something he desires.
Piaget considered that imitation is crucial in the differentiation
of efficacy and phenomenalism
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"because through imitating someone else the
subject succeeds in attributing to his model's
action an efficacy analogous to his own" (p.318)
This emphasis on imitation keeps to a minimum the influence of
other people on the infant's development of causality because it
ignores other forms of communication, including displays and
cooperation described in this study and also because imitation
itself is not necessarily communicative, but may be a solitary
activity performed for the person's own interest or pleasure.
Piaget's categories of psychological and physical causality also
seem to ignore the influence of other people as causal agents and
give an impression of individuals largely isolated from each other,
but well adapted to self examination and to understanding the
physical world.
It appears curious that such emphasis should be placed on physical
causality as it is only rarely that events in an infant's world
occur without a personal initiator. Apart from events like the
movements of sun, moon and stars, changes in the weather and air,
water and earth movements, most of the things that happen in the
everyday life of a young child are set in motion by persons or
animals, i.e. animate beings. The events reacted to by Piaget's
children were created by Piaget himself and even he acknowledged
the influence of animism in the young child's thought (1973).
When discussing the communicative change at the end of the first
year, Bretherton and Bates (1979) point out that there is a quali¬
tative difference in an infant using a tool to achieve an end
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(e.g. pulling a string to get a toy) and directing a person to do
something (e.g. instructing the mother to give a toy). This
difference lies in the distinction Aristotle made between "effi¬
cient" and "final causality". The chisel is the efficient cause
in making a statue, while the final cause is the plan in the
artist's mind. They suggest that the infant, in coming to use
causality in his communications, has to come to understand that
the plans and intentions of persons are final causes. This
emphasises the importance of trying to understand another person's
communicated intentions, a conception that goes beyond and
incorporates Piaget's proposals about the role of imitation in
the development of causality. So it appears that in understanding
cooperation it is important to consider fully the infant's under¬
standing, both of his own agency and that of other people.
10.3 THE INFANTS' UNDERSTANDING OF PERSONAL AGENCY IN
COMMUNICATION
A picture of the growth of understanding of causality as expressed
by people, i.e. personal agency, may be obtained by analysis of the
communicative behaviours of infants. In this study, both mothers
and infants used several clearly identifiable forms of communica¬
tion that define their agency with respect to their partners and
they reciprocated by adopting complementary roles in engagement.
These behaviours reveal the structure of the infants' conceptions
of personal agency, both their own and that of other people (Table 10.
1). The infants' own expressed agency at this time is not confined
TABLE 10.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFANTS' CONCEPTION OF PERSONAL AGENCY AS EXPRESSED IN COMMUNICATION
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to manipulations of the physical world, but is shown to others in
forms of social play which use metacommunications to regulate
interpersonal understanding and intentions. By the end of their
first year, all of the infants had taken both the actor and
recipient positions in most of the patterns of personal agency in
communication, both in communication with objects and in person
play.
The results show that in the period of study, the infants went
through three steps of advancement in their understanding of
personal agency as expressed in communication. From the earliest
session the infants had been responding to the mothers' displays
of agency by watching and sometimes laughing (Table 10.1, Al).
They had also been the recipients of the mothers' actions of imita¬
tion and assistance (Bl), thus possibly receiving feedback about
both the equivalence of the effects of the mothers' and their own
actions and also about the ability of another person to understand
the infant's own intentions. Also, from the first session, the
mothers made unsuccessful attempts to direct their daughter's
action by giving directives (CI). However, as yet the infants 1
attempts to join in with the mother's action were not guided by
her.
An advance in understanding of personal agency was apparent as
the infants gradually started to influence the mothers by attrac¬
ting them to watch their displays (A2). At the same time the
infants started taking over the mothers' plans of action in both
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self-induced (B2) and other induced (CI) transfers of agency. It
was not until they were approximately one year old that some of
the infants showed a further advance in understanding personal
agency when they combined their knowledge about influencing the
mother and about transfer of agency through communication in
attempts to get the mother to take up the infant's own plan of
action (C2).
Earlier it was suggested that in dealing with the infants' use and
conception of intentionality the question at issue was not at what
age an infant became intentional. However, it is necessary to
clarify the changes in an infant's intentional functioning. The
steps in conception of personal agency seen in the communication
of infants with their mother constitute new forms of intentionality.
The infants were developing from being selectively attentive to
their mothers' actions to a condition where they set out to
attract the mothers' attention and also take up her plans as
expressed by her actions. Some of the infants showed more complex
intentionality at one year by creating and communicating their own
plans for the mothers to follow. Thus fully reciprocal gestured
cooperative behaviour was apparently the most advanced form of
intentionality expressed by the infants in this study. These
evident changes in interpersonal intentionality suggest that at
the end of the study the infants may have been beginning to perform
"acts" as defined by Harre (1982) as their directives and displays
depend for their effect on the way they influence another person
and are not solely related to the infants' own intentions. By
the form of their behaviours and their attempts to address them
and monitor the mothers' reactions, it appears that the infants
did have intentions to produce particular effects in their
mothers. However, the performance of "acts" was still at a very
rudimentary practical level and did not employ conventionally
agreed forms, but depended for their effect on a generative
communicative ability in a jointly established context for action
The changes in agency expressed in communication require compre¬
hension of the logic of action. Particular events have to
precede others and so the infants must have some knowledge of the
necessary order of actions. The infants also had to allocate
responsibility for action to the initiating agent. This was as
yet at an elementary level, but the infants were now able to
integrate their intentions with those of their mothers in a funda
mentally new way. Bretherton and Bates (1979) discussing this
point, suggested that the infant must develop what Premack and
Woodruff (1978) have termed "a theory of mind" in which the
infant imputes mental states to himself and to others. However,
Bretherton and Bates believe that this is not sufficient and that
"the baby must realize that she can interface
her mind with that of a partner or develop a
theory of interfacing minds" (p.89)
This restates Trevarthen's conception of intersubjectivity except
that he would not attribute to the infant anything so self¬
consciously rational as a "theory".
Bretherton and Bates have suggested that
"the child in order to communicate intentionally,
must understand first himself and then the
partner as final causes" (p.89, author's italics)
It is not clear by what criteria they would judge the infant's
understanding of final causes other than in the way he expresses
these concepts in communication; in which case the order they
give for the development of this understanding is not in agree¬
ment with the findings of this present study. The infants were
directed by their mothers before they gave directions to their
mothers. Also they responded to the mothers' displays before
they performed displays themselves. This discrepancy with
Bretherton and Bates' position presumably arises because they did
not look for evidence of infants fulfilling directions from
other people, but focused attention solely on infant initiated
action.
The finding that the infants initially took the responsive or
recipient role in communication suggests that they may be able to
develop understanding of the leader's role by observing the
mother. This observation could, through the infants' inter-
subjective understanding, allow the infant vicarious experience
of the leader's role at the same time as he is experiencing the
direct effects of the mother's communicative action. It would
appear that an intrinsic growth in the mechanisms of interpersonal
understanding of agency gives the infant new ways of "standing in
the shoes" or "entering the mind" of other people at the end of
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the first year. Their understanding is, of course, not nearly as
comprehensive as the interpretation placed on one adult's action
by another adult, but it permits the infant to perceive in an
elementary way the communicative and cooperative intentions
expressed by the mother.
It is important to note that in this study the infants did not
change all their communicative behaviour to those showing the
more sophisticated forms of attracting the mother's attention,
imitating or engaging in cooperation. The majority of their
communicative actions with objects continued to be those of taking
up the object the mother was handling and then acting on it in a
manner irrelevant to the mother's action. In social play the
infants frequently touched the mother's active hand without
adding to the course of play. This indicates that the mother's
action was attractive to the infant even when it did not specify
the infant's action. It could be that these apparently simpler
infant behaviours show principles of general attention to other
people's activity and desire to become involved in it, which is
characteristic of human curiosity. This attention to other people's
action could provide a basis for development of the understanding
of personal agency and may be seen in the curiosity of adults as
they watch novel actions or examine objects and equipment and try
to work out how an effect is achieved.
The infant who at one year has begun to cooperate with the mother,
has not, however, become fully compliant. At about fifteen to
eighteen months of age infants show strong negativity and resistance
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to other people's wishes (Spitz, 1957) and researchers have found
that infants of this age are difficult to test because they do
not cooperate with the testers (e.g. White and Watts, 1973). When
younger, the infants showed they could attend to or ignore the
mother's attempts to attract their attention, so it appears that
the older infants too choose when they will cooperate. As their
understanding of agency grows, the infants apparently are able to
assert their personal will and cooperate or resist in more complex
ways.
The results of this study into the gestured communication of
infants show interesting parallels with Halliday's (1975)
description of early language use. In a study of one infant, he
found that the infant showed a rapid change at about sixteen-and-
a-half to eighteen months. The infant began to take on distinct
communicative roles in his use of language and to engage in spoken
dialogue. At this time the child started to reply to a question
with a spoken answer and to respond to a command, not only by
obeying the instruction, but by verbalising his action. He could
continue a conversation by adding his own contribution and he
began to initiate spoken dialogue.
This change in the use of vocalisations half way through the second
year is very similar to the changes shown by the subjects in this
study who began to communicate using gestures about objects and
actions. They began to respond to and give gestured commands for
objects and actions and also continued a game by making their own
contribution. In taking on different communicative roles, both
responsive and initiatory, they began to engage in non-verbal
"dialogues" about objects and actions. Thus it appears that
infants begin to show reciprocity in gestured communication about
objects and their body movements before they have any spoken
language or have at best very little speech. Then some months
later, these gestured communications can be replaced or expanded
by spoken language. However, there are many questions about the
relationship between gestured and spoken communication at this
early age that provide a fruitful area for further research.
Personal observation suggests that adults very rarely use coopera¬
tive gestures on their own, though they are often used in combina¬
tion with language. The cooperative gestures used by mothers and
infants, e.g. "asks" for or "offers" an object or "indicates a
locus", are the same as those used between adults appearing to
indicate that these gestures show little change during development.
Similarly, the actions used in social play, like tickling, poking
and showing off, also appear to continue with little change, being
used in play between children, adult friends and lovers, as well
as by parents with their children. However, over the years of
development the meanings and intentions of cooperative gestures
and play activities also come to be expressed in alternative
communicative forms, e.g. spoken and written language or formal
games with rules, and it appears that after the first year the
major development of cooperation uses these communicative forms
rather than non-verbal gestures.
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10.4 IMPLICATIONS OF AN INTERSUBJECTIVE UNDERSTANDING OF
COOPERATION FOR INFANT PSYCHOLOGY
10.4.1 The structure of intersubjective knowledge and symbolism.
The finding that the infants did not precisely duplicate the
mother's actions when using the new communicative forms gives indi¬
cation of the intrinsic structure and autonomous functioning of
the infants' intersubjective mechanism. From the outset they did
not focus on the detail of the actions, but seemed to relate to
the nature of their communicative effects, i.e. to attract or keep
attention, to entertain, to share an interest, to demonstrate the
ability to imitate, to enlist help or cooperation.
Lock (1980) points out that infant gestures are a simple form of
symbolic communication. These gestures are not entirely arbitrary
symbols as they are founded on innate anatomical relations to
psychological or behavioural effect. They are similar to the
orienting or manipulative movement that they designate. However,
if indeed the infant's intersubjective understanding is organised
around general principles for creating different types of
communicative effect, then this could provide a basis for subse¬
quent development of symbolism. The infant's intention to attract
the mother or involve her in the infant's own plan can be achieved
through a variety of gestures or actions. This shows differentia¬
tion between the intention and the form of expression, and the
relation between these is to some extent arbitrary as a number of
expressions may serve the end of engaging the mother in a particular
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way. Social play is a striking example of this principle when the
playful metacommunication gives a different meaning to an "attack"
from that given to it by the form of the action alone. There is
a distinction between the act, physical assault, and the under¬
lying interpersonal meaning of affectionate intimacy which
indicates that the infants may have some primitive understanding
of the relation between serious and non-serious interpersonal
activity that may be a precursor of later make-believe or pretend
play.
10.4.2 Intersubjective understanding and knowledge about the
physical world - There is in psychology a view that infants have
abilities to understand people and interact with them separate and
distinct from abilities to understand and use physical objects,
e.g. Bretherton and Bates (1979) who suggest there is a distinc¬
tion between social and non-social tool use, and Lock (1980) who
distinguishes between individual and social objects. However, it
is not clear in which way an object may be non-social or indivi¬
dual, as most of the objects in the human environment are created
and given meaning by culture and are not purely physical. Even
for adults, knowledge about the physical world is in terms of the
culture's beliefs and philosophical ideas.
Objects have meanings and functions defined by culture which the
infant sees expressed in the actions of adults. The infant who has
begun to understand personal agency can begin to learn about the
cultural uses of objects by watching adults and by engaging with
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them in joint tasks. In this way the ability to understand personal
agency provides the infant at the end of the first year with a new
psychological tool for understanding the physical world as it is
employed by other people. Support for this argument comes from evi¬
dence that in their solitary activity with objects, infants show
socially or culturally defined ways of using objects (Uzgiris, 1976;
Fenson et al, 1976). This change apparently is stated to occur in
stages 4 and 5 of the sensorimotor period, i.e. towards the end of
the first year when the infants in this study began to cooperate.
Both academic research and educational practice have tended to
emphasise the individual working on his own. However, evidence for
the inherent cooperation in learning comes from the finding that
pairs of children playing and doing intelligence tests reach a
higher intellectual level than either on their own (Sylva et al,
1980; Glachan and Light, 1982). Thus it appears that cooperating
and sharing ideas may be of value in developing conceptual under¬
standing in childhood as well as infancy.
10.4.3 Intersubjective understanding and knowledge about the
social world - This study shows that the infants had a new under¬
standing about agency both in the use of objects and in body move¬
ments. The former is clearly important in understanding the vast
range of cultural artefacts and constructions, while the latter
introduces the infant to the cultural significance of his own body
and relations with other people. At the end of the first year, an
infant usually begins to show independence by assisting in his
physical care, e.g. feeding himself and helping to dress, and
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starts to use a culturally defined form of greeting by "waving
bye bye" (Illingworth, 1980). He is applying his new understanding
of personal agency by joining in these everyday activities in a
manner that shows some understanding of the desired goal.
A frequently studied aspect of the relationship between mothers
and infants at about eight to nine months is the infant's distress
and fear when the mother leaves the room and a stranger approaches.
A variety of explanations has been offered for this phenomenon.
Berlyne's incongruity hypothesis (1960) has been applied to this
issue by some cognitive psychologists, e.g. Schaffer, 1966 and
Kagan, 1970 . However, in discussing this, Lewis and Brooks (1974)
point out that discrepancy leads to general arousal and cannot
account for the infant's fear. Further, the incongruity hypothesis
does not consider the interpersonal meaning of the event for the
infant.
Lewis and Brooks (1974) have discussed the importance of the
child's concept of self in his reaction to strangers. They point
out that this involves not only a differentiation between self and
other, but also the development of a categorical self based on
categories which the infant uses to distinguish between people.
They found that strange adults are frequently responded to by
fear, while strange children are treated in a friendly manner and
they suggest that the infant perceives the adult as very different
from himself and the child as similar and so less threatening.
Further work (Lewis and Brooks, 1975) has led them to confirm
that the youngest infants they studied, aged ten to twelve months,
were already beginning to discriminate between persons of
different ages and to show visual preferences for those of the
same age and sex as themselves.
Support for the notion of a new conception of self at the end of
the first year comes from studies of imitation. Piaget (1962)
suggested that it is not until stage 4 of the sensorimotor period,
i.e. from around eight months of age, that infants imitate facial
expressions, actions which they cannot see themselves perform.
This Piaget argued is the earliest evidence of representation in
infants. However, Moore and Meltzoff (1978) have challenged this
position as they have found evidence of infants imitating facial
gestures in the first few weeks of life and they argue that this
shows that very young infants are capable of representation.
Moore and Meltzoff go on to suggest that the increase in imitative
activity that Piaget identified at the end of the first year
indicates a new self-representative function by which the infant
"realizes that when he imitates another person,
he looks like the other and the other looks
like him" (p.157, Moore and Meltzoff's italics)
However, this would require not only a new representation of self,
but also of others.
The growth in understanding of personal agency intimately involves
the distinction between self and others, not only in identifying
agents, but also in having some expectation of their actions.
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The infant has become aware that other people may have intentions
that affect him. In normal circumstances his mother's reaction
to each social situation may be important in creating values and
attitudes about the infant's relationships to other people, indica¬
ting some to be close friends and others more distant acquaintances.
The mother's absence means that the infant does not have her to
give meaning to a new social situation and he may feel threatened
by the uncertainty of his relationship with a strange person and
by not knowing what behaviour to expect from that person.
This interpretation of infant fear of strangers is supported by
the suggestion that from about ten months of age, other persons'
interpretations of a situation can affect an infant's response
to it. Infants have been found to use social referencing adopting
the mother's response when strangers are present or when handling
unusual objects (Lewis and Feiring, 1981 and Feinman, 1982).
Further developments in understanding the social world by taking
on the attitudes of other persons are apparent in the second year
of life when children have been found to be concerned with devia¬
tions from standards presumed to be disapproved of by adults.
Kagan (1981 and 1982) discusses the attention that children from
eighteen months of age pay to damaged toys or objects like clothing
or furniture and the sensitivity they show to parental prohibitions
and having dirty hands or clothes. Such findings confirm that the
infants perceive and place value on the mothers' intentions as
expressed in their actions and communications and use these to
guide their own actions.
10.5 THE ROLE OF COOPERATION IN HUMAN LEARNING
In growing up the human infant has several ways of learning about
the world he lives in. He depends to some extent on imitating the
actions of others and on experiencing the consequences, both social
and physical, of his actions. Theories advancing these forms of
learning have emphasised the important effect of other people on
the infant's learning, yet they have failed to take account of the
attempts that the infant himself makes in trying to understand and
communicate and have not considered that from the end of the first
year he may engage in cooperative action and use this as a means of
learning about his world. While in order to communicate the infant
requires that other persons make attempts to understand his actions
and give feedback on them by replying appropriately, it is not the
adult's interpretation alone that is responsible for inducing change
in the infant's understanding of other people. Of critical impor¬
tance appears to be his own receptivity to other people's actions
and responses. It is apparent from this study that these theoretical
explanations have not addressed the issue of the necessary two-way
communication in "social conditioning", "observational learning" and
"interpretation by adults" and that the phenomena they claim to
explain require to be reformulated in intersubjective terms that
recognise the developing child's conception of his own actions,
interests and emotions and those of other persons.
In theories about human evolution, the development of the opposable
thumb, bipedalism and increased intellectual abilities are con¬
sidered turning points in human prehistory as they allowed our
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ancestors to begin making and using tools on which survival came
to depend (Mayr, 1963 and Young, 1962). In contemporary human
infancy the beginnings of tool-use, i.e. handling objects in a
manner defined by their functions, occurs at the same time as
infants cooperate with other people. It appears that these two
important human psychological characteristics, an ability to mani¬
pulate intelligently and a cooperative awareness, are intimately
interrelated. The earliest form of communication about the world
centres about the use of hands both in demonstrating ideas about
objects and in gesturing a greeting or a request for assistance
from another person.
While it is only possible to conjecture about the relationship
between tool-use and communication in evolutionary history, it seems
likely that tool-use alone cannot explain the particular evolution
of man, but that cooperation about tool-use may have been a critical
development. Barnett (1973) has suggested a new name for man, "homo
docens" (man the teacher), drawing attention to the fact that
teaching is a distinctive and pervasive human characteristic
necessary for survival as culture (clothing, shelter, food prepara¬
tion, courting, etc.) is transmitted by one generation passing
experience and skills to another. The prolonged period of imma¬
turity in human ontogeny characterised by play and close involve¬
ment with adults in instructional interactions (Bruner, 1972) is
clearly essential for successful mastery of cultural practices.
It appears that at the end of the first year of life there is an
important development in the preparedness of the human infant to
begin learning from other people about his social and physical
world. He becomes both responsive to instruction and also able
direct another person's agency through which he can further
explore the significance of objects and events. So his inter-
subjective motives for cooperation apparently make him both a
willing and active pupil and he starts to improve and embellish
ideas about the world by sharing them with others.
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APPENDIX A. CATEGORIES FOR CODING THE COMMUNICATION OF MOTHERS AND
INFANTS
Note: (M) refers to actions used by mothers only, (I) to actions used
by infants only and (M + I) to actions performed by either.
1. COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS ABOUT OBJECTS
Group 1: Takes up the other's interest
1. Follows in manipulation - Grasps or touches an object which
the other is handling or has been handling immediately
before (M + I)
2. Takes spontaneously - Removes object from other's hand
without it having been offered (M + I)
3. Takes - Following the mother offering an object, the
infant takes it (I)
4. Reaches other's activity - The infant leans and reaches to
a toy the mother is handling out of reach of the infant (I)
5. Manipulates to follow interest - Mother handles the object
which the infant is looking at but not touching (M)
6. Shows interest - Mother leans forwards looking at what
infant is doing (M)
Group 2: Controls and resists the other's action
7. Regulates object for own purpose - Acts on the toy which
the other is handling, trying to assume control of it and
uses the toy in a manner unrelated to the other's activity
(M + I)
8. Regulates to assist - Acts on the toy which the other is
handling, trying to assume control of it and uses it to
perform a similar action to that which the other had been
trying to perform (M)
9. Imposes an action - The mother moves the baby's arm and
hand to perform an action on an object (M)
10. Refuses - Following the mother's attempt to regulate or
impose the infant drops the toy to resist the mother's
control (I)
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11. Removes hand - Pushes away the partner's hand to gain
access to the toys or to clear a space (M + I)
12. Withdraws object - Following or in anticipation of the
mother's attempt to regulate or impose the infant holds
toy away from the mother (I)
13. Restrains - During infant's vigorous activity the mother
using gentle force tries to contain the infant's move¬
ments (M)
Group 3: Supports and accepts the other's action
14. Assists - By moving or holding objects, the mother helps
the infant to continue or complete an action (M)
15. Completes action - Mother performs action that infant has
tried but failed to perform herself (M)
16. Anticipates action - By following infant's interest the
mother expects the infant to perform a particular action
and moves the toys to match this expectation (M)
17. Structures toys for infant's purpose - Mother changes the
arrangement of toys so that the infant on handling them
will be likely to perform a transformation that the
infant had clearly been trying to perform but was unable
to achieve. There is no attempt to direct the infant's
action, so the infant in performing the transformation is
not following the other's instruction or accepting her
assistance, but only following in manipulation (M)
18. Structures toys for own purpose - Similar to 16 above but
this time the mother is arranging the toys for a trans¬
formation of her own choosing and not an action the
infant was trying to perform (M)
19. Accepts assistance - The infant completes an action which
the mother is assisting. The infant's activity is
interrupted while the mother arranges the objects (I)
20. Acquiesces - The baby does not resist the mother's
attempt to impose an action and contributes to that action
CI)
21. Releases - Gives up a toy that the partner has been
trying to regulate or take, so giving the other sole
possession (M + I)
Group 4: Directs other's attention and follows attention
22. Performs object display - Taps, rattles or moves a toy
to create an interesting event with a toy the other is
already looking at (M + I)
23. Object approach and retreat - Moves toy nearer infant
and then away. . Often the action is dramatised by
erratic or rhythmic movement (M)
24. Hides and reveals object - Conceals a toy from the
infant's view generally holding it under the table and
often tapping it when hidden, then shows the toy (M)
25. Seeks - The infant searches for the toy, leaning or
stretching and reaching to find it in response to 24 (I)
26. Provokes using object - Infant performs an action with
an object aimed at eliciting a controlling reaction
from the mother (I)
27. Touches with object■ - Touches part of the other's body
with a toy (M + I)
28. Changes configuration - Mother alters arrangement of
toys illustrating their possible relations, but does
not try to get the infant to perform a particular
action (M)
29. Makes toy available - Mother brings object into
infant's reach often renouncing control of it (M)
30. Offers object - Holds out an object to the infant and
persists to encourage taking or does not resist when
the other takes (M)
31. Gives spontaneously - Puts object into other's hand or
mouth without request (M + I)
32. Indicates an object - Taps, moves, shows or touches an
object which the other is not looking at in an attempt
to direct the other's attention to it (M + I)
33. Indicates distant object - The infant leans and reaches
with one or both hands towards an object out of reach
indicating her interest in the object. The infant is
not trying to reach the object for herself as she is not
at full stretch (I)
34. Points to object - With index finger extended indicates
an object (M + I)
35. Points to own activity - With index finger extended
indicates own activity on object (M + I)
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36. Points to other's activity - With index finger extended
indicates other's activity on object (M + I).
37. Follows point - Looks in direction indicated by other's
point (M + I).
38. Follows gaze - Moves head and/or eyes to look in same
direction as other (M + I).
Group 5: Demonstrates and imitates
39. Demonstrates - The mother having attracted the infant's
attention acts to show a transformation of objects that
she wants the infant to copy (M).
40. Imitates praxic action - Immediately following the
partner, performs a similar action with objects some¬
times in response to 39 (M + I).
41. Mimes demonstration - The mother performs an action
with an imaginary object, wanting the infant to perform
that action on a real object (M).
42. Imitates mimed action - Immediately following the
mother's mimed demonstration the infant performs a
similar action on an object CI)•
43. Repeats imposed action - Immediately following the
mother's imposition of an action on an object, the
infant performs a similar action spontaneously (I).
Group 6: Gives directives and complies with directives
44. Indicates a locus - The mother points or touches to
draw attention to the inside of a receptacle in an
attempt to get the infant to place there an object
she is already holding (M).
45. Indicates a further object - The mother points or
touches to draw attention to a toy in an attempt to
get the infant to repeat an action she has just per¬
formed, placing a toy inside a receptacle, with
another obj ect (M).
46. Indicates an action with an object - By gestures one
person tries to get another to perform a particular
action with objects other than those described in
categories 44 and 45 (M + I) .
47. Demonstrates and invites imitation - Following her
demonstration of a praxic action, the mother holds
out a toy to the infant suggesting that the infant
copy the action (M)
48. Invites imitation - The mother reacts to an action of
the infant's and the infant then holds out the toy
for the mother to perform a similar action (I)
49. Offers object - Infant holds out object to the mother
and persists to encourage taking (I)
50. Asks - The mother holds out her hand for an object to
be placed in it before the infant offers the object (M)
51. Complies - Acts according to other's directive
immediately following the directive (M + I)
PERSON PLAY
52. Performs hand display - Moves arms or hands to create
an interesting or attractive activity for the other to
watch, e.g. claps, waves, raises arms, taps table
CM + I)
53. Hand approach and retreat - Moves hands dramatically
towards the infant and then away (M)
54. Hand approach and touch - Moves hands dramatically
towards the infant and then touches the infant's hand,
body or face (M)
55. Hides and reveals hand - Having attracted attention to
her hand, the mother then hides it under the table and
shows it again often in another place (M)
56. Performs hidden event- With her hand hidden under the
table, the mother taps or scratches to attract or keep
the infant's attention. This is often combined with
hiding and revealing the hand (M)
57. Performs face or voice display - Pulls face or makes
unusual non-speech vocalisation creating an interesting
or attractive event for the other, e.g. pretends to
sneeze or blows raspberries (M + I)
58. Hides and reveals face - Hides own or partner's face
behind own hands or a tissue and then reveals face
again (M + I)
Z. oo
59. Provokes - Infant performs a hand, face or voice display
aimed at eliciting a controlling reaction from the
mother (I)
60. Aots on body or hand - Playful actions on the other's
body or hand, e.g. tickling, poking, biting or finger
walking across body (M + I)
61. Aots on face - Playful actions on the other's face and
head, e.g. stroking, blowing, rubbing noses, biting
(M + I)
62. Touches hand - Touches or grasps other's hand (M + I)
63. Touches moving hand - The infant touches or grasps the
mother's hand as she moved it in play or playfully
touched the infant
64. Imposes a body act-ion - Moves other's hand to perform
an action, e.g. clapping other's hands together or
waggling other's finger (M + I)
65. Withdraws - Pulls own hand or face away from touching
or imposing by the other (M + I)
66. Resists - Pushes away other's hand or makes other
attempts against imposition or touching (M + I)
67. Assists other's action on self - Infant spontaneously
adopts appropriate posture to allow mother to perform
an action of touching or imposition, or performs
appropriate action to complete mother's activity (I)
68. Body or hand imitation - Immediately following the
other, performs a similar action with hand or body
(M + I)
69. Face imitation - Immediately following the other,
performs a similar action with own face (M + I)
70. Voice imitation - Immediately following the other,
makes a similar vocalisation (M + I)
71. Indicates other's display - By gestures one person
tries to get the other to perform a particular
demonstrative action (M + I)
72. Indicates other's action on self - By gestures one
person tries to get other to touch in a particular
way or impose an action (M + I)
73. Indicates own action on other - By gestures one
person shows the partner what actions he will perform
on the partner (I)
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74. Demonstrates and -invites imitation - Following her
demonstration of an action to display or touch or
control the infant, the mother points to the infant
or holds out her hands to the infant suggesting that
the infant copy the action (M)
75. Invites imitation - Following her action on the mother
the infant presents her hands or face to the mother for
the mother to perform a similar action on the infant
(I)
76. Complies - Acts according to the other's directives
immediately after directive is given (M + I)
3. PERSONAL ATTENTION AND EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION
77. Smiles - This is recognised intuitively. No attempt
is made to define the facial movements (M + I)
78. Laughs - As for "smiles". Laughter includes vocalisa¬
tion absent from smiling (M + I)
79. Looks at the mother's face - Infant directs gaze to
the mother's face, and mother returns a look by the
infant. (Note - mothers continually shifted their
gaze between the infant's face and their joint activity.
For the purpose of analysing the interaction, only
those instances are included where the mother is
returning the infant's gaze by looking at the infant's
face either before or after the infant turned her gaze
towards the mother) (M + I)
80. Leans towards infant - Looking at the infant's face,
the mother leans towards the infant in a deliberate
attempt to take over the baby's attention (M)
81. Reaches towards mother - The infant leans to the mother
with arms reaching out (I)
82. Complains - The infant makes distressed face and
vocalisations (I)
83. Comforts - The mother holds the infant close to herself
and may kiss the infant (M)
84. Disgust - The mother makes a disgusted facial ejcpression.
This is recognised intuitively and no attempt is made to
define the facial movements (M)
85. Vocal negation - The mother sternly says "No", sometimes
accompanied by head shaking, to stop infant's activity (M)
APPENDIX B. CATEGORIES OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION COMPARED WITH
THOSE DEFINED IN OTHER STUDIES OF MOTHER-INFANT
COMMUNICATION
1. COMMUNICATIONS ABOUT OBJECTS
Group 1: Takes up other's interest - These are actions taking
up the object of the partner's interest or action and manipula¬
ting it in a manner distinct from and irrelevant to the
partner's action.
This kind of communicative act has been little studied in the
literature on mother-infant interaction. Murphy and Messer
(1977) described the mothers pointing to a toy the infant is
already looking at. Taking has been studied in the context
of give and take routines and has been described as being
dependent on the toy being offered or requested (Bruner, 1977;
Gray, 1978 and Clark, 1978). However in this study it was
found that both mothers and infants on several occasions
spontaneously took an unoffered object from the partner.
Group 2: Controls and resists the other's action - This group
includes all actions aimed at changing the other's behaviour
by force and covers actions both to coerce the partner to
perform a particular act as well as those to counter the
partner's intervention.
Hostility and aggression in children have frequently been
studied (Manning et al, 1980; McGrew, 1971 and Grant, 1969).
However psychologists studying mother-infant interaction have
not paid much attention to negativity and conflict, with the
exception of negative expression towards strangers which has
been widely investigated (Ainsworth, 1963; Schaffer, 1966;
Schaffer and Emerson, 1964; Gewirtz, 1972; Spitz, 1950 and
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Lewis and Rosenblum, 1974). Studies investigating negativity
in the relations between mother and infant include Sylvester-
Bradley (1980), Murray (1980) and Tronick et al (1978) who
have discussed evidence of infants in the first six months
showing visual avoidance of their mothers. Spitz (1957)
described negativity in the behaviour of infants aged fifteen
months. While family violence has recently become an impor¬
tant area for work (Kempe and Kempe, 1978) such a socially
acceptable form of maternal aggression as teasing has been
considered rarely (Trevarthen and Hubley, 1978; Trevarthen,
1979; Aldis, 1975 and Bretherton and Bates, 1979). Also rare
are studies looking at maternal rejection, interference and in-
sensitivity as well as acceptance, cooperation and sensitivity
in non-pathological mother-infant relationships (Ainsworth,
Bell and Stayton, 1974).
While the intention was not to investigate emotional or psycho-
dynamic aspects of the mother-infant relationship, it was none¬
theless found in this study that coercion, negativity and
resistance were important elements in the regulation of joint
action and these behaviours were used by both mothers and
infants. Kaye (1977) in his study of mothers teaching their
six month old infants found one of the strategies used was
"hand tugging" which is equivalent to the category "imposes"
described in this study.
Group 3: Supports and accepts other's action - This group
includes actions joining in with the partner's activity in
order to help and those conceding to the partner's intervention
be it supportive or in opposition.
Whiten (1977) uses a category termed "assists" which he des¬
cribes as the mother "helping the infant towards his own goal
as inferred by the mother" (p.419). In this study there are
four categories in group 3 and one each in groups 2 and 6 which
are covered by Whiten's definition. Group 3 helping actions
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("assists", "anticipates act", "completes act" and "structures
for infant's purpose") are all unsolicited and show the mother
joining in with what she believes to be the infant's plan.
The helping action of group 2, "regulates to assist", involves
the mother physically controlling the infant's activity, while
in the group 6 action the mother is responding to a specific
request for help from the infant.
"Creates possibilities" is another category defined by Whiten
(1977) and refers to "manipulations whereby the mother enhances
the infant's scope for acting on objects" (p.419). He points
out that in many cases it is clear that a particular outcome
is expected. Such behaviours are similar to "mother structures
for own purpose" which was also included in group 3. In these
actions the mother deliberately made it easier for the infant
to perform an action that the mother herself desired. By
arranging the toys so that the infant on handling them would
be likely to perform the desired action, the mother might have
created the circumstances for the infant to discover a relation¬
ship between them through her own action.
Group 4: Directs other's attention and follows attention -
All the actions in this group are concerned with establishing
joint interest, involving both attempts to direct the other's
attention and those to follow the other's direction of attention.
In his study of mothers teaching a praxic action to their
infants Kaye (1977) described the mothers "marking" a toy to
attract the infant's attention to it. This category is termed
"indicates object" in the present study and was used by infants
as well as mothers. In addition in this study a category of
"infant indicates distant object" was used. All the instances
of this action consisted of an infant reaching to toys on the
cupboard behind the mother and well out of the infant's reach,
about six feet away. The infants were not trying to reach the
toys for themselves as they did not stretch out. Nor were they
trying to get the mothers to give the toys as the infants did
not show persistence or use other communicative actions to
induce them to give the toys. The infants appeared to be
trying to share their interest in the toys. These actions are
related to infant pointing described by Bates (1976) . In
addition maternal pointing and infants following pointing has
been studied by Murphy and Messer (1977) and infant "follows
gaze" has been examined by Scaife and Bruner (1975) and
Churcher and Scaife (1982).
Illingworth (1980) includes the item "repeats performance
laughed at" in his developmental assessment procedures. These
behaviours are similar to two categories in this study "performs
object display" and "provokes" which are distinguished by the
form of the maternal response that the infant seems to expect.
Smiling, watching and vocalising are appropriate in response
to a performance, whereas provocation was reacted to by the
mothers trying to discourage or stop the infant acting in this
manner. When using "provokes" the infant was teasing the mother
by playfully opposing her wishes.
Two particular types of display using objects performed by the
mothers were common and so were distinguished as separate
categories. These are "object approach and retreat" and "hides
and reveals object". "Seeks object", the appropriate infant
reply to the second of these displays, is well documented in
infants aged eight months and over (Piaget, 1953; Uzgiris,
1976) .
A category of actions used by the mother, "changes configuration"
is related to "performs object display". The important dis¬
tinction between these two categories is that in the latter the
mother created an exciting, noisey or lively event, whereas in
the former the mother acted to illustrate the relationship
between different toys, assembling them in various combinations.
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While Bruner (1977) and Gray (1978) describe behaviour cate¬
gorised as mother "gives spontaneously" by placing a toy in the
infant's hand, in this study infants too performed these types
of action. These are not classified as directives as the toys
were placed in the partner's hand or mouth without waiting for
an action denoting acceptance and are distinguished from "offers
objects" in which the infant holds out a toy inviting the mother
to take and waits until she does so.
Group 5: Demonstrates and imitates In this group were
included demonstrations not combined with directives to
imitate and imitations made without an explicit invitation
to do so.
Kaye(1977) found that demonstration was a common action for
mothers teaching their infants a task, Whiten (1977)
described a category of mother "demonstrates" which "comprised
those acts which the infant was intended to imitate" (p.419),
This definition covers two categories used in this study where
the distinction was made between demonstration of an action
the mother wanted the infant to copy ("demonstrates") and a
similar demonstration followed by an explicit directive to
imitate ("demonstrates and invites imitation"), Infant imita¬
tions of the latter were not classified as "imitates", but as
"complies" as the infant was following the mother's explicit
directives. "Demonstrates and invites imitation" and their
compliant replies were classified in group 6 below,
Pawlby (1977) studied imitation in the interactions of mothers
and their infants aged seventeen to forty-three weeks. Her
study looked in close detail at the particular activities imi^
tated and one of the groupings she used in classifying them was
similar to that of "imitates praxic action" used in this study.
It is not clear from Pawlby's account how imitation was defined.
However in the present study only those instances were so cate¬
gorised in which one partner performed a closely similar action
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immediately following the model with no intervening action by
either mother or infant. Consequently problems of identifying
delayed or deferred imitation were eliminated.
A different type of imitation was also included. In "repeats
imposed action" the infant immediately following the mother's
imposition performed a similar action voluntarily. Maratos
(1973) in her study of imitation in the first six months of
life also described imitation of kinaesthetic models in which
the infant repeats a passive movement imposed upon him.
Group 6 - Gives directives and complies with directives -
This group comprised all gestures that specify the partner's
action and those actions that are made in response to such
specification by the partner.
"Mother asks for an object" and "infant gives on request" have
been studied by Bruner (1977) and Clark (1978). Apart from
behaviour in these give and take routines, no examples were
found in the psychological literature of behavioural cate¬
gories of gestured directives by adults and their obedience
by infants. Studies of pre-language communication have
concentrated on the infant's directives to the adult and
investigations of infant comprehension have looked exclusively
at linguistic not gestured communication (de Villiers and de
Villiers, 1978; Snow and Ferguson, 1977 and Menyuk, 1974).
Infant "offers object" and maternal compliance in taking the
toy have been reported by Bruner (1977) and Clark (1978).
Bates (1976) has described infants at the end of the first
year directing the action of adults non-verbally, e.g. getting
the mother to continue speaking into a telephone receiver. In
his study of protolanguage, Halliday (1975) describes his son
Nigel from the age of 9 months using specific vocal expressions
for demanding an object and commanding an action (called by
Halliday the "instrumental" and "regulatory" functions respec¬
tively) .
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In describing categories for his speech act analysis of adult
utterances, Searle (1975) included a category termed "directives".
Giving some infant actions the same category label was done
independently of Searle's work and does not indicate that they
have any particular relationship to the adult utterances so
named.
2. PERSON PLAY
Several researchers have used similar categories to those found
in this study. Bates (1976) described "showing off" by blowing
"raspberries" which is similar to performing facial, vocal and
hand displays. Sroufe and Wunsch (1972) got mothers to perform
play items similar to "hand approach and retreat" combined with
"touches body or hand". Several of their tactile and auditory
play items are comparable to the definitions given in this study
of "touches face" and "performs facial or vocal display"
respectively. "Hides and reveals face" has been described by
Bruner and Sherwood (1976) and Aldis (1975) and is used in four
of Sroufe and Wunsch's (1972) play items. Pawlby (1977) used
categories of imitation exactly equivalent to those given in
Appendix A, i.e. "body", "facial" and "vocal", except she
distinguished between speech and non-speech sounds, whereas in
this study they were combined in one category of vocal imitation
3. PERSONAL ATTENTION AND EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION
Young infants looking at the mother's face has been studied by
many psychologists including Wolff (1963), Jaffe et al (1973),
Stern (1974a, 1974b and 1977) and Murray (1980) and several of
these authors also investigated the mother looking at the
infant's face. Studies of infants towards the end of the first
year have described interpersonal gaze in combination with
other communicative actions, e.g. Bruner (1975 and 1976), Bates
(1976) and Clark (1978).
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The muscle movements in the emotional expressions of smiling,
laughter, distress and disgust have been identified in studies
of adults by Ekman and Friesen (1975 and 1978) and in infants
by Oster and Ekman (1977) and Oster (1978). This study did not
use detailed examination of muscle movements to distinguish
facial expressions, but relied on intuitive recognition by the
investigator. This approach has been adopted by other
researchers, e.g. Sroufe and Wunsch (1972), Sroufe and Waters
(1976) and Whiten (1977).
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APPENDIX C. SAMPLE CODED TRANSCRIPT OF FIFTY SECONDS OF A SESSION (ANN AT FIFTY WEEKS WITH HER MOTHER)
Mother's Behaviour Time Infant's Behaviour
M S
Manipulations l e Manipulations
Coding Speech and Gestures Gaze n c Gaze and Gestures Vocn Coding
That's right 56 00 G+Y in
M's hand
1.1 Offers Put that one Offers G B's face
in Man O+B Man O+M Takes G Takes 1.2
Indicates Points into T Puts G into T
a locus Man B Man 0
56 05
Oh you're going





Takes G out of T




































Man O+M Takes G
Man 0 Puts G into T




2.5 Indicates You don't have Offers Y
a further to kill them
object when you put
them in









3.1 Indicates Put that one
a locus in
That's lovely






Puts G into T


























Take Y out of Man 0
T
Offers Y B's face
Takes R out of Man 0
T onto table
Man M
Man O+M Takes Y
Man M Holds Y
Takes 4.2
56 40
T = Truck Y = Yellow figure R = Red figure G = Green figure M = Mother B = Baby 0 = Own (act on part of
Man = Manipulation Vocn = Vocalisation body)
Vertical bars on left indicate communication sequences 1 to 4
Numbers after point indicate acts or groups of acts by each partner
APPENDIX D. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE ADAPTED FROM THOMAS ET AL, 1965
Parental description of infant's personality
If a friend or relative who had never seen the baby asked
you to describe his personality, what would you say?
Sleep
Time and regularity of bed-time and nap.
Does B go to sleep easily or not?
Is there any special ritual at bed-time?
Does B sleep through the night?
If awakened at night, what is the frequency, what is
behaviour on wakening, and what is required to put B
back to sleep?
What is response to any parental attempt to modify
sleep pattern?
Does sleep pattern change with illness, teething or
change of surroundings? If so, what was the change,
and how quickly did it return to previous pattern when
apparent cause of change disappeared?
What is B's response to being put to bed by different
people?
What is behaviour on wakening after night's sleep or
nap?
Feeding
Amount and regularity of food intake, response to new
foods, consistency of likes and dislikes.
Does B attempt to feed himself? If so, what does he do
and how persistent is he, and what is his reaction to M
trying to feed him?
What is B's reaction to a new food?
How does B indicate hunger? and satiation?
What is B's response to interruption of feeding?
What is B's response to preparation before mealtime?




Does B show any reaction to being wet or soiled? What does
B do?
If B shows a characteristic reaction, when does this stop?
How many bowel movements does B have daily, are they
regular and at regular times? Does B have any consistent
reaction to passing or presence of stools?
Bathing
What is B's behaviour to preparation to bathing, e.g.
hearing water running?
What is B's behaviour in bath?
Does he object to removal from bath-tub?
Was there any reaction to change in bath-tub or person
bathing him? Does B try to wash himself? If so, what
did he do, and what was his reaction to M bathing him?
What is reaction to hair washing?
What is the time relationship of bath to feeding? Was
there any change in reaction to the bath if the time
relationship to feeding was changed?
Nailcutting, hairbrushing, washing of face, nose, ears and hands
To each of these:
What is B's reaction
Does B attempt to do any of these things by himself? If
so, how?
Does he request help? Does he accept help?
Doctor
Reaction to doctor and examination by doctor.
Description of immediate reaction to injection. How loud
was cry, how long did it last, and what stopped it?
On later visits, was there any reaction to coming into
doctor's room, seeing doctor, being undressed or placed
on table prior to examination?
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Dressing and undressing
Does B resist, cooperate, or do neither?
Does he resist being held still?
Does B attempt to dress himself? If so, when did he start,
what does he do, and what is his reaction to M trying to
dress him?
How persistent were his attempts (give details of actual
behaviours)?
How did he respond to difficulties?
Sensory
How long does startle response persist?
What was the specific reaction?
Is B more responsive to one class of stimuli, e.g. visual
or auditory?
What is B's reaction to pain?
Does sound or light easily disturb his sleep?
Is B active, moderate or quiet?
Descriptions of movement and posture during sleep.
Neuromuscular
When did new development occur, e.g. sitting, crawling,
pulling to stand, walking?
Did mastery of ability come suddenly or after period of
persistent effort? What was reaction to failure in effort
at mastery? What was reaction when success was achieved?
Is a playpen used? If so, what is B's reaction to being
put into it, how long does he stay in it, and how does B
indicate wish to get out?
Response to people
What is the reaction to strangers? Does B take the
initiative, respond quickly to a stranger's initiatives,
require a period of warming up, or show a general
negative reaction?
Does B show any special responses to particular people,
familiar or strange?
What are B's responses to the various members of the family?
What happens when one or both parents leave B in care of
someone else?
Does B show affection to members of the family?
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Response to new places
What is B's reaction to being in a strange place?
Response to illness
The specific changes in behaviour during illness.
Did behaviour return to pre-illness pattern immediately
after illness was over? If not, what differences persisted
and for how long?
Play
How long does B play alone? How long does B concentrate
on one toy or game?
What are B's favourite toys?
Does B take to a new toy or game with people quickly, or
does he prefer the more familiar toys and games?
When during the day does B usually play? Are these social
or solitary play sessions?
What games does B play with adults? What is B's behaviour
during the games?
Does B play with other children? If so, how do they play
together?
Does B start games? If so, describe what B does.
Learning of Limits
What is B's response to a parental "No"? When did B start
responding to "No"?
How quickly and easily was B trained to avoid a prohibited
item or activity?
If forcibly moved from an item or activity, how does B react?
How easily can B be distracted?
Verbalizations
How much does B babble and when during the day?
Does B say any words yet?
How much does B use sounds in social interactions and in
solitary activities?
Does B have a characteristic way of calling for your
attention? If so, describe.
Does B try to get you to do things for him?
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Crying
What makes B cry? What makes him stop?
If he hurts himself, what is his crying pattern?
Haircut
Has B had a haircut? If so, what was his behaviour?
Omissions
Is there anything that should be mentioned about your
baby's behaviour that has been omitted?
2 15b
APPENDIX E A NOTE ON THE USE OF STATISTICS WITH FIVE SUBJECTS
A detailed study involving micro-analysis of the communication between
mothers and infants was done. This approach precluded employing
large numbers of subjects. Using only five subject pairs however
has disadvantages for statistical treatment of results, since most
tests require larger groups of subjects. Nonetheless, the statistical
tests employed, principally Page's L Test and the Sign Test, do give
probabilities for results calculated on five subjects only (Siegel,
1956).
These tests require that for a sample of five subjects every individual
shows the same change in behaviour under equivalent conditions whereas
with a larger group more variation between subjects is tolerated
for a statistically significant result. Consequently behavioural
trends which in this study with five subjects are not statistically
significant, may be significant if a larger sample were used, and
so some of the results reported in this thesis may in the light of
future work appear to be conservative. To meet this disadvantage
on occasions results that are not statistically significant are reported
as it is considered that they may indicate an important trend that
could be explored in further studies.
In reporting the results statistically significant behavioural changes
are in all cases recorded and expected outcomes, which on analysis
proved to be not statistically significant, are stated to be non¬
significant. At all times when the results of statistical tests
are not given the results are not significant.
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SecondaryIntersubjectivity: Confidence,Co fidingaActsMean ng intheFirstYear COLWYNTREVARTHENandPEN LOPEHUBLEY UniversityofEdi burgh,England INTRODUCTION
thispaperexaminesac anginhumcommunicationwhichtakespla about40weeksaft rbirth,wellbeforspeecbeg ns.Detail dfilm evidencefavoursthi wthatdevelopmentsfbr infuncti nsatth stime causetheinfanttoac eptpersonsidww y.Thchangeisapp rently notprimarilyareflecti nofinputfr mths cialenvironment.Itis, indeed,anctiveregulatorofallexp rienc ,ada tedtcrnewform ofc mmunicationthaleadsn tonlytowardsunderstand ngflanguage butalsotodevelopmentsintheinfant'id asofo j cts.Thinfant'snew reactiontopersonsisvoluntary,nreflexive.Imaybwithh ldwh n appropriatestimuliarepresent,andittrieog inexpres ionwh n circumstancesa eoppos dti . A1-year-oldinf ntsextremelyal ttostimulifroi ownacts, whetherarisingfromthmanipulationofobjectsrfrocommunication withpersons.Moreover,m ntalactivitiesthisagppeartobe preadaptedtorel teth sewdiffe ntformofexp rienc ,andt developundertheirjoi tinflu nce.Tbehav ourt atst rtsat9m nt s isarudimentaryoutl nfexceedinglycompl xcognizan e-sharinga tof adultsthawenormallyconsidertbeotconsciouslyintendedand boundyrulesfculturalo igin.F rexampl ,itincludesprototypesof
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pointingtainteres ieventndddressingcomme titt another,givingndt kiwithackn wledg mentfthshar dinte tion, andcceptingwordsspecifyinparti ularexperience. Themyst rious,forward-lookinginnatedeterminationofp ychicgr wth
isheremanifestnostel borateform.Inde d,psychologicalfunct ns thatremainc ntraloehigh stin ellec uala dmo lachi vementsf adultsinsocietyreexp essed1-y ar-olnththresholdfspoken language.Anaccurateountofthin elligencei fan ste df thefirstyearmust,her fo e,sp cifyelabora efeaturesoft irbeh viour thatarebothuniquelyhum nnddirectlconcer edwithtu -s lf- centredsharingofinitiativenwh chhum nso etyscultural evolutiondepend.Preling isticinfa tsmakec fcommunicationthat showwell-c ntrolledgrammaticalfo sadaptetspeaking understandingofsp ech,bthii nlyeaspectt eac s.T r alsodaptedtonon-linguisticformfc -o erativebehavi uri wh ch imagesndntentionsreorientedsp cifiedf ro h rsbyg s ure andbythedirection,rhythmmo dofpurposefulov ment. Themostimportanfeatureftnewbehaviour9m nthsis,t n, itssy tematicallycombiningfinter stshei fantnphys , privately-knownrealityn arhim,andisctsofco municat onaddressed topersons.Adeliberatelysoughtharingfexp riencesaboutve d thingsisachievedforhirsttim .Beforei ,objec sperceivedan used,andpersonscommunicatedwith—butthesokindfint tion areexpressedse arately.Infantsund r9mon hssh rethem lv swith othersbutnottheiknowledgeintentionab utt ing . Inotherpap rs,findinghavebeenre ortedP maryIntersub- jectivity—theearliestformofin er ctionb tweeh2-3-month-old infantandpersons,tr lationhei t'men allifint r¬ actionsw thobject(Trevar en,1974a,b,7).Herwsh ll presentobservationsfr mail ndTVtudywi hebabg rl,toh w developmentsbeyond6m nths.Theseacomparablefindi gst r infantswillberela edtohathe ndescribedyot rsfthiperiod ofinfancy.Thereadershouldu derstandt atiipr liminary account.Thehighlycomplexpr cesswrc nc rnedithillrequire moreextensivea drxacttr atmen . METHODS Wefilminfantswi hth irmothe squ tr omeq ippedthstudio lighting,aTVcameradmicrophone.Bl ckwhit16minfi s
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aremadewithtelephotol nsfromndj centdarke doomthrough windowhichisolatessubj ctsfromthbserver .Eacinf nt supportedinaeciallydesigneeatwhi hllowsfremov m ntfll limbswhiletheinfant'srunksfi mlyupport dnearvert cal position.Afrontviewftheinfanc mbinedw thsid motherinalargirrobes dtheaby.Iiog aphical(i.e longitudinal)s es,asdescrib dithpap rbothmotndf nt becomehighlyfamiliarwiththerecordingomhichisomfortably furnishedandcarpeteorsounrecording.Thm t ri giv no instructionsapartfromsimplerequestth thpl ywithndkh infant. Thelargestsampleofbehaviouri btainedVw thou d. record,carryinganele tronicdigitalindi ispecifyithendm to1/100second,ireplayedobtaiatrans r ptfvoca iz tionsnd runningaccountofthebeh vi rthpar n rs.Tsmallemple behaviouronfilmissubjectt lowmotionrframe-by-frameanalysis speciallyconstructedprojectionc nsolu i gaPerce t s pevariabl - speedproj ctorwithframcount r.Illust ativeph t graphsrobt dby enlargementfromthcineila dpr nt dod r ctositivap r. Furtherdetailsofurmethodargiveninno rpap(Tr v rt . 1977a). Thetapesandfilmofpres ntstu yw reviewinde d ntlyby bothau hors,ndMrsHubleywaspresenttlthrecor ings ssion . Doubtfulinterpreta ionsweres jectepeatedexamina iun l reachedagreem nt. DuringherfirstyearTraceymad32vi itswithmotherfovid o- recordingandfilmi g. TheFirst6Months Tracey,firstinfantwasindu dithoxytocinfulltermn21A gus 1973.Hermotherhadpr viousildhypert nsion,wasconsciousdu ingth birth,utafterwardswasri flyana sthetizedfoemovalfthpl cent . Therewernocomplicationsandt ywdischargedoTra y'ssixthy. Themother,arriedt edicalstatisti ian,w sh n25yeofagnd hadbeenstu yingfortwoyearstte cherr iningcoll g .Bpar tshad universityqualif cations.Tracey'sbirthwasunplanneddca sedher mother,whohadjustqualifiedsn r yschoolteacher,ogivph intentionob g nwork. DetailsofTracey'behaviourw thh rmotherdur ngfi st6m nt s
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arcreportedinthAppendix.Tfollowingssummaryfthma changesinherr ctionstoobjecta dmother. AtImonthTraceyadactivestereotyp dprereachingmov m ntsaim d
toac louredb llsuspendedinfr tfhe .Shtrack db lattentively withheryesanddjustedthmofrudi entaryreaching(Treva then andHubley,inpreparation).Shsspondedth rmother'sb bylk byfixingheryesomother'sfac ,periodicallyo nga dmakingface expressions,includi gprespeechcoupledwithg tur -likemov mentsfh r hands.Hermother'sspe chwaaff ctionatendide nst ated conceptualpersonificationfTrac y'sa tion .heinte h gew s regulatedbytheactionsofhp rtn r . InhersecondandthirmonthTraceydev l p dn rmall ,showing interesth rsurroundingsanubtlecommun cativeinte act onsf primaryintersubjectivity(Trevarthen.1977c).Howev ,w ilevlnd activeshelsoshow dwarin ssthpeople.Sfrequ ntlyvoid dh r mother,withdrawinghegazepullinawayfromc nt ct.T ismh ve beenaconsequencefh rmoth r'sslightanxi tydl ckfconfidence duringherpregnancyandthroughhearlmont saftertbi th.Shs id shefearedTr cey,whoasb e tf dnog ttingen ughmilk.W n TraceywasIIto15eeksfgh rmoth rfeltt ounsettledattenth recordings ssionsankethatwcancelt emu tilhf lb tt r. Inthefourthandifthmonth,whenhererasmuch ppi r.Tra ey wasintentlyi ter stedobjectsashequicklyac i vedco trolledf herarmsndandtograspobjects.Tra eylsoplayedg m swithh r mother'shandsandouth(cf.Fig2)H ndmouthplaywapickedp anddevelopedbyh rm therothpartn s. At21weeksTraceyplayedithfamiliarpuppetwhichsa c ed shemadeitovebypullingc rd(Fig.1;fFi4)Ss owedenjoyment attheeff ctshemade,cl arlyexpr ssingh rs lftormotherw oheldt toy.Shealsopickedupobj ctsfferedthe .buma enatt mpttgiv themback.Severaltimesshepush doff rbjectsa ide.frequ ntly heldobjectst rside,anddr ppedth m(cf.Fig6)sometimesturning thisintoajokesharedwithhermotherbylo kfamu mentp ss d betweenthem.Objectsreincorporat dnga syhmotherw of n touchedTraceywithhemplayfully.C mmunicationw so toft mediatedbyw yofplth skind(cf.Fig4) Inherfirst6monthsTraceyotonchandednbj ctta otherpe son deliberately,noridshanoth rctthcombinedo ienta iont personwithh rowu efanbject.IngamesTr ceysharedn oyment oftheactionsgivenbyth rbj cts,ushed dneparately acknowledgepersonsshlooketh rm thero lyafwith rawing completelyherownint restabject.Int r sti j sandi terest
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personss emedtobc nflicting.A5monthsTra eywaju tbeg ningt acceptformofgameinwhichnani at dobjectsa ce tedb t mediatorofwhath rpartnerintend dandfocusfTr cey'sownint re t formanipulation,etc.(cf.Fig4) Traceyt6Months Weobtained110minutesfvid o apea25minutesffilmoTr c yt weeks25,67and8.Tr cey,s atedithinfantchair,w sitheri frontfhermother,aurtsquaret blcove edwi hoftf il hermothersattonid .Aalf-circlewascutfns dthab litTracey'swaist,thuprovidingsurfaceforh rt laywithobje ts. DuringtheseweeksTrac yconcentratedint tlthmanipula ionf objectsfvariousizeplacedn arher.Asi pr viousw kth seinc uded herfavouritetoysbr ghtmm(Fi .1). Fig.t.Tracey'stoys.(Traceyusedrabbitinsteaofthf ogshown.Allsr commerciallyavailable.)
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Whenconce tratingobjec sTraceywasgene llyu smiling,hb w
relaxedorcontractedtgivhapuzzlexp ession,u p rlislightly protrudedanlowerjawrelaxed.Shlsoopeneh rmo thori d herlipswhengra pingobringinanbj ctutmouth.Tw - handedpulling-inofs spendedbj cttermouthwaslecommoh n atImonthpreviously.Tr ceyferredtexplorhff ctsofou hing movingobjectsundercl sevisualattentio ,rep ting l ryclfth movementsftouching,urnindisplacinga dreleasin .Wh de tly lessalert,owhentired,s eatch dhandsf ileth ymov slightly.This"hand-regard"orfoot-reg r wasep ateunctionm thehandlingofbjectsmonitoredbyvis n. Withhermot er,Trac ybeh vedsifs lf-possessednco nt d,u incontrastthebehaviourt23months,sher fus ddi ectface-t -f ce communicationwithshari gfmood.Oftenelookeaw y,voi iney contact(seeFig.6)Athsameimwoftjoinedr peatedlyi twokindsofh ghlyco-operativegamementi n dabov .Thf rsth s usedTracey'smarkedinter sth rother'spersongoalfoi t r t andsourceftimulatingctivity.Theecondobtainet amr sult throughmediationfanobjectwhicsbecamey,rv hi lepl y. GamesofthPerson(Fig.2) Theseinvolvedasharingfcommunicativei tent.moth rcap ur d Tracey'satt ntion,notdirec lybconfrontingh ,looki gg n lyd followinghersmilesandeye-to-eyecontactsipr maryintersubjective exchanges,butindirectlyyexaggera edlymovingh di -and-ouan bymakingemphaticfaceorouthovementsandstro glyarkeds un ofsurprise.F rexample,heh ldbackandopen dmouth widelythreorfouim sinsucces ion,aki gl oundsfex l mat on, orsheputherfingeri mo thandulledtt ake"pop", wiggledhernos .Hm ther'sa ds,toointer stTrac yndhe e movedinarhythmicallyarkwaythesnterp r onalg m s.T motheroffer dannimatec otTr c y'sexpressionndcitement, simplifyingandexaggeratinctsth tbothreco nizedsfo communication. Traceyconcentrat dandimitate ,molessfaithfully,pectsf eachkindofh rmother'sexpressiveac ivity.M tft n,ow ver,s repliedinareci rocalwayithh rownctsfnim tion;a sing eyebrows,smiling,gesturingopoandlau h ng.U uallyeo ked awayformomentsshdido.Thetailsftheexc angesdemonst ate
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howapartnering memustdjuserbehaviouclo lyndppr priately
tohebaby'ssignfinterestandnjo mentwhichh vighde relf- determination.Occasionally,fterlook gb ckseverti sdexc ting hermothert oemphaticplay,Trac ylookedaw ynst p diling. Ato hertimessrejectedhinitialsolicit tionsandno hei waitedforTraceytlookthe ,iedcatchatt n ioniobject anddroppepersonallay. AtthesameimasTr c yimit t dfacexpressionsnh d movements,shalsofrequ n lyreachedtou hh rther'suth chin.Inprev ousw ekTraceyh dbe omv rattentivet rrt e ' handsaswelltoerfac .Itappea edh ts mdiffer tiationf perceptionofthexpr ssivear sb dyleform tion gamesinwhichso efthem ther'ignalserritualiz dob ain sharingofexcitementandpleasu e.Tr cey'seag rne stre chf c o objectscombinedwithheratten ionthfacledvar ouhands- o-face games.Tr ceywanotseenteachforh rmother'seyasbabid atthisge.Shlsoend dolo ks lemnlypeoplew th"s rc i g look"(Kris,citedbyMahler1963p.313)ort voieycontact.H interesthandlethmotherolupnexte d di d xfi g rr tograspandpulltrchew.Movementfhfin rnosemouthih graspcouldtriggerherlau htimmedia ly.Inciden ly,th same illustrateshowthessencefanf ntile"joke"li sh ringpatt n andcoincidenceintentionality,. .hformat ofl maxrp ra o mutualintentionality. Voicegam s,profitingfrT acey'sinte sth rwnsoundforme importantsourcefointerpersonall y,withheadvantagfmitting playwithsomeonenotbe ngatched.Usually,howev r,rsoundsanth mother'sspeechw repa tfacomplexexpressionndc upl dthea andbo ymovements,gestur srimac ,llfwhichreinfor dth communication. Traceyshowednormaldevel p ntfvocaliz tion,m kingitherx it d shouts,cryingandlaughter,ormoub lyodulatedtr i sfho ti cooingwhichr seandfellinntonat onreat"utterances"h tr fittedoc ncurrentgest r sama ip latiofobjec s.Thla tkin declarativevocalizationveloped,about6monthsintrhythmic, syllabicbabling,m dewhilTrac ysorcalm,andoftenccom¬ paniedbyconcentratedl ywithobj cts.I urrecordingssheab infrequently,probablybecausethcircumstancesofrbserv tionw r notsuitedtpriva eself-entert inm nt.How v r,Trac ydidvocaliz whileplayingithobjects,andherlaythvocalizationstt s madewhiltheyexpr ss dthems lv sithvi iblovementffacan hands,appearedtofollowhisdevel ment.
Fig. 2. Games of the person; 25 weeks.
(a) Tracey touches her mother's moving mouth, looks at it and imitates a protruded jaw.
(b) Mother throws her head back, then rapidly to Tracey's chest, vocalizing. Baby turns away and smiles.
(c) mother repeats plosive sounds, approaching baby's face. Baby replies.
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After16we ks,wh nTraceyasmaki ggruntso dwithherfforts
atreaching,h rmotherincre singlyus dnonsensspe cte g ge Tracey'sinter st,ndth yplayeg mi whichthpatternofb d movement(e.g.facorhandmovedinouttTr cey'sfa erstomach) wasmarkedbynonsenss undsaw rdssu githex ggerat d rhythmicintona ion(Fig.2).Thefollowi gextractsfromtheanscript25 weeksindicatethvarietyofhemoth r'ss undmatc dttouchingf Tracey'sbody(cf.Sylvester-BradleyanTre arthen,1977). Mother'sActsandSpeech:Tr ey25w ekld "Ma!"(widenseyeinmocksurprisendmovehefactowardsTra ey) "Boo!"(leansforwardalmostt uchingTracey'chestwitherin) "Beriberi.i.Ba!"(leaningforwa d,smilbro ly" ") "Ah—rhht!"Y "Ah—Phoo!">(approachesrapidlytoucTr cey'sbell ) "Whooo!"J "Aber.a r.aber.")....,. ...>(risingpitch,approaching) "Awer.a r.ptt!J "Amer.a ccr.mo!"(approaching,he db ntlow) "Aah.Tracey!"(tapsr ceyandwhistl s) "Tch.tcht .ch"(looksasidenswingsba ,sou screscendo) "Tic.tic.tic"(crescendo,tappingge tlylo gTra y'sn k) GameswithObject(Fig.3) InthemonthbetweenTracey'svisits25d8we ksshjoin di g m s inwhichobjectswereanimatedbyhem th r(Fig.3).Th irfunctionasfo forTracey'svisualinter stwabroughtundh rmother'sc trol,thi beingsubtlyadj stedtoTracey'spredictionsofh wthobj ctwould displaceormakeounds,rhowhew ltouchi .Thesa eformulw s observedaswithgamesfthper on,t eobj ctbeingndowedwith repeatedrhythmicalcyclesofmo ion,fchangeinpr ximity,dire tio orientation,andcausedtemipatternesu cessionsofrattl ,banget . Forexample,them therhelduatoyninst afhandingtTr c eithermovedinsw opsorjumpstTrac y'fa eorch stdsudd nly away,ormadeit"lly"fromsidet iabovTracey'sheasshetu n abouttolo ktitandmadegesturestre chf r(Fig.5).Thfo l wing vocalaccompanimentso urredt25weeks: "Oh!Tickle!"(objectsuddenlyd wntTracey'sh st) "Thup!"(objectt uchedonTracey'sn s ) "Choo!"(catchingb lldr ppedyT acey)
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"Upinthesky...Daooh!Tickle!"(b llheldanh enwhileliftef rrac y lotrack,henswoopeddo )
At25weeksTraceyasmo tlseriouslyint nandunamu ed,bs v ral timesshe"join dhfun" fplaywithanobj ctenmil d,vocalize andfinallylaugheandmovherbovigorously.So etimesth "interest"ofhegamewasmorconcent at da dsubtlm h re anobjectproduceseri sfmallm vementswhileTr c yat hedintent y, unsmiling. Therewasadefinitgrad entofb i ncetmoth rr cey'sll. Sometimestheoth rer lysuspend dagoplaceibl passively,forTr c ytmanipulat .hent rweexcitedg m si h motherusingfor ulaofprogressivelyganiz denj ym tgeartf ll w thepatt rnofTracey'sinter st.Fin lly,therew rimeh yo e equallysharedint ntion,Traceyr flectingthactionofmoth rwi h changingexpressionandquitetwo-hree-syllablebabbli gs un s,t withoutsmilingorlo k ngathemot er'sface.Inthishaki dfplay Traceyallowedthemother'sinventionscreath rexp ri ncenddidt tryoakeov rherself.Thisiforetasteco- perationbul ychi ved only4monthslater. Allthesegameswercr at doutfTrac y'inter stff ch ownandhermother'sac ioobjects.Th ughtivatedbypleasu ein achievingperceptualmast ry,thwerinsidnnter r on lfram w rk. Aswithgamesoftheperson,Trac yc -operatedclos lyith rm th rbu shedidowit outg vingmorthanaoccasionall nceheo er'seyes andwithoutlookingthermother'sexpress o stbse vefeeli g interestconcerningherself.Shapp aredunablet tt ndo h 's purposedirectly,orelser si tantti . Bothkindsfgameappearedt rowuthtouching,s und-making andobject-presentingfhemoth rthatws whenTr ys45 monthsofage.Eventh ugmoth r'daptationw reundoubtedly influencedbyknowledgea dideasmportefr mh rcultu alexp rience awayfromTr cey,thstrongregulatiofp aybyTrace 'smakei unlikelythategameswereinvent dbymo h r.Tapp ar followdevelopmentintheobject-seekingandpers n-recogniz gfunctions Traceyh sexhibitedsin rfi stmon h,a dtdepe doheother beinginterestedandsufficientlywarod ptthfunctions. Whatt eMoth rSaysboutTracey InthesixthandeventhmontTr ceywasp rc iv dbyh rther wilful,intenselyinterestedexploringobjectsadisint restei r¬
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personalcommunicationf ritwnsake,babljoih ppilyi games. Detailedevidenceaboutthesep rc ptionscamefrowhatthm h rsaid
toTraceywhilheplayedogeth r. Shemadehu orousnons nses u ds,w rg msometimescharg d withmockangerndsurprisesellfu ,andexclamationsfd light laughter.Af rth rstrikingfea u eoftmother'slang agew sheus questioning.Sherepeatedlya kedifT acdidn twat ngs,or shewouldresponth r.Oftespleaded.S i ,"C mec nIhav itback?" afterhandingTraceynobj ct.cey,ihisnsta ell othersatthisge,didnotgivbjectb ck.H rm thert ki ,caught itwhenTraceydroppedit,saying"Th nkyou".Inha dobj ct Traceysheaid,"Doyouwantit?Herthen."verbalndnon¬ verbalutte ancesofthemoth rwerdisti ctlyff r nfr mh rtalk Traceyt1or2months(seApp dix),r flectingh rttemptstr spond Tracey'scl arsignofha ginginterestandusesurrou dings. InvertingtheGamewithToy(Figs4nd5) At27,8and32weeksTrac y'masteryofgamesitht yshowo plex inversionofroleswithh rmother.T ac ytthgpra tised"s condary circularreactions",.g.shakingandban iobjectshew sholding.W shehookacagewithbellint,h rm er,lookingtTr c ysyn hronized hereadwiththemovementans und.T isc sedr c yp u e "think".Assoonashemov dgaihertherov dei synchronyaying,"B ngbabang!"Tr cewat h dhemot rcl s l andtheeff ctbecameg ,l dingogersmilinglaught .T themotheradeTrac ylaughhe rtilbyzoomingt yrac 's Fig.4.Object-persongames. (a)Tr ceypullsupp tstring,watchingmother'sfacndsmiling;27e k(Fig.IB)
r'* ->*
Fig.4.(b)Traceyshakesr ttlbe linc g )andmoth rdsynchrony.watch mother'sfaccl s ly,andl g ;32weeks(Fig.1A).
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TheDevelopmentofShari gActswithObjects At34weeksTraceyplayedithobjectthta l ,b ngingmn gropingwithbothhandsssheshift datten ionflu tlyet eoal .H r motherto kher lfobserv ras istant,sitti gb cpasscomm nt, ordubinsuitablevoice-effects,lik"Bang,bang,bang!"(F .6).Occasio ¬ allyshebroughtinewbjectrchang dtarr n ementfhin sf Tracey.Asmallb ightlypaintedwood nt olli hfourh lsdhre roundmeninhol swaoffere ,andTrac yshowntc ldb pulledalongbythstri(Fig.1).Tr c ywat hetdidn timit tW i bangingobjectstogetherndh dlth mwithoa s,Trac ya beginningtolo kabout,ccephermoth r'sazedexc a gesmil s.Th s wasapreludeton wlev lfinterpe sonalexch gac omp nyingh handlingofobjects. At36weeksand8Tr ceyplayediththoodenm nwhilher motherheldtheroll y.Sbang dthemagainstl ywhilr motheradetchingv isoun s.Trac ygrin edthelaughewithout lookingupandhermotheraughe .An t erpreludetshar dactionf morecomplexkindwasseenianexch ngofba gi gtht blet38 weeks.Traceyndhermotherbangdsothbli alter ationnd Tracey,whilelook ngthermoth rgrinn dtheffectproduc d. NowTraceywasadeptttwo-handedpl ynexchangedbjebetwe n herandsmanyti es.Shoft nr tatedbj cti ,tendi g explorethemisway,usingdist l(wristandFinge )movements,w l simplytransportingorba gingtheyproximal(a dsh ul er) movements.Shalsotwistedherandsthwristiclearg tu eof impatiencewhenfrustrated,looki gpandvocalizingthmim . Latershelook dupagainnwri klhernosi"disgust" ishaki g herleginmpatience.Shelookedaboutthro mv i ingsmall(Vjin.) beadswingingothread,wh chsosm llf rhgr sp.Sook objectsfferedbyhandutelthemckdropp dt ,failing returnth m(Fig.7).Azooming-objectgaminterestedanmush r; thenshelookedaway,elf-possessed.Swatchedemonstrationsfht movethewheelsoftr ll y,ichsqueak d,andhowplacthm nin theholes,butdidnoimitat . At40weeksTrac y'smotherbecamnckn wl dgedparticipanti actions.Tr ceyrepeatedlylook dupth rmo her'sfawhe ivingn object,pausingasiftcknowl dgereceipt.Shlsoloouh r motheratbreaksinh rplay,givingtheindicationofwillingnessh r experiencesassheh dnev rdonbefo .Tr c ypull dthcarti y string,watchingimoveremotfroh rand.Sheacceptednychanges
Fig.7.Refusingandssisting. Oppositeag ,top:Trac yakesb llhenh lditknddr p;27w k . Oppositeag ,bott m:Trac yu hesm ther'handway,wit outsmile;26eek . Above:Moth rpushesbeada i endTr c yimit t stoiw thd lib ratesw ping movement;45we ks.
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amongcolouredbeadsyherother,pausinginhermanipulat ontl k whatasshownther.S efollow dwhenermotherp int dtb whilespeaking,andc mlyacceptedr movalofobj ctwithoutl ssf interesthesharedpl y.Aonepointshg tlymovedh rth r's asidesohcouldgettbea sb nea hit.W enh rmothershow d tomakehewh elsftinvert dtrol eyurnnsqueak,Traceywat h d closelyandtouchedhwhe ls.W nhermotherag rlys id"Pu lit!", Traceymadovtdr wthr lleytowardsher,butf iledec useth stringwasnottau ,hesametime,exp ctings cc ss,hlook dp smiledeagerlyth rothe .Thiswascl arlyl rn dan cipationfth pleasuretheyusuallysharedwh ndidtrickofp llingintrol ey correctly.Throughoutthissessiont emo herwass wingandivithi gs toTraceywhoasmored cilth nev ibef re,andmore"interest d".I playingwithobjectsth ysharedeff ctsalmo tequally,Tr eyl okingp athermotherndsmilingwh nane ertainingeff ctwasproduced. AtthesameageTr c yndhermoth rplay dnewamei w ichth motherwasbo hgivingandt kck.Hemotherr peatedlyoff red object,thenqui klydr witback.ShewatchedTr yhol ok p laughed. Muchoftheinterplaybetw enTracendhermoth rasarriedy vocalization.Tr ceyho tedwi hexcitementhilebang g,rgrunt dw h concentration,andth n,whentryi gcar fulva iationsi ma pulation, madegentlercooingsoundsam rearticulatedbabbling.Shdt ic ¬ operativelyinajoingame.H rmothert lk di r l x dwanadded soundeffects(e.g."Whatareyoudoing?B g,b ,n ")tshe askedwhatTraceyantedmuchlessfreq ntlythabefore,yingin t ad thingslike"Takeisone" rh eyouare" shshowedndgave. Atboth45and7weekslargetransformationithb lancefTracey's communicationswithherotherscompl ted,a dtheff cth motherwasve ygr at.F rthi stmTraceyg vplabjecth ppilyt hermotherwhenaskedtd o(Fig.8).T yplayedwithnfTrac y's toys,arattlewithclearplasticglobe,ndb linsid(Fig .1nd9). Theglobec uldbeunscr wedfromtha dak trpitba l. Whentballwasoff redTraceyshpromptlyutitnt globe,n whenhermotherassembledthopartsg rlyookit.Tm the madethefollowingc mm tarywhichlacksquestio s(exceptf rne rhetoricalone),a disfullfinstructionsdeclaration : "Putitnthere.Tako .hereisS ak ,shake,shake!"(T c ynds globetherm th rw or questsbygesture.)"Puti nther ,p toth . That'sit!"(Traceytakeoutthebj ctndp tsigain.)Tha 's.Iagai Out.Mmm!P titnNo?That'sutagain.Thankyou!"( r ceyndsi overthewithoutb ingasked).
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Thentrac y'smotherrolledcl thb llh rsa ing,"Readystea y,go!" Traceycaughtitntwohandsndgri n ddelight dlyb inghbli h bothhandsandthell,lo kinguptermother'sf c(Fig.8).A motherheldranoutpalmuptreceivehbjects ying,"Wher 'st ball?",Traceyhesitatedmomentndistra t dyths unfo o e enteringthroomhsideawayfromm ther,turn dldut balltohevisitor.Hemo herc n inued,"N ,her ;vt sside."Trac y lookedathermother'sn ,quicklyreachedtgivmot rhb ll lookedtherfacansmiled."Thankyou!" imother,r c y gavetriumphantvocalizationandhthebl(Fig.8). Laterth yplayedg meodemonstrateh wTr c ydrec ntlyined therickofsel ctingbj ctsnamedbyh rmother.Aydunfi belongingtTraceywerpla edhabl .r c y'smoth rs i"Where isDuck-Duck?"severaltim s.Traceylook dfr mobjectj ct, "thinking"butnotreaching.H rmothersa d"Where'sF s -Fish?",t "Where'sDuck-Duck?".Afterbehavinginh sitant,absorbedm nn rfo amoment,Trac ygrasp dthdu kndhandeitermother(Fig.8) Traceyoftenmaderrorsinthisgamwhichh oth rco r cted,bus clearlytri d,ansometimesherho cewasdelib r tdcorrect.T significantnewachi vementihergraspoft principlea ingm . Hermotherreport dthatinelascouplefwe ksT ac yh db n¬ operatinginanumberfamiga esdevelop dufamilicts givingandtak ng.Forexample,shewouldcorr ctlyobhinstruction "Pulltheplug"aft rh vingb th.Hermotherdqu cklyle rned cultivateth snewinterestwords. Throughoutthissessionegiving-and-takingamew splayem y times,hotherutt ringdirectionsanfdnamtopicf excha ge. Theyalsorepeatedtruckgame,moth rs ying"Weee!"a , smilingeagerly,pull dthtriodr wckowardsh . FrequentlyTracemadvo alcomm n aryinq ietpausewhilher mothersilentlyobservedhe .Wh rt rpush dtb ad stringoftheruckg ti uherway,Traceymmed atelyturn d imitatetheactco-operatively(i.e.id)Fig7)T ssnotalcon rast thesamegestureus d4monthspreviouslyusa id(tr f se)be offeredbythmother(Fig.7) Incontrasttherearlierr activegulationfTracey'beh v ur, reflectedinaqu stioningndcoaxi gmannerofsp king,Tr c y'sth nowregulatediadir ctivemanner,iss i gnst u io sndsking rhetoricalquest ons.T acey,foh rpa tct difsheappilyacce t d theleadershipofhermotherinjointdefini ionexper ence.Wb l v themother'sbe aviourresp nseTrac y'acceptancfse king fordirectives.
(b)
Fig.8.Acceptingandgiving;45w eks. (a)Tr ceycceptsb llinrollinggam .Be tsthabriumph. (b)Traceypla esb llinmoth r'shandwhenrequ stsa .Be tthbl ,mi ingt mother.
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Withthisnewco-operationamenegame :m stinter st gxa pl ,
loritscognitiveimplications,bei gthehidandf n inwh chr se variationofputti ginandt kin(Fig.9).Thelittlw odenmeer placedintissubox.Trac yw sled"find"themyh rmotherandsh showedhergraspofthecommunicationgambylo kfsurpr sand vocalizing.Thisimitatedherm th r'socksurpriseandigpitch d "Oh!".Theyplay dlongg meinwhichthem nerrep atedlyhidd , themotheroverturningtb xwih ninsidlea i gTr c ytif upand"discover"themen.T ceywasillingp rticipa t.moth r vocalized"No"withash kfhereadndownw dint n tion,r "That'sit"withrisingvoice.Itsobv ouh tTracey'sc -operat ond imaginationofthemother'sr lperm tsh rsha einricvari tyf sharedclimaxesinexperienceandm nyod sofa tio ,eachm rkwit adistinctivevocalcommentfrothemother. ComparisonswithOtherInfan s Tracey'sdevelopmentb tw e6nd10m thsisummariz dnTablI. Closelysimilarfind ngshavebeenobtain dfrbiographicallmad withoneth rfemalbabydt ofhefirstauth r'so noys.P iot9 months,whenanipulatingobjectsandbab li g,eachfthfourchildre wasplayfulingamedevelop dbfami i rpartn routfwh ttheyere doing.After9monthsth yrapidlydevel erbservantsoci l behaviour,adjustingt eirintereobjectsth irpartners'int restsy complexactsincludinghandifobjectt ther ,p intingwhil vocalizing,boththesea tseincombi edwitlook gtpartner'sfa andsmiling. Theconsequenceft isnewlev lawar n ssothm th rapp ars havebeenthatitw semoth rholearn dnews tofrules.*Aft r9 monthseacbabydenewst psofbehaviourimit tefrtmothe , becameobedienttdirectiv ssuchasp inti gnverbalins u t ons,n learnedtoresponc rrectlyf w,ofterepeated,namesfobject actions.Theefficiencyofcommunicationandle rni gwasenormously increased,fi st,bythei fanakingoctiverolfgiv r,s ow rr agent,withvoluntaryrecognitionofthmother'sinteres ,and,s c n ly,by themotheradaptingthis. Intheprevious6months,complexc ang sto kpl c ,so fw i h, •Thisaccountisbasedonbeh vi rwithtmothe ,utt isdoesnmeaththerper ns werenottreatedisimilarys.Ihav tstud edo hrelat onships,exceptforobservations ofmywninfantswithe.(C.T )
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25Weeks
45Weeks
1.Babyonloccasionallyinitiatesface- to-facein eraction.Doesn tinterrupt ownactivitytodso.Smilesandlo k atMduringpersongamesors usinganimatedobjectscli xes determinedbyhmotion. 2.Baby'slookingtM'f ceis unpredictable.Ieli itsanimm diate responseofpleasure. 3.BabyshowresistancetM'ssocial attentionsbyturningaway. 4.Babymashowextremeint r st objectsttheneglectofM.D o combineattentiontbjectsa dM. 5.Baby'sh ndlingandexplorat o sof anobjectrelimit d;reaching, grasping,puttingtomouth,holdi atside,b nginganddropping.M mustfollowB'changinginterestn effectsproduced.Mayd velopgames, buttherearnoequallybalanc d transactions. 6.BabywatchesM'sctivityithn object,esp iallyifactivitli s withinB's"secondaryc rcular reaction".Bdoesn timitate. 7.Babytakesobjectff redbyM, almostinvariablydropst.D en t giveanobject. 8.BabymafollowM's pointingt objectinfr nfBa dpickupthat object,thoughnoreliably. 9.Motherhastobv rysoliciting engageB'sinterestasocialgam .
10.Babysmilesndlaughtgames "jokes",orientinglaughterandsmil s toM,butneedingsupportf's involvementnB'sactio s.
BabylooksndsmilestMoft n duringjointactivitywithobjects, greetingherr adily.Willint rrupt ownactivitywithobjectstdos . BabylookstM'faceinresponset aninstructiona dos licit assistance.Mof entak sheslook ofrecognitionf rgra ed. Babydoesnotturnwayr fuse attentionsfromM. BabycanintegratettentionsoM andobjectsi co-operativeactivity. Baby'sh ndlingandexplorationsof objectsarmorecomplex,inv lving sequenceslikp llinginthtr k andthenkingoutem .Mca developB'sinter sttoelab rate jointactivitieswhereMknowth overallplananddirectsBtofiin. Balsoanticipatesthesequenceand maydirectpartsofit. BabywatchesM'sctivityndw llu e it asmodel,especiallyfencouraged todosobyM.ImitationBi easilyobtained. Babytakesnobjectff redbyM, givesittoherwhenasked,ndin sequenceofactionwheth ycom M'sturn. BabyeasilyfollowsM'pointingt objectandpicksitup.Bshighly responsivetdir ctivgesturesofM. Babyisf rmoreeasilysocia ly engaged,sometimesinvi ingsharing ofpleasure. Babylaughsndbangt ble triumphantly,indemonstr tionf pleasureinm st ryofjoint occupationwithM.B'shumouris alsomoreaut n mous;smil swhen carryingoutnacherself.
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Mother'ssp akingiturnednto "baby-talk" gameswi hbodymove¬ mentsandchangesoffacexpression. Babydocsnotunderstandwo ds.
Mother'sordinarysp akingimo e likelytoattractB'sattention,even whennotreinf rcedbyot ractsf expression. Babyshowsheknowtnamf sometoys.
I'nithepointofviewafellcommunicator,se mn gativerreject g. I raccy'sdroppingfreceivedbject21we ksandr fusaltgivj t untilafter40weeksas,ho ver,notabnormabec usthothinf t didthesamett isag .Tr cey'splayfulness6monthdlat r developmentofarichtriadicpers n-person-objectstyllayhows wasnotm reavoidantowithdrawnthaneerinf ntsp efhe mother'sslightdepressionwheTraceyas2to4mont sfag . Ilieavoidingshownbylltheinf nts4mon hs,comparedh ireag r acceptanceofeyecontactinconversation-likeexchang sa2mo ths,st ted |o\tpriorthematurationofa mcontroldeffectiveprehensi n objects.Inseveralcase ,thr fuslo kdi c yatpartn rwam markedinrel tiontoheother.T isaybp rtlanrtifactofur methodofbservinginstagedencounters,bucertainlypr ofth wuhdrawalsnotd etperceptionofa"str ng r". By5months,objectsandeveselectedbthinff ratte tionw takenupsmediatorsortokenfinter ctioffe lingsint ntion betweeninfantandmoth r.F rthnex4thspersongameobj ct gamesexcitedthinfan sdprovoksignofpleasur .T ei f tsal o clearlyenjoyedb ingithpres ceoffamil arp opla dnf ili r surroundings,antheyfrettwhl ftlone.Beiinfamil arcompa y encouragedpl ywithvoi in ,mouthinga dhandl n ,lofwh cre presumablyenrichedbythdevelopmentfnewcapacitiesforp rc ptio bothpeopleandbjects.Buinlthisimeinf ntft nwithdrewfro intimateface-to-facco munication,andtheyus llyd dnse ky s ofpeoplersmileth mwhinterestedobj cts.Exc ptf rt iuni n ingames,objectsandpeoplewerfocusseparately. Ifpersonalconf ontationsa eforcedinf sthig ,yresistor withdraw.Withdraw lisnotrestrictedtotrangers.A36m thst e unfriendlybehaviourmayel citcommfrothersw osay,sp ¬ taneously,thatfel"hurt".Wh verepeatedlyrecord dmoth r tospontaneouslygr spher4-t5-month-old'eaiattemptregai eyecontactbfor efulheadturni g.Th sma ipulativeta ticalwaysfail d. Themothershadtcceptlessdirectfoofcommunication,anth babiesrespondedwell. Withbabiesinthsecondandh rmonth,stoth rwh vf lm d
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playedgam sthatinvolvetouchingi fant'b dy,likp t- -cakewith thehands,bouncinglegshakinche s,proddingseor stomach.Gradu lly,iwou deemthm therhers facc ptedsga e objectasshemirrorsthinf nt'c fexpre sion.Aft rt iplay incorporatesobjectthfanth sacc pt df irter s .W foundthatby6monthsthesegamviaobjec s,rw tp rtfth r's bodytreatedasbjects,ec mehinfants'pref rr dfo flay.T n 9or10months,theystarteddeliberatelyco-op ativeformfinter st objectswhi htransformplayintexchangeftsmeani . DISCUSSION Itremainstobseeifhabovepp r ntlyendogenouschangent r- subjectivityduringthfirstyeararuniversalihumaevelopm nt. Obviouslysomeformsfc gnitivedevelop entthinfaarultivat d orfacilitatedinursocietybypres ntingnfantswi hp ialt y ,lik colouredba ls,rattlesnds fteffigi sanimalopersons,inf t mustbeaff ctedythecustomofle vingmnrwninplayp sr cotssurroundedbytoys.Pr fes orMundy-CastlfheU iv r ityLag hastolduhatinWe tAfricanculturest rsgreaemphasinoci l interactionwithbab es,hreh nd dounanplayverbally everyoneprese t.Th reisnomuchemphasisonbj ctgames.An tt HamiltonreportsthesamefoAu tralianb rigine(Hamilton,1970).In spiteofuchdifferen esintr atm ntnf t ,wbeli vhatc rtai conclusionsdrawnfromT a ey'sevel p e tmu th vwidimplicatio forallhumans. WebelievethatTrac y'schang sw remer entinhmi d,a mother,thoughs phisticatedbyartifac sndideasfr mh ra lyoci l groupandculture,wasunconsciouslytutoredhangebysi Tracey.Wconcludethatr ditionalgamesanys(lik"P t- -cake", "Ride-a-cock-horse",r ttle ,dol s,ba l )maysteundersto d responsestoheinfant'snahumantalentforplay.Wwoulddescrib themother'sactswh vse nsdapta ioninf nt'changingpl y, andthisinurnreflectsinf t'cha gingund r tandinofh rmother aperson.Thisisnottdenyawhatmotherobesse tialf r infanttoexpandhisknowledgetoptimalr te.Ifshactsth spontaneityandfreedominresp nding,heca oth lpreatingeri sof demonstrationsfittedheinfant'cognitiveterac vschematad stimulatingtoheirgrowth.Helpfulpl yappearsbhnatur lres onse
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iniheinfa t'scommunicativepersonalitydtatakma yparticul r lorms.Indeedeachmother—infantp rwhavobs vec atet g th r uniquerepertoirofgames.Thhabplayevid ntlybec et sis auniquecompanionshipieachp ir. Anativisticinterpretationoff ndevelopmentfitswhathab seen withyoungerinfan s.Thechangesfcomm icationthr ughoutfi s >earappeatobprincipallydudifferentiationfhighlycomplex, generalintersubj ctivitywhichmanifesv ye ludim ntarfo (Trevarthen,1977c).Thisfunctionidentif espers ns,regul temot atio andintentiontowarhem,simultaneouslyfor sudime taryacf speechandgestureinpatt rnedcombinationsseque ces.Ial providesinternalmagesoffach nmovem ntsorthidentifi ation andimit tionoftheexpressionsth rs.Ac fadultthatsignifyin ere andunderstandingtootherul srselectivelyperc ivedby2-month-old , too,andt kensnalogousheirowactsflikform.W ntm ther expressesexcitementorpleasuristimulatesafunct onthinfant capableofgeneratingmirrorcomplemen aryact.Pr ofthes propositionsistbefoundnhecommunicationsfp imaryintersubjec- tivitythadevelopintoelab rateforms condandth rmonthsf birth(Trevart en,1974a,,97 ,c). Theelementarydyadicinterpersonalfuncti nisevi tlych ng da infantsdevelopeffectiveprehens onandincr s dfacilityorobs rvi g eventsandthus fulprop rtieobjects(Trevarth n,1977b).W conceptualizethisdevel pmentbydiffer ntiatioofafundam ntally coherentfieldfintentionalitywhichs,however,alreadyatomically partitionedtbir hintthremodesoufwh chth ekindsexperi nce andctionregeneratedpostnat lly:Th smodesarpr b blyt r l systemsofthbrainatachi vefunctionaldifferenti ionint tion witheacotherandittheenvironm nt.Formsfacti ndperceptual processingappropriatefo (l)know ngndusinobjects(pr ximode),f (2)communicatingwiththehumaorld(communic tivede ,af3) actinginself-directedorthoughtfulmann r(reflectiveod )appears distinctrudimentsinthnewbor .Ofth se ,communicativemod appearstoundergogreatestelaborationinthfirsphasofinf ncy(seco d andthirmo ths).T enitbecomeadjust dtdevelop entinoth r twomodes,especiallythpraxi .Incon equ ninfa tss ows ecific withdrawalfromprofferedinter ersonalcont ct,a dh yrel gatsha ing ofexperiencetmoreindir ctchannels.W thincreas di terestlookingat andhandlingobjectscomespl yfulnesth teventuallypermit infantiletentionalityochievnewlevofintegra . Oncefreinteractionbetweecommunicativeandp xicmod sfction isachieved,thinfantsuddenlyhowsbeh vi urt tiuniqueom n
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Fig.10unctionsithedevelopmentfsecondaryinter ubj ctivity. (IA)Communicating:babydotherinter ctfac -to-facc;oi t restobje .(IB)Ac ing onanbject:b bycts:motherwatch s.(IC)Pi ge ianAssimilatio :pl yth"pleasu e mastery".(ID)Piage ianAcco mod tion:imitati n,tr cki gw th"seriousint nt". (IIA)Person-PersonGame:babyctsnmother'sttb by.(MB)Object-P rsonGame: motherv sobjecttamuseb byndwatchesthby'fac .(MC)Obje t-P r onG meII: babymovesobjectndmothertrackit;wa chesot rndsamused.(MD)B byk offeredbjectwithoutacknowledgementfm th r'sintentiogiv .(ME)Babysskedby mothertgivandrefuses,avoidingmoth r. (MIA)Babygivesobj ctndshowspleasurewhenitacc pted.(1MB)Fullperson-person- objectfluen y,.g.mothershowsbabyhowtdsk(I+2)ccepts34th n looksatmotherndb rplea ed(5+6).
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theeventswobs rveinTracey'sbehaviour,exceptt c nc rning adjustmentofherattentionst rm ther.Ind dPiagetpr sentshims l asresponsivebutinvisibleex mi erofthede lop ngimagin ti nand reasonofthechild.Ev nw enstudyi gimi atioanplay,hmakis analysisitermof"thinking"th tallowseinfspecialawarenes ofhumansaspersonhavi gniquepotentialityfosharedw ren sd sharedintention(Piaget,1962).Thes entialprocessi r ynfa c developmentofimag ryf rperceptionfobjec s.Thisisbu ly amalgamationofcerebr lrefl xesth tguidm vemenfey s,hand andmouththrought esensesofigh ,hearitoucndta t .Obj ts perceivedthrougheffectst yprod ceinsens ry-motorr flex swh nth infantorie tst rmanipulatethem. Piagetdescrib smajortran formationihechild'sndbout9 months.Thisbringsintei g"t eco c ptfthobject".Bef ris (StageIII)theinfantpr ctices"secondarycircularrea tions",peat dl transportingobjectsheldinthac u ein ere tingp rc ptionsf gradednovelty.Objectsanyco ceivedbythinf nssubstantive withintrinsiccapa ityfordisplacementpersistenceitima dh vo fixedshapeorize.Inter stithemceas sw nt yac v r ,nd arenotexpect dtohavgi nformronppearancthn xt.Aft about6months,theinertial,sound-m king,appearance-changingproperti s ofobjectstransportedbythinfanc usmentalimaget rret i d representobj ctswithc ns antintrin ipr pertie .A9m th(StagIV) theinfantbeginstoobservehffectfxer i ingskillsvisualexplora¬ tion(graspi g,holding,dr ppi ,hittingetc.)inseque t alcombinations. Thisresultsint edefinitionofcer ai"instruments"hataddm n ng,for anobserver,thinfant'sc(Pi g t,1952970). Theinfant,Piags ys,enjoythepow rfxerci ingcontrolov rt perceptionsofbj cts,somushavansfevaluatingc ntrol.Bythis evaluation,Piagetexplainsthdiffer nc sbetw et"se iouinten " (intentionalaccommodation),bywhichinf ntllexplorethexperience ofanunfamiliarobject,a dthlaughterrsmil st tacco p nypl ywith afamiliarobject.Thpropertiesfs m thingfamiliar,be ngc rr tly predictedbytheinfan ,off rnofurtherscopereriousinvestigation (Piaget,1962). Piaget,failingtoreco nizethathum sreesse tiallydiff refrom otherobjectsinthnfant'sworld,doeregis ertfacthainfan sim theiremotionalexpressions(of"j y",seriousintent" r"surprise") persons.Mor over,fhimimitatiobeginsv rysi plathccommoda¬ tionforie tingthdisplacemennobj c ,rthmindl ssre-creatio ofthesoundfam delt atitselatchesonhinfan 'sownu s (e.g.contagiouscrying).M recompl ximitationsra hievedbass ciative
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arevisionofPi get'sconceptdevelopment(B wer,1977;ra d Wishart,1977).Experimen swithvisualtracking,pred ctiona dching ofinfantslessthan6monthsoldhowthatomec nceptfnbj ct, locatedou sidethb dy,capablefdispl cem ntov rtimandwithsown sizeandform,ipres ntwhaBow rcalls"abstra t"fo mul tionoe wholeinfantfromthestar .Ii ,t er fore,notco struct dbysemblyf sensory-motorreflexes,venthoughhbj ctp rc ivedd gaini specificitywithexp rienceoinstancesdcont xts.Thid ots mt totallycontradictPiaget'svi wandres mblesW n rdK plan'sidea ofdifferentiation(W rnera dKapla ,1963). Bower(1977)inreviewingthvid ncefoalt rnativeg eralth oryof psychologicalgrowth,hasuggestedoitm yexpl ininfants'inter st personsandthedevelopmentfindividualattachmentsrrelationships.H usesevid ncefromthpowersfyounginfantfimitationdth irva ed expressionsofplea urewithhuman,non-human,r activedunreactive stimuli.Nevertheless,Bow r'analysiema nsationalndimperso al.Hi infantsdevelopingpropositions.Whexplai ingwhathme sbymore abstractrepresentation,Bowerr f rstoRu sella dWhitehead'sl gi al theoryofTypesanditsu ebyGr goryB teson(1973)i psych logy.Hdo s notdistinguishintersubjectivefu ctionsarequiringdist nctmec anism, excepttosayh thum nsareprobablyb nwi hn edf rhum n company.Heobservesth t"spatternsfinterc ange"wi hoplee acquired,butgeneralizeddet ctorsfohumanspe char sentfrombi h. Takingtheexperime talfindingsofL wiandBrooks(1975)nr actionsf infantstophotographsfpeo le,hc nclud sth tgen erid ity acquiredbyspecificationwithgen ralr cognitionfhum sthatisall thatisexpressednrlymonths.Ov rs ecificationfthid ntityft motherandfthrelationshiphisresponsiblef arfra gersd separationanxiety. Theformulationoft ise ryisi lftoabstractlpusxplainthe emergenceofs condaryinter ubjectivity.Howe er,indev lopinghisth is Bowermakesanimportantpoiw threspecttap arentlos s repetitionsofconceptualskilinfa cyndch ldhood.F rexample,infa ts changeintheirab lityopredicr lationsbetwe nobj ct'sperceivedf m andsize,itsmass.Whenreachingandgraspingt18mo ths,inf nt knowsanbject'smafromitappearance(MounoudndBow r,1974). Speakingat4years,thes mechilddo sn'tknow.Suchflu tuationsi bility meanth tincompletestudyfgivendev lopment,missingearly manifestationsoffunctio ,maygivef lind c tionth tfunctioni questionisb iltpythechildlearninghowtcombi eelements. Repetitionofanyebilityconsid redsepara efr mthwholpatt rnf
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Ihologicaldevelopmentisanalogoustcyclefdifferentiationnd >•integrationi morphogenesisfno anitwholeb dyfembryo
•Weiss.1939) Acomparableanalysis ybea pliedtoepigenesisfthecursorsof n>mniunication.Hall day(1975)describes"previews"atut5m nths theattainmentofearlyprotolinguisticbilities.Wh vbserveddeclinei esccontact,smiling,pre peechandgestures,b tw en3months(primary inicrsubjectivity)and6months,dthenin r asefthbe aviourst9 months(sec ndaryintersubjectivit )(Trevarthen.1977b).Athsameim iliaiprimaryintersubjectivityideclin ng,thinfa tlos si cli ionto imitateou hovementsandvoices u ds(Maratos,1977).Ths cond lormfintersubjectivitynoacquiredbyassemblingrefl xa tionst personsandobject .Itrequiresfo mationfewki ffun tion combiningpreformedintentionsbjectsanpreformedintentio s persons. IncontrastthePiagetians,t o ewhoc ncen ratethcontributionf thesocialenvironmentfinfandevel pmentincludepediatricians «iihconcernf assessmentfthadaptationoinfantstheirca e akers andtheprospectsfartifi ialmanagementfinf ntsspi ls. Developmentalpsychologistsn weksp c ficallyialexplanationsf rt e developmentflanguage,andco frontsuchsocio-p liticalqu s ionssth genesisofracea dso ialclassdiff r ncess hoolp rformance,rt causesofdifferencesbetwe nntelle tualdev lopmentsidiff r ntcultures. Infantsrei creasinglysetobhighlrespo sivethumancontactf m birthandtheirdevelopmentisowkn wtbprofoundlyaffectedy isolationfromthemo herrfailuf rme tionalttachmentt . Ababyisthoughtenterquicklyintow betworkofso ialintera ion withhisoreimmediatecaret kers',th nw thinthf stwyearst extendstoincludeh irp ersa dth rfamilymembers. Allkindsofpsychologicalfu cti nsaren wse ntdev lopependence onthissocialc text(e.g.L wisandFreedle,1973;Sch ff r,1 7).Ii generallybeli v dthatinteractionwithpeoplermitsb bytl rnrules forsha ing,teachesthemhowuseobj ctsdeventuallytr nsmits languagecodtthem.Thi fant'sdev lopmentssupposedtd o themothereachingreciprocationindi logue,wbjectsmaybused,what effectsth ymacr ateandhowtspeakaboutthem.Knowledgefth infantaboutpe pleswellbouto jectsissaidtdevelopedy socializationwhichdependsincr asi glytransmis ionoft equired knowledge,techniquesandsocialconventionsfpersoclo etthinfant. Theprocessfacculturationisontinuedhildh odbyformalschooling. Inrecentac ou tsofcomm nica ionithefirstye rasp cialinna e abilitytosensep rsonsa dtcommunicateigrantedtinfa ts(B ll,1968;
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NewsonandNewso ,1975).Nev rtheless,thacqui iti nofrul exchange,inthes nseofsymbolswits ar dociaignif cance,i t ll thoughtbeduetrainingorconti uouspr gressiveadaptati n(B un r, 1975;NewsonandNe s ,1975).Thendogen usbasforthiacqui iti n isstillunknown.Someco sid rtheorigi alrespo sepersonsde en arefinedbutautomaticsensi ivityothinfc d nceand contingentrespo sivenessofstimuliemit dbyat n ep rsons(Cond andSander,1974;W tson,19667 ).heconfrontedwithtp terns ofactualcommunicationthisexplanationiseenbnsuffici t.T infanthasel borater gul orypowerandc paci ytadj storimit t theformofc mmunicativeexpressionsfadults(Treva the ,1977c). Ideasaboutlanguageacquisitionw rechangedbyChomsky'sar uments foraninnatelangu gacquisitionmech nismthc ldbheldresponsible forthegrammaticalfor fhumanlangu gintentions(Chomsky,1965). Lenneberg's(1967)biologicalobservationsnlanguagedeve pmentw r alsoinfluential.Subsequentstudi sofear yla g ge(Bl om,1970;Br wn 1973)andofmothers' peechtinfants(Snow,1972)sugge tth t psychologicalrulesofcommunicationnecess ryforthstartpeak ngar moreconcernedwithestablishingse nticinpat ernofjoininterest surroundings.Claimsfoinnatesyntacticfunctihavewe kene .Th mother,incons antatte tiotheinf tov rV/yearsbe orthaby speaks,hasbeenfoundtoxtr melyperc ptivefopportunitiesgiv meaningorimputeintentionwhatthi fantdoesrelat nh rt environment.Sheisthoughtcodifyinfant'sdv t tiousimit ti actsinwordantguideheform tionofsynta ticstruc ures(Ry n,1974; Snow,1976;Newson,4;Newsonand,1975Holzma2; Bruner,1975;NinioandBru er,1977;LievenMcSha ,197 ).Th motheralsobeginstheproc softransmittingrulec lturethinf n (Shotter,1974;Newsonand ,1975). Suchanexplanationofthedevelo mentcommuni atioascq ired socialkilllinkedtexperiencer qu rescar fulassessm ntithlighto whathasbeenfoundyaccuratedescriptio sofwhinf nt.T rear extraordinaryregularitiesindevelopment.Chang srinitiated,byt adultrulebe rers,utythinf ntandchil .Tc gesreport dhi theinfant'sintentionsab ut9or10monthtransformheopp r u ities forcommunicationandcausetheinf tperformdelibera ,self-c scious andreciprocalsharingoffocustop cwithanothe .Apparentlythinf nt offerstothersthgeneralstructureolanguagbehaviour,andt regulatesadevelopmentaltimetableforacquisitionfi sdiff r nti t d subverbalrules.Neverth less,mostpsych logistsref rtoxplainth changesasoriginatingfromthes cialenvi onment. By2monthstheinfa ttak surnexpressionndvocaliza ion,
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generatingrudimentaryutt rancesinadialogue-likeexch g(Ster ,1974; Snow,1976;Bull wa,97 ).ThisisregardedbySc affer( 7)to learnedbility,buthereiso lcircumstantiadhighsel ctiveevidenc forthisin erpretationwhichb ginsad n alfi nateter- subjectivity.B9mon hsthinfaco-op rativedistri utingattention toobjectsev nfoll winganother'gazerp inti(Sc fa dBrun r, 1974;Murphyandesser,197 ).Althoughinf tsmakt emovementf pointingfrom6weeks(Trevarthen,1977a,c)delibe atmploymentfthis kindofacti nexchangewiththemotherdoesnotccuru il9onths.I thein erv ningperiod,layvo vinimitatiosthoughtbess nti l "elaborationofrulestructureincommunication" nd"development signallingandsequencirules"(B u r,1975),orkindsf"stan ar actionformats"(NinndBru er,1977).E rlyf msof"ostention" .g. pointing)inth sperioda eusedbym ther"helpitch l mastertheconceptflabel"(Ni ioa dBru r,1977).nothe yo rulelearningcanexplaihowtheprocessbegi rwhyitsr g lated rateofgrowth.Harr ,theuthor"ethogenic"c nc pte ti n ofrulesinsociety,admitthaft rnh saccept dthrulesg v rn humansocialbehaviour"t erew uldti lrem it equ stioof explanationoftheuniv rsalityc rtainsoci ltypesa dpr sent tio styles"(Harre,1974ap.82). At9monthsthechildwithinalr adyprac iceurn- akingfor tof communication,reciprocateseffortstg vecom unication,.g.byhanding overanbject.Thchild"le r std alwithixina t onsitu ion; shiftingfromtheroleecip ntb ngagen ,w thpr viousts recipient"(Bruner,1975.5)Thisisacuratedescriptionoft e behaviour,utt eword"learns"i"gr tuit usunlesstemphasis carefullymaintained,notonthor gifdeixis,buth w"de lwith" orcontrolit. Thereis,nd ed,aseeminglyendlessli tofn wachi v mentsbout9 months,allofwhicrequiretheb byidentifyithdr ciprocat attentionsofther ,rtreathiswnin en ionsobj cti t r s (symbols?)inafieldofco munication.H wo ldthefoll i gbmast re forthefirstimeabout910monthsbyinf sdifferentsoci tiand differentecadesunl sthcommon"r fsharing"werin td regulatedbygrowthtactivhise? Invokesadulthelpi p rformingt skwithnobject(Pi g ,1952; Batesetl.,1975); liesdownoapillowrete ding(f rth 'sbenefit?)tgsl ep (Piaget,1962); performs"functional" laywitht ys(e.g.leph ne),usi gth mi "adultdeterminedpurposes"(Zalazzo,1977);
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returnsaffectioninthelea n dI'ornifemb aceorkiss; waves"bybye"; playsappropriatelywithcu ,s onanducersh wingwarenessft function; obeyssimplerequests,.g."G vemc "; removesinappropriatecl th ,e.g.bonnetund r ; imitatesdemons ratedactionbjectsincludingpoi tingtobj ct withexclamatoryvoca ization; markspaperwithencilinmit tion,yingcloseattentioarks made(Griffiths,1954); playspeek-a-boo,hidingowfaceranothertw tch; opensandclosebo k,lo kingtm therfeachove; holdsacupthemother'srd l'outh; showstoeswhenthesearnamedbyhmoth r(Brun ,1975); pointstindicateobjectharebey dre chrnictureform unmanipulable(Batesel.,1975;Ni iodru er,1 7). Everythingintheseactsspecifi dor fer ntp rsonrrecognized systemofmeaning. Thedevelopment,att saimsthehar dac sfbility understandwo dsanth nnameisevidentlydepe toth achievementofcommunicative"reciprocation" boupics.Nin od Bruner's(1977)studyoftalkwithpictureb oi nexcell ntdemonstra¬ tionfhowtheinfant'sk owledgee titiesddev l pm ntistinc¬ tionsbetweena dithithemmayfacilitat ding efs yingn s whileintentionallyexchangingt restab usharedfo i. Ninemonthsisthi fappearanceHallid y'"protolanguage" whichhisson,lackingw rds,ouldyetv calizeanumberfdi tinct functionsijointaction(instrume tal"Iwa t";egul toryDsIs y interactional"Mendyou";persH reIcom ").Allfthd pend interactionofc mmunicativei te td fi e"a tsmeani g",or generalachiev mentthanunderst ndingdsharinofam sf recognizedentities(Halliday,1975).Dor1975)haslsompha izedth t wellbeforeth yspeakchild encanvocalizea tsfsp akingndquickly adaptprosodicinflecti nsfsubtlemeani g. Inadetailedstu yofthevelopmentctsc mmunicationit r e femaleinfantsRom ,Bateell.(1975)indvidenceth tt ainmentf theabilityoperform"illocu ionary" cts,ath veconsciously intendedaimoc m andssistancefnoth r,rr itde laration ofexperiencerint nttanother,dependsu ottai mentfPi g t'S ag Vatbout10months.Theres emtb econfusionfhronology,u understandinghowt sea ul so(meancontrolledwithrespect specifiedend)i tatetodep nmasteryfhobj ctch ma,
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achievementofintentionalityandritualizationofc sorie ingr prehensionsoth ybecome"m rappropriatef co municatingd irt andult".H llidaydescribesthsamekinofbe aviouralchange,wi hout referencetoPiaget,sst psinem rgencefla uagfunction.Io study"proto-cognition"i primary,heothersays"pr tolanguage" fundamental. Thereisundoubtedlyconsiderablagre mentbouwhainfan sd communicationdur ngthefirstye r,nowttbehavi ure gtudied withsufficientattentiontoi ssubtlepat er s.Bno efthpublished accountssatisfactorilyexpl intheconsistentha g s. Givenwhat2-mont -oldscandimutualaware essithth irm thers,
itseemssimple toc ncludehatat9on hst eri att inmentf functionalontrol,fintrinsicrigin,fheu efi nata dpr c iced communicativeabilitiessoth ycanbere at dphys calobje tst thav beenroughtinsidethefi ldfshar dexperienceaaredknowl dg .All oftheaboveexampl sfitthypothesisfFig.9thatdevelo mentft infantmi dbringstogetherewlyelaboratedint ntionsthi gnt givingofmessagestpeopl .Wesenovid ceth tachi v m ntit resultofpracticespecificituals( uleconduct)lear edw h consistentcompanion.Wthinkacquisitionfs ec ficpr c cesgives necessarydefinitiontoaproce swhichiscau edbyhangetstru tur s ofintelligenceatd eperl v l;owhi hisb si allythamef ll infants.Iftheresinsuf icientopportunityfthin a tcommunicate,the developingfuncti nm ghtwellbeake edorvp rma entlydisfigu . Thisdoenotm anitstn ere tands lf-regulatingigrow h. Furtherevidenceconcerningtgrowthfafund mentalme hanismf infantpersonalitydperson-perceptfonbyinfa scomesfr bservations ofthefewpsychoanalystswhohaveactuallystudiedinfa t ,principallyt o e oftheBritishObjectRelationsSchool.Alt oughnaly tsendtudy theworld-perceivingc gnitivsystemsfinfa tquately,thdo sensitivelyobserveper onalco-ope ationresis ancefthinfa tw tht mother.SincFreudma ehisrevolutionaryinf renc saboutfan sexuality,psychoanalysishasprojectedfindi gfromdi se ionfadult psychodynamicsandfrombserv tionfreg essivechangesintpr verbal statesofthself.Dir ctobservationinf n sdidnotcomeun ila tert ofdevelopmentalnotionshadbeobtai edithd wnw rdb ck way.MelianeKleinwasthfirstop tulateinfa tileneuros s(S g l,1967). Sheobservedt ataft r9monthstb bywac pablefr morsef causingpaintolovedne("depr s iveosition").Th squ r st att infantdevelopconceptfrelationshipbetweendistincts lfa dother (objectrelation).Interesti gly,h si egewhichinfantfir ows self-consciousnessiamirror(Amste dam,1972).
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Itisevenmorer centthatafewpsycho nalys s,experienc dwith psychosesofchildh od,haveex lor ddevelopmentsinr alinf n yt testbasicassumptionsofpersonalitydevel pmen .Spitz(1965)wa pioneer,buthedo snavedetail daccountftch ngeswr concernedwith.Heattributesthattainmentofau onomy(theb li ys y "No")tastagetow rdhemiddleftsecondy ar.Hund restimates thepersonalconscious essofthinfanta doverstres s,Bowlby(1969) too,hasdonethspecificins inctualbo dtm therascaret kw o imitateswhatthinfantdoes.Hcl ssic lstudyfsmiling(Sp zandW lff, 1946)isurpassedbythatofPeterW lff(1963)whichbringstheu interpersonalcommunication,thr ughvision,tfo e. Margarethler(1963)foundthmothandinf ttformsymbiotic communitythata hievesclimaxofin ensi ybe ween6and8mo t .Th mother,fusedthinfant'smen alorganiza ionntil"separatio - individuation" ftheinf nt'sego,sc nsideredthec talystofiproc si whichtheinfantdevelopsd stinctionbetw eh sownody,itensatio s andfunctions,andthemo her.T isisclostheort doxFreudi position.Mahlerttribu eschang sintheemot naldepe denceofthc ild onthemother,andpanicwhesifellos ,tohepr c ssfseparati drivenbyothsensory-perceptivea dmotorcha ges.Loco tiona9 months,forexample,maypullthechildtfaro tf"securi ybase" nd causep nicinthechild. Winnicott(1965),whtookabal cedv ewfllpsychologicalfunctions ininfantperso alrel tions,insis sonthedre tm th randinf asunit,withtheinf tandchilmovingfromabs lutedepende c throughrelativedependencetindepe ,thmoth rchangingi parallel.Hecl imsth tiftmaterncis"adequatenimportant respects","allstag sofemotionalgrowthcabrough ydat d".Frth "holdingphase" ft eneonate,i whichtmoth rast tof"pri a y maternalpreoccupation",thinfantattains"un tstatus" sperso "livingwith"t emother;thatis,frombeingmergedw ththem t er beingrelativelyseparatefromher.Inthconditionfrelat vedependence theinfantcbeawareofdetailsmaternalc reandr l tth m personalimpulses.Thiwouldap eartacknowl dgerudim ntary intersubjectivity.Thmotheradaptsbyr gulat ng"st dpresentationof theworldinfan "( sthegameswobserv dithTr cey).hFir t signthateinfantknowsaboudependenceis,Wi nicottbeli v d,i manifestationsofanxietywh nthmotherisw y"bey dtheime-spano (theinfant's)capacitytobelievihersurvival".Whthinfant6 monthst2yearsoldthneef rahealt ymotheis"Fiercandterribl ". Thisist eperiodofspec alattachmentthm theroprinciple companion,whedeprivationeffectsarse ere(S itz,1965;Bowlby,9;
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Butter,1972).Theff ctoftnewm ntalechanismsgo"ish t theinfantcanallowforeve tsth tarutsidehicontrol..T e speechbecom sunderstood."Ianint rmediatetagfh lthydevelop¬ ment,aosimportaexperiencenr la iot t ntiallys isfying objectisrefusalft.Then,at objectchangesfr mbei gsu jectively objectivelyperc ived,twon wthingsapp ar,"individual'us ...f communication,andtheindividual'snon-co municatingselF'.Th sw l matchthecommuni ativemodetonhaprax reflectivemodesonthther. Winnicott'sac untoformaldevelopmentr ordschangei c m¬ municationbetweenthinfanta dmotherfrom"activnon-communica¬ tion"regardingtopicsfinterestdu ingra sit on(46month ), acceptanceofreci rocalcommunicationwhethinf nt'ssepara ns anindependentexperiencerdctorh sr ach di itials gof completeness.Appar ntlythisst giarriv d,le stnourfil situationwheretherecanbunh rri de joymentofeachta dtoys motherandinfant,whenthi sab ut9mo t sofage.It,cc rding toWinnicott,amaturationalchangeoftheinf t,depe d ntqu lity ofthefacilitatingenvironmentprovidedbytm th raotherf ily members. Fairbairn(1949)consideredthegobgovern dinfunctionsty impulsesofleasureb tyrelation hipt"obj ct ".Th tis, fundamentalpropertyofthegoisgov rnr l tio s(betwep rs )and thereisnoedtop stulateaeparatu org niz d"id"gener tor ofprimitiveimpulses.ThuFairbairnar vtheoryfinnatp ¬ dispositiontrelatein erpersonallyandoc alci cum t nces.So i l lifeforhimdependednthm chaniSmsfrelati g.Fe lingsfpleasure- seekingoraggressionrep entfailur fth"obj ctrelation",n tso rc ofpersonalenergy.Thisc meslo etMacmurray'sh oryotinnat "Fieldofthepersonal"(Macmurray,1961)ndle dsotvi wfh infantasinherentlys nsitivetoopportun tieswhichpers nalrel tio offer. Theimportanceftanalyticalerspectiveforurpr turposeis thatitemph sizesthateinfant'bil tytomast robjectiac sf developingint ntionalitymustbclose yti dgrowthofindep nd nce frominterpersonalsymbiosiswiththem ther.Interpersonalcommunica mustdevelopinsomeconflictwiththmergenceoseparat ,individuaa ts ofconsciousintentbythei fa tforhimself.Co- perativeuexperi n , essentialtolanguage,involvesjoinc trolfthtwomod sa ti .
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Inweeks3and4Tr ceyal rtfobri fp riodsi ve ticalchairansh orientedtandr ckecoloured3in.b llsusp nde8-12fr mh r lace.Co-ordinatedprereachingmov m ntswhicsaim dth sbj ct havebeenanalysedid tailtor v algular,periodictemp r lro¬ grammingandp ecisesequencingofmovem ntili bs gme s
(IrevarthenandHubley,inpreparation). At4weeksaquietinterchangelas ing1Vminuteswafil dhil Iraceywaslyingsupineinhermoth r'sl .Shookedptmoth r who.leaningover,atchedTr cey'sf loselynspokqui tther. I raceyfixedh rgazonmother'sfac dv ryewsecondsa emall gestureswitharmndh itg a uallyincrea inggularitand strength,andmilesmouthovementsfpresp ch.Th sec mmu ica¬ tiveactswereai edfondrespondedap r ciativelybyh rm ther, whoseperi dicphra esofspeakingcertainlystimul tedTrac yinr turn. Ihisreciprocalxchangeasthetypic lffectionateint m cyofmary miersubjectivity(Trevarth n,1977a).he"personalization" fr cby hermotherishownbyt efoll ingtranscriptfspe ch: Pushingareyou?Feetc ldtheyH yOo h!(s ftly)I atb tt r!O oh! Isthatbetter?Ohy s.indeed!oooh!HumC enP rf tooum, hum?Whydiditavetoappen?(saidwh nTr ceylo ksfretful)Aryoun t sittingupright? IntheextfewmonthsTraceyshow drmald vel p entfint r objectsandc mmunicationwithpersons.Ho ever,tho ghshledd madegestur sandpr peechtoh oth rothpersonw ospoke gentlytoher,shewasmo einclinedlo katp oplebsorb d, unsmilingwaythanso ebabieshave ntiagndofth withdrewhegaz .Thiscorrelatesthanxi tyddist frmoth r who.atthisimestat dthasne herppyofullyc nfid ntfr abilitytocarefTr cey.Atthendfimonth'sherwa worriedthatshsnofeedingTraceysuffi ently,anw knigh tearingTr ceyh ddie .Inspitofthessignstraini d ptingr baby,Tr cey'smotherpr vid daffec onatearndsuppo t. At10weeksourfilmshowTraceylo kingd withneag rpl yfulb t unsmilingfaceavoidihermoth r'sgazestfthi yweil d together.Trac y'smo rtwicri dattractTr cey'a t ntionb touchinghernhenose,ando cTra ybruptlypulledway.Sh
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graspedhermother'sextend dfin eanlwhillookingd with slightmile. At16and7weeksTr ceyasag inpreoccupiedndrithopli thelab,houghsmiling.Slookedintentlyth rm ther'soun themouthofafriendlye alepartn rwhosp kge tlh r.Tr cey's motherhelduprwatchonristanmoveditb uf rTr c yt "track".Thiscapturedracey'sin ensr tbutsheoonlook dway, thenmadeacharacteristicfrien lygl ncohmoth 'seywithr s gf theeyebrowsandslightmilebeforlookingwayga n.Onchgri ned athermotherwith"resistant"te singexpre sioh nlook dd avoidhermother'sgaz .Shwasstronglyattract dtn lysuspende objectsmakingjerkyattemptstreach,ndai ingh rmouth.Shorien ed herandsvisuallyandma egr b ,o csuccessfu lho kingrp tly openedhandrou dhangingb lltp lliterm th. Traceywasprobablyn tg eatldist essedortu bidevelopm nby hermother'sildanxi ty,butllwhoatc drcl s lyfeltshahav beenaff cted.Weli vshwasl ssfluentinprimaryntersubj ctive behaviourt2monthst nsheig thab e .A3monthsw eot r infantshaveshownavoidanceofeye-to-eyecont t(Sylv ster-Bradleyd Trevartheri,1977)acey'smotherwasostnxious.Wdn tk wha wastherelationshipbet etweffect ,utispossibleh t mother'sconfid nce,alreadyshaky,fellig ficantlw nTr c ybecam moreself-absorbed,ointer stedu fh wnbody,andlo ke motherless.Tracey'svisualatt ndingtobjectinhrdmonthnear y reachingat4monthswerevigo ouslyhealthy. At21weeks,aft rvacationof4eeksvChristmandNewY r, Traceyjoinedi socialg mewhi hherm therlda dsup, movingthemab utndwagglih rfing rshileTr c ytrackedclos l lookingfr mhandt ,movinerwnandslaughing.T e motheracc mpaniedherandmove e tswiclick ngftongu hissingound"P s,pssssss!"Inthigameerm therin communicationbyadaptingtTra e 'svis linter stobjectndh r readinessfortrackingh mwithstrohe dnymove ents,as alsoexcitingpreferenceTr yh dshowninwatchian s,bothw andotherpersons.Tracey'beh vi uwaeagxcitedlyha p . NextTracey'smotherheldupforpupp totivatedbdangling stringwithabeadthen .AhomeTr ceyqu cklleargrasp andpullthestringomakearmslegsfl pudown.Wi hhel fromhermotherTrac yadethepupp tv ,w tchingitnt ntli openmouthandsmile.N wTr cey'sextensionfthrmreachw sll controlleda dshgropeccuratelydj stingheandp ecis lt approachndwithdrawalofthesus endedb ll.
9SECONDARY1NTERSUBJECT1VITY
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Shealsopickedupnobj ctfr mhermother'sxtendedpalmbulainly refusedtoreturnihhanwh nr questeddos .In a ,l backtohesidedropitnflo r.T istakinga ddr ppingwas repeatedseveraltim s.MostfhiTrac y'satt ntionwf rmlynt objectspres n ed,bunshlo kedah rmother'sfacngri n herinsteadofr turningthebj ctasr q ested,eabsent-m dedly droppeditn othwell-positioneda tinghanwh ll okiawayt background.Theactofret rningt objectwasnodelibera e.Immediately I raceyposturedwithextend drmspursli ,t a ingexp essio
ilawareofresistinghmother'sillthsameacqui scedin grudgingapparentlyuncontrolledw y,therequ stgivt obj ct. Whiletakingoffer dbjects,shnlygla cedoccasionallyh rmoth r's laceandf iletoplacehbj ctb ckit p nh .Ons veral occasions,afterdr ppi gthyshelo k dupngrin edhemother wholaughedassoonTr cey'sazem therow .h rbnd ubt thatTracey'sexpressionofple ureffectshac iev dwashared.It wasdeliberatelyori ntedth rmoth r. Tracey'smotherpla dg me,kingthobjectnTracey'ssto ach l aterTr ceypushedsidnoff rbjectnthenokj ctwith introspective,unwillingmannerlook naway.Amomenta ershl k d quizzicallyathermother,unsm ling,ndthensud nlyla ghed.H r motherwasveryhappboutthisndTr cey,inurno lizedexcit ly, holdingereadbacknma inglargegestures.Fin llythpl y dme withanobjecthichmotheranimatedbyagglinghernd. Thetake-and-dropgamew salsopl yeithfemalstra g rho receivedeag rbutnsmilingint restfroTra y.Wh ntpersonoff red anobjectherp npalmndlo k tTracey,ceyl dwa Happinghernd.Thenshetar dttobj ct,e ddow ,h slut tohesidemoving.F rmeseco dsTrac yge tlyr sist doff rbyhan , thenshegraspedtobjectwh nitasdanglfr mth d.Lat rs tookthebj ctfr mstranger'sp lmev ralim ,e chdroppingi withoutattemp ingtoresp ndherequestaib"given" ck.T acey waslesseagertoplayg meithhstr ng rt nithemothjust before.Shdidnotjoiniaexchangefpleasurwithtstr nger didwithhermother.
Babiesshowtrikingdevelopmentsint irwill ng esst engageiat skwithheirmotherstowa dhen ft firstyear,wellbeforesp echbegins,andth sch ge turnsthebabyintonactivepupil. sharingataskinnfancy penelopehub ey colwyntrevarthen
Cooperationisfundamentaltohu alifa dn cessaryf rcreationfcul¬ tureandtech ology.Itinvolvesmutualinter tb tw enactorsndin rlac¬ ingofntentionswithinasituationtheactorsh vcomeund rstand.Psy¬ chologistsspeakfchildrenlearni gtcooperatebyim t tinga ul snd followingtheteachingfadults.B t,f rin rperso alcooperationtccur, individualsm stalreadyrecognizeoneanoth r'sinte tionac ivelydju t tothem.Eachmustp rceivethag ncyofot rintpropercont xt. Recentstudiesofinfa tcommunicationbehaviorshowtth rerpower¬ fulintrinsicprocessesi eonatesth tfavorrecognitionfhumanexpr ssi s andactions.Wheninfa tsfewweeksldth eabiliti sk wther asper onsmayeffectivelysust ncomplexpatter sfinter ersonalinter c¬ tionwithafamiliarcare ker. Two-month-oldslistentanwatchtheirmo he sface-t -faceori¬ entationanderinsocialengagement.Th ysmile,m kvariousother facialexpressions,spe ch- ikemovementandhagestures(Tr arthen, 1978a).Inthiscommunicationb thinf nta ddultbecomeutuallyinvolved,andthinfantshowsexpectationsfar icularr sponsesfr mth mother,reactingwithnegativemo ionalexpress onift oth rd sn t ¬ ingoractsirrelevantly(Mur y,1978).H wever,f rallitcomplexdialogue- Wearegrat fultohSociacienceRes archCoun ilfthUn t dK gdom forassistancef thisre earch. NewDir ctionsforChildDevelopment,4,1979
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58 likestructure,thisypeofinteractiond voidte tventsrbj c intheexternalsituation,oactivitiesfi herbopartn r objects.Ithasnoreferencediff r tfr mthiexchangefexpressions ofmoodintheperson-persondyad,aoe tinv lves arurp e withrespecttoobjects. Itisnotuntilthee doffirsyearl finfantstartngage incooperativeactsnobj cts,ndtuseformfdelibera eefe nc objectsrideaswithinthe rnteractionsththepers s.F uu p es, cooperationmeansth teachfsubj ci akingaccountoth r's interestsandobjectivessomrelationtheextrapers nalc ext, actingtocomplementhth r'sres onse. Somecooperativebehavior,likshowingandp intinggitak¬ ing,havebeenobservedthcoursfstudi searlypla gu g development(Bates,1976;Brun r77).Insucht dite ptshavb n madetoshowhowyntax,emanticsapragmatifor llydistinguished inlinguisticanalysisofdial gue,h veimp rtantprecursorpre-l nguag communication.Recentfindingsi prelinguisticcommunicationfnfa t withtheirmothe sshowpresenceofaunderlyinginterpers alc mpr ¬ hensionwhichmaybestudieditowright,independ tflanguage development.Thisinterpersonalcom rehe sionsala g rsychological functionthanspokelangu gewhichdevel psithii ,reatlyex dingt powerfreferenceandcategorization.Wrdi ctlyconcer edwithth structureofcooperativund standingfoitwnakeangewhthe isnoevidencethatnfantscaomprehendspecificr f r yword (Menyuk,1974). Inthischaptere rlyresultsargivenofninte vstudy,u r ntly underway,offivgirls,eighttwelvemonthsaplayingith irmoth¬ ers.Abiographicalaccounth l e dyeenpublishedofsimilarinterchang s withoneinfantg rl,hoasbservedfr mthre kse dfir t year(TrevarthenandHubley,1978).Iwaso serv dth tcoop tiveunde ¬ standingbecameeffectivewhenthatabysboutninemo thsofg .T secondtu yiaimetoranmoredetailhevelopm ntfcoo erative activityonbjects,fr mitsearlyppe ran e. subjectsandmethod Subjectsw reobtain dthroughhealthvisitorhoa kedfoir born,fullte minfants.Thehe l hvisitorsco sideredati f twer healthyanddevelopingnormallythatem thersdadaptedwell theirinfants.Therewanoincid ncofm tallln spar nts,holiv d togetherinh irwnhom ,withootheadultfa ilymemb rs. Thefivmotherswerein it dtisitdepar m noideo- cording sessionswhetheirdaught rsrehirty-four,i ty- ightforty- wo,f - six,fiftyandfifty-fourweeksofg .Oeachccasionh yresk :(1) playwiththeirbabithoutoys;(2)jo ninit3refra n frominitiatinganyteractionwh lesile tlychinstheirb bplayed
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withtoys,buterespon iveithsmilingrlo kwhendirectlyaddr ssed
bytheaby;and(4)oteachbysimplem nipulativet sk—putting threewood nfigur sintatruck.Mo h rndb byweree or datachf theseactiviti sfors s ionsofurm nutedurat .Thinfa twae ted ab bychairttriangulart e,tofro ndeinf n 'sw st.T mothersatclosethablinf nt'slef ;trightwamirrori whichasrefle tedt emother'sfac .T am rarafullcv wf theinfant,backviewoftmother'sheadshoul erstrightf screenand,oththerside,herm rrorreflection( ss owiFigu3o page65). Datareportedinthischapterwillbtakenprincipallyfromsitu t on4, wherethmotherasteachingbabyputwoodenmeninttruck. Thiswasadeliberatettemptonurpteliciins ructionsfrth mother.Shwasexpectedtdire tbaby.How ver,s asnott ldhat theexperim nter'sin ntionwasshtoldh wact.Shal t believethatourin erestlaynwh therti fancouldpw od nfig¬ uresintotheruck. Fourdifferentasp ctsfthebehaviorw llscuss d.T eser ,t temporalpatterningofcommunic tiveexchang s,thinf nt'st grationf interpersonalactswi hofjointpraxis,themothers' achingbe vior withtheinfants' responses,andjoi tpraxicctsm ebythi fa . Theactivityofmotherndinfantwastranscr bedg nsttimc di thebehavioralcategoriesdefin diFigu6onpage74-75.Wdefi l thesebe aviorscommunicativects.Th yr gul tco munication betweenhpartnersc use yrdirect dinrelationoma if stint t oractivityfthepa ner,rbec usrespondoctsfcommu ication. Whenv ryyounginfantscommu icatewi hd ltstheusinterp rsonalac thatmakenocommunica ivereferencbj s.Obj treferencedev l ps duringtheper odunderstudy.Wdefiactsofjointpraxibt osect onobjectsthatarerientedott tionrcti ftoth rp rs . Vocalizationsndthedirectiofg zef rb hmot rainf ntw rlso recorded.Asectionofcodtranscripti giveFi u e7npag s68. Weobs rvedsequ ncesfjointactivitydmutualttent onbetw e motherandinfantseparatedbyph seswhichro hart rse engagediasolitaryoccupation.Wdefinecommunicativesequ ncesf jointactivitysstar ingwheno eper onp rformedcommunicativea t whichasrespondedt ,hucreatingmutualinterpersonalatte tionor sharedfocusatten ingndcti g.Acommunicativeseq nce ded whenthjointactivitydmutualttentionasbrokyo erhpar ¬ nersengagingisolitaryactiv trttendinelsewhere.Perform ceal r¬ natedbetwe nhp rtners,onatchinghilthac edoy thenakingoverct vitywhileththeratched.Ino rords, motherandinfantrepea edlyexchangedthi i i tivfon.Icommu¬ nicativesequenconepersonmayhavdi sfcommu i ativeact beforethini iativwaskenov rypartne .Therrev yf w instanceswheremotherndi fantadcommu icativetsi ultan ously,
60 thoughactivitiesfrequentlyoverlappedsomdeg ,nt rtingact beforethoth rhadcompletederactivi y.S l taryc ivitinclu sn theoysatappearednobdirectth rperson'sori ntation pointofaction.Alternatively,nmadeser esp rformativeactwhich wasatchedbythother.Onlyiflatrespondedassuchperfor¬ manceconsider dtbepa tfcommunicatives qu nce.M r lyw t hing withoutengagingtheattentionoft erres ablishingjoactivity nottakenbcommunicating.Thtrans riptiFig re7h seeark d toshoweinitiationndterminationfcommunicationsequ nces exchangesofinitiativ . Televisionrecordingsweretranscr b dndco ,thcommunica¬ tivesequencesw rmarkedothranscriptbyxperi ncedob v r (P.M.).Thecodingsanddelimitationfc mmu icationsequ nceswerlat r checkedagainsttrecor ingndcorrectedifnecessary.Tcat go i suse aresodefinedbyobjectiveelem ntsfhaviorthatidiscr min tionw limitedsimplybytheamountoft entionrequiredwhahapp nn eachportionfthevid orecordprojectedslowsp .Tdoublch cking verifiedthatbehaviorw scorrectlyp ceivednf wch ng sw r necessary. Eachstartofc mmunicativeeq encw sca egorizeda cor ingt whomadethefirstovandheth rt atinvolv d(1)ttracting partner'satte tionton win e estoctivi y;(2)k guphobj ctft other'sexpr ssedint r t;(3)a temptingocont olto her'sc ivityn objectbytakinghj trotherw sep ysicallycontrollingwhat er isdoingto;r(4)ainterpersonalctlikeo kingheoth r'sfac ,sm l¬ ing,laughing,eaningtowardepartner.Th aycommunications terminatedwasclassifiaccor ingohobrokthjoi tt v tya d mutualinterest,andwh thert iadobyst rtingolitaryctivit directingthegazeawayfroms aredeld.Also,per entagetip nt bythepairincommun cation,nu berfunicativeseq enc s,a d thenumberofexchangesinitiativachsequ ncewerest blish d. Accordingtourpredictio ,asheinf ntsbe amel rywould morefrequentlystartcommunicationsequ ncesbya tractingthm ther' attentionton win erestrc ivityfth rchoice.I ons quence increasedwillingnessofthbabycommunicate,xpectedmorco mu¬ nicationi e chsession,mai lybecausetherwouldlo geruninter upted sequencesofcommunicativebehavior. Wehypothesizedt atwheninfantsst rcommunicatingbo t usesofbj cts,interpersonalactwouldbmixei hjoinpraxi becausetheinf ntsmu tt kccountofeirothers' reac io ssit a¬ tionaswellcommunicateth irwnreactio s.Beforeinf ntsta t useobjectsf rthpurposefcommunicatingwithth rt rine d themocombineinterpersonalandjoi traxiccts.I dersi plyg in possessionfanbjectneneedslytperc vei osit na dr la surroundings.Tinvestigatethisquestion,analysiswmadft efr ¬ quencywithhichinfantsus djoi tpraxicctoge herl k mother'sfac ,smilingl ughing,inthamec municativeseq enc .
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Incooperativebehaviortweenpeoplehorusi gobj cts,its theoreticallypossibleiden fywomainatter shichcbmb ned giveathird(seFi u1).Onpersoncanauser spo sei otherby doingsomethingtaobject(P tternA).Merhci mes¬ sagefortheollow r.Altern tiv ly,personcanusaneff ctbj bydirectingwithg sturesolan uaghathipartn roesthebj c (PatternB).Meretherisransf rog ncy,butnocynitiat object.Thesecanbombi dtgivPatterC,wh rnp r on,yacti g onabjectdusinggestureslan uage,canthipar n rtbeh vi aparticularw yonthes merdiffe entbj ct.H rhinvitingispart¬ nertoshareduplic tagency. Wewantedtosiftaspossibleidentifythpatternsn behaviorofthemothersandinf tswerestudying,establish whethert ealternativerol sfini iatorndfollowc uldbt k nyt motherandinf t.Ofparticulari te estw rhypesocoop rativep t- I =InitiatorPraxicac s F=ollowerGestur sandlang age,theiperception 0=ObjectPerceptionofpraxicacts A—Anactonbjectismessagef rthfollower B—Thefollowerbec m sangentrthinitiator C—Overtinvitationtoshareduplicatagency Thesequenceofcommunicationi ownbynu erals.Feedba kts l(r affer- ence)a dinterpersonalctsofmutualgazesmilingwhi heco binedith communicativeactsreo itt d.
62 ternshemothersus dinteachingnfa tputthfiguri o truck,andhowtheinf tsrespondedt ese.Wpr dictatfre¬ quencyofthmothers' achingactswouldchangeinrela ioneinfants' responses.Thesucc sfulstrat giesw uldincreathleu ce fulw re abandoned.Alltheinf tswerexpectedcomplyi hinstructions imitateac sonobjectsmorefrequ ntlywhld r.Inf rmationabout contributionftheinfan schangesonte tfi teractiowa obtainedbycalculatingthfrequenci stdiff rentagefr t ofjointpraxisdef edinFigure6. results Thefrequenciesa dp rcentagesofh wbywhomthcommuni¬ cativesequenc sweriniti danerminat ddetailsofht poral patterningofc mmunicativesequencesrgivinTabl1.Moth riniti¬ atedbetw en70n85perce tofhcommunicativesequ ncesllag s. Atallsessions,themostfrequene h do ersuinitiatei teracti wasbyattractingtheirinf ntsoownter t.Fbabies,llag themostfrequ ntwayofstartingcommunicationsbylo kiatmoth¬ er'sface.Nonefthinfa tsi itiatedommunicationbyatt mptcon¬ trolwhathem therdid;ynakobj ctsfr mhertrr gula e whats easdoing. Intheearliersessionsbabi snev rtart dninter c ionyattract¬ ingtheirmothe st iownin erest,u hfr morty-s xw ekan w topicchosenbyabymadeupnt irdfllinteractio sst t d them.T isincrea ew snotsignificant.uatfi si f tu eddirsocial interestoitiates ciali teraction.Lat rh yst rt dmecommunica ive sequencesbyintroducingabje t.Atllgei eractionwatermi a ed, almostexclusively,bytheinf ntecomingabsorbedns l taryc ivitr lookingaroundtheroom.Ofc rse,inrexperimentalpr c dur mothersweretryingaintaininterac ionbuth ydidn tlwayhav willingpartner. Overall,thtimespentinco municationwastab ef rindi idu l mother-infantpairsatdiffereg s.Thsubjectss owedr pfifty-f ur weeksinthnumberofcommunicativesequencesp rfominussion (Table1,Column3Sigestco paringfiftyandifty-fourweeks,p<.05).* Thisreflectsasign fi antlengthe ingofc mmunic tivesequencesfr averageof3.6exchan stfiftyw ekstoaverage6 3exch n sifty- *Allstatisticsgiveninthischapterweralculat du ingeithPag 'L-Tc t ortheSignTest.Page(1963)h sdevelop dtwhichassumesd p nd ncebet n groupsofsubjects,andindepend ncebetweenindivid al .Itankingm thodf trendanalysisforthreeomorpointr qui st athdirectionfe dbpre¬ dicted.Wh nweus dPage'sL-T st,tresultsfroms sion1an2,345 and6werecombinedinpairstmakthregroup .TSigestc nbusef hypothesizeddiffer nceinbehaviorweenr latgroups.T roupingsftaf r thisestwillbgivenintt xt.
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64 fourweeks(Table1,Col mn4Sigestco paringiftyndfifty-four weeks,p<.05).Thereasnoappreciablechangeit ibefofi tyk Analysisshowedt atolderinf ntusedjoiprax cinter ersonal actstogetherinhsamntera ionequencesmorftt anwc s atyoungerges(L=66,p= .05;Fig r2)Athirty-fouweek ly12per¬ centofallc mmunicativesequencesincludbothkindscts,fifty- fourweeksthpicturehasc angedsignificantly.Oflintera ion sequences,now31p rcentincludebothter rso alandjoi traxictsy thebabies.Itappearsattyoungerg sinf ntrkee ingtwo kindsofpurposeseparate,b tthidecreaseswithag . Whenwetrac dcoop rativep tt r sdes ribinFigu e1, foundallthreeofem,withbothmot rinf tplayingrol si¬ tiatorwhileheothfoll w d(Figur3).Tmoth rd ings m thing toyinfluencehebehaviorofh rf twascomm nt r ugh utper¬ iodofthestudy.Incontrast,nernfa tubjectsus dfl ¬ encethebehaviorofeimothersilllatinfirstyear.W ntnfa ts werealmostony arld,Patt nBeme ged,iththemoth rgesturing speakingtodirecthpraxicactionsoft eirbabi ssl ghtlyearlier reversepatternwhthinf nti flu ncedatmo h rdid,bygestur¬ ing.Thedevelopm ntalemerg ncefPatt rCwassi ilart t B.Itappearedwhenthinf ntsrn rlyoye rldgai motherwasinitia ore rlith nebaby. Respondingtins ructionshateywereeachirdaugh ershow toputhefigur sintotruck,mothersad pt deeuallyexclu¬ sivetrategiesofteaching,whichc lled"demonstrates,"i dic t s locus,"and"indicatesf rtherobject."W llthesastwo"instructions " Whent emothersdemonstratedputtingawood nfiguintr ck,y didsomethingtattractattentionwh th yroi gthi f gettingthebabyoimita eisct— heyt pp dwo d nfiguronbl ortheruckhelditutbaby,andma estatem ntslik"Intohere," Figure2.TheCompositionofInteractions:hangw thA AgeofInfantsiWeek
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Figure3.CommunicationUsingObje ts:a.TheMoth rsInitiato Top:PatternA:Mo hershakestrattle,inf ntexci dlyhi sabl ,smili g. (VanessaS.34weeks) Middle:PatternB:Thmother,pointi g,instructsthb byfiguri o truck.Theinfantcomplies.(AlisonW.50weeks) Bottom:Pa ernC:Themoth rh ldsplasticg beteuthndo tin whilethebabytches.Shenholdgloinfant'smouth.Ti nt vocalizesinto,mit tingthepi chus dbym her.(VanessaS.54we k ) "Putitbacknagain,"I'llpthisonein," rycount dlo dsep t thefiguresinonbyn .Hetmoth rsweratt mptingini iatco p¬ erationofPatterC.Withg s u eslikp in ing,ort ppi gin ohruck, themotherindica dlocusf rti fantp twood nf gurs s alreadyholding.M thersfrequ ntlaccompaniedtheigesturewithst te¬ mentsexpre singth irintention:"W llyoupumathere?","P tm backinnow,"and"I iththereone."W nmoth rsindicafur¬ therobject,yff red,touchappedp intimmediatelyaft thebabyh dputonemanintotruck,getep athactf puttingin.Mothersoftenaccompaniedsuchtsbyquestio s,l k"W a aboutthisone?","Canhegetint o?",d,Ary uingputthisli l
Figure3.CommunicationUsingObje s:ThInfa tI it t r
Top:PatternA:heinfantt sytablewhillookingdsmilingt motherwholaug sandcomm ntsfa etiously.(Al s nH.54we ks)Left,ToptBottom:Pattern:heinfantri sputb lltor t lecan¬ not.Shethenholdsrat leandb ltmoth rl kstr.Thmother separatestherattlndinf ntutb llin ohand e.(V s aS.54 weeks) Right,ToptBottom:Pa ternC:heinfantthr wslobeontotfl or,looksatthemottier.Shlo ksgaintfl or,leaningv rdsmili g. Themothersmil sandgetuptretri veglobe.(LaraghB.54w ks)
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manin?"Ininstructingthefant,mothersattemptediniti tco pera¬ tionfPatternB. Whenafurtherobj ctwasindic ted,motherwabuilding baby'sprecedingactivity.Thbyh dp rformedsomact,nthm th r thenri dogetthbabyrepeatitdiff r nbjectchosent mother.Inindicatingalocusthmotherw sa temptingextendi par¬ ticularw yheinfant'suseofnbj ctalr adybeinghandl d.Fothform r kindofcooperationinfantshdevelopedplf rh lingtht y .T y mayacceptorignorethmoth r'ssuggestionrep atthiactivity.I secondcase,themothersoughtimbabie ' ctivityinthmanners , themother,wanted. Resultsonthemothers' achingb viora dinfants' responses aregiveninFi ure4.Throughoutthperi dstudied,morecommonf thewokindsofinstructionaslocativen ,ddidn tch nge frequencywithageofinf nt.Thiskindi struc ionasalsomorefre¬ quentlycompliedwith.Indica ionffurtherbj ctasinf equ ntntilt lasttwose si ns(fif yandfifty-foureeks)h ntma euponth rdfll instructions(SigTest,comparingfirthreeandlase sions,p= .05). Duringtheper odstudied,p rcentageofmothers'inst u ti nsh tw r compliedwithbythinfantcreas dfr m16perc ntt irty- ightwe kso 40percentatfiftyndifty-fourweeks.Thfrequ ncyofdemonstra io s showedatatisticallysign ficantdecreaseuri gtp r od(L=66;.05). Theinfantsmitat ddemonstrationsfputtingi onlyevenim , andthesew rmofrequentduri gthlat rs s ions.Iti n tablet tas thebabi scompliedwithmorinstructions,hnumberfdemonstratio s givenbythmothersdecreas d.CooperationfPatt rnBwthmo tc m¬ monandeffectiveformusedbythm heryingg ttabyperform aparticulart.Incomparison,P tte nCwv ryinfreque tnda tempts Figure4.Mothers'DemonstrationsandInstructi s andInfants'Re ponses
Compliedwithbyaby
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toinitiateCwerelarg lyineffec iv .Th eresev ralinst nc sofpraxic imitationbyheinf ntswhichi clud dotherctsw llimitationfpu ¬ tingin.Thefirstt r ese sionsyield donlytwimi atiohilehla tt r sessionsyieldedtwelve,buth sincr an tst ti ticallyignificant. Thefrequ ncywithhichthmothersindica dlo usw nt infantsfirstcompliedwi htheirinstructionsascomparedththfreq en¬ ciesintheimmediatelypr cedings ssionwh chthinfantsdnotcomply. Fourmothersindicat dlo so ef nwtheirinfantbegacomply¬ ing.Onemotherdidsoless,butallherctsfcommunicationaboutth k werereduc dinthesessionwhinfantbegacomplyi g.T ser ul s arenotsignificantbuthtrendindicatw uldmeritfu th rinvestigation. Thedataontinfants' actsfjoi tpraxisshowedc ngewi hag thesensitivityoftinfa tsmoters' ctions(Figure5).T eight-month- oldinfantstendedopickupnhan lehobjectsnwhi htmoth rsre orhadjustbeencting.H wtheymanipulatedoyswhicht others wereactingonh djustreleasedse mtovnor l tionhm th r's specificpurposesorexpressionint r t.Thwanimitati nfhat themotherdid,andnottemptc plywithherinstruc ons.Byhagef twelvemonths,hebabi sappearedlessik lythandlbj cthmoth¬ erswereohadjustb nandli g,uthdecr asew sotstati ticallyig¬ nificant.Alltheinfantsh dbye doffirsyearegunoc mplywith themother'sinstruc ionandimitateparticularw ysusedthbj cts. Theircompliancebe amemorfreque tndr l blew thti(P ge'sL=70; p= .001).Nonedidsoatthirty-fourwe ks,reetightwe ks, andtheotherwostart dtforty-twoe ksanf rt -sixresp ct vely. conclusions Throughoutthefivmonthperiodstudieth rsa dinf n s showedsimilartemporalpatt ningfco municativeseq ences.T yd d Figure5.TypesofCooperativeActbyInfant AgeofInfantsiWeek
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notspendm retimcommunicatingasthinf sbeca el er,spitf thefactatindividualcomm nicativeseq encesw rsig if cantlylon er thelastse sion.Buwhileothew letemporalpatt rningd dn t change,therew rimportantch esntco t ntftc mmu ications. Thebalanceofinitiativstartingcommunicat oseq ncesl yl rg ly withthemothert r ug out,ughhinfantsdidi it a esominterac¬ tions.Theinfants'i creasingabilitytottracthemothert iwin ¬ estawayofinitiatingcommunicationseemedr flecttheirgr aterbility tointegrateexp essionsfin rper onalcommunicationw thcoop r tive praxicacts.Theser sultsindi atethatwi hincre inggt eresgrea r proficiencyinc mbi ingattentiotaskdttent onop rs .S me conceptfthc operativeund rstandingftheaskw sdevelop ng. Gazingtperson'sfacei r cognizedass cialresponseinv ry younginfantsswelladults.Ist dyfthreeofo rmonth-oldsSt r (1974)foundthateinfantsus dgazestonawayfromthmo her'sf c regulatethedegrofsocialc ntact.A yla dD n(1968)s gg stthf r adultsthemainfunctio sofm tualg zearm itoringthpar nerf rfeed¬ backandregulatingtheinteractionysi n llingreadinesstoconver e.Sp tz andothers(1970)ith irstudyfsmilingfount atremarkablypr co¬ ciousformofexpressionbe a es cificallys alinthr dfr meight twelveeks.Instudi sofinteractionsb twe ninf ntdults,author haveinclud dsmilingascat goryofinf ntsocialbeh v or(Brazelt d others,1974;Stern7).milinghasl ob obse vedoaccompany achievementofcognitivemast rybyinfa ts(P pousck,1967;i g t53 Watson,1972).AH viland(1976)poi tsoutindiscus ingtheasse smentf infanti telligence,psychologistsmakein ere ceab uti fants' under¬ standinganknowledgeusinevidenceofthaff tdinterp rso alrela¬ tionshipsfheirsubjectsasw llthinfants' sensorimotorbehaviw h respecttohenvironment.Aff ctiveexpr ssioncahavp s ibleeff ct onthep ysicalworld,n rcanitontributedire tlyta tsfexplora ion performance.Itcao lyinfluen etheunderstandingfanoth rperson. Furtherworkisunderwaytinvestigated ailwhatcircum¬ stancesthinfa tsmile,laughdlookthother'sf cwhilet o playagameorperformt skgeth r.Iishopedthisw llivecl a r understandingoftheregulatory,moni ri ga dxpr ssivefunctionsfth behaviorsincooperativeusefbjects,t p cwhi habe nremarkably neglecteduntilr c ntly. Wehavefoundchangesincommunicationtbstronglyrefl edi themothers't achingactsndinfants' responsesth m.T emo ers didnotteachheiraughte sputtfiguri totruckbycausingt m toimitiatedem nstrations,eventhoughhbabi sidccasionallyi te. Immediatei itat onofctsnbjectswf rm recommoninths ond halfotheperiodstudied,whicheemsindicatet tkinofimit ting wasappearingforthirsttimeowardsenffirsty .T iconcurs withPiaget's(1962)obs rvations.H searlie txamplefimit tingco anobjectccurredwhenhisdaug t rLucienneasel venmonthstwe y- ix
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days.Alltheoth rinst nc sofimi tionwh hlier p r edasoccurringp i
tohisagewermovementsfthc ild'o nbody.I'h ydin tinvolv manipulationofbjects.Piagegiv sseveraexa plesofimitati nsfcts objectsaft rhischildrenwertwe vmonthsoag .T esincludwrit g, hittingacorkoverwithstic ,hit ngoneselfwithaboxrd ll.Iw uld appearthatereisnimportantch nginmitationthendofef r yearandthattcauseofhich ngeliesintheki dofactiobt emo r whichtheinfantcannowperceiveasmod l.Wher styoungerbabyc n onlyimitatebymovingh sowb dytreproduceag s ur ,vocalizati n facialexpression,toneyearhcanconceivan the 'stoobjas somethinghecanalsod ,andsperformsm tchinga tofpr xis. Ourevidencesuggeststhabefort efir tbir hd y,tmothe 'sdem¬ onstrationsm ynotbeeff ctiveitea h gainf ntopuwoodenf gur s intotheruckbeca setyoung rinfa tco ldrw timitatea son objects.Itseemreasonablethatmoth rss ulddecreathamountof demonstrationstheyu edastfou dtheirinstr ctionswereincr si gly obeyed.Thm thersdiddemonstratl sw entheiinfantswerold r,s favoringthethenm reeffectivtea hingbehaviorsofinstruc ion.Int earlystage,demonstrations ybu efultrep tedlphasizeaparticu¬ larrelationshipbetweenhobjects,ndthism yh pfocusthinfant' attentiontohatrelationshipevthoughinfantthfailsimita .W foundthatdemonstrationsf"pu i gin"leadthei fhandlthefigur inthetruckortakhemo t,buttphemin. Why,exactlywereinstructionseffectivei g t ingallthbabi sop objectsintothtruckw ereasdemonstra ionswerrela ivelyineffec ive?A possiblefactoristhedifferentegreofcompletenesfctioindemo stra¬ tionandinstructio .Theform raybetakeofin s edc ,chang¬ ingthearrangementofbjects.Thlat erhighlig tsansp cofts tua¬ tionwhichhemothercaassumtheinf ntunder t ndsbowitrespectt thekindsofactthatcanbedo ewiththobj tsathp ssiblew ysf relatingtheobjectstog th r.Aninstructiondoesn tchangtarrangement ofbjects,butshowstheba ytmother'sinterestpartic larasp ct andpossibilityforactionandthatsheideliber telyleavi gthction uncompleted.Theinfancathe rythro ghmot r'sexp essedpur¬ pose.Inademo strationthemoth r'saimisfulfilledbyh rownactivity,nd sotheinfants aringt emoth r'sinterestm yhavmotivati nt che sameway. Whileitsnotpossiblettateconclusivelywhe heri amot eror infantwhoasthemoreresp nsibleforgeneratinga ddirecti gthichange innteraction,allofhemoth rsr duc ddemonstrationsuri gthepe i df studyandfourofthemincre sedtheirinstructionssessiow eth babyfirstcomplied.Theymahavbeenda tingtth irinfants' newki ofresponsiveness.Inhistudyomothers't achingrat gicwi hs xm olds,Kaye(1977)founm therssingshapin(simplifyi gtheaskndthe makingitprogressivelymdifficult),handtugging(physic llymovingthe infant'srmdhantoperforthesk),anddemonstr tion.N efhi
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motherswasreportedtusins r c ion.I aybh tfan ,likou subjectsateightmonth ,werenoyrespondingtins ructi ;ndh motherswerenotusingthem. Theanalysisoftinfants' ctpr xicc operat onrev aled similarchangeint eont ntrtrat gyfcom unication.Aeightm t s theinfantsweresimplyttract domothers' activitddr wnt k uptheobj ctshwasrhadbeenan lingimmediatelyef r .It isy commonfo usfactionwaestabl shed.Ho ev r,tthgeinf nt showednoevidencet atycouldperc iveadis i cti nbe weiffer¬ entactsemployedbthemoth r .Bonyearth ssaminfantsw rk¬ ingdifferentialresponsestparticul racbyhemoth rs.T yw reless likelysimplytohandlehem th rwasactingon.Iappearstdur¬ ingtheperiodofstu ybabiesmovefromjointac ionnc mm nt p c toreciprocalrcomplementaryinvolvem ntashar dndp cifict sk. Asharedtaskrequiresfir th tcommono usactiobe tab¬ lished.Wmayspecul teaboutt esignificancofapparenteasw th whichacommonfo usrctionisformedtnagewh nthinf ntul takenoctiveparti hskc osenbymoth r.At endinga ti onthet picfanoth r'sctioncouldle dseveralp ss bledevelopm nts towardsfullpr xiccooperat oninajoint sk.Fir ,mightllowgames wherethmotherteasesinf nthostrivinggetholdfoy,aki agameoftheinterlacingpurposes.T i ,pl yigam ,si deed theearliestformofevidencebtai edbyustinfansbec ing activelyinvolvedperceivingbjectswithinninterpersonalfram w rk (TrevarthcnandHubley,1978).Seco dly,sharingofg lsfoactionm drawtheinfant'sttentionomoth r'c sdth iou omew en infant'smotivesrefirstt ctohbjecoh m lf,a dt isayelp enlargetheinfa t'swarene sofwhatobjectsaffordfopraxicagen y. Thirdly,havingcommonauseauto aticallype mitssharedexpe iencin whichcooperationithcommunic tionaboutpraxism yemerge. Torecapitulate,oursultssh wt tbe weenthirty-foandfifty- fourweeksinfantsubj ctbegantoengageithth imotheri communica¬ tionaboutusingobjects.Whiletemporalpatter inandkifiniti ¬ tiveinstartinganderminatincom un cativeseque esh dchango ly slightlybytheendofperiodstudy,waytm thersaninf ts behavedwhilecommunicatingastransfor d.A einf ntgrewold r theybeganoint r teterpersonalactsndofjoiraxiogeth r, theycompliedwithm th r'sinstruc on ,andheyimi tehertson objects.Simultaneouslyth ydecreasedfr q ncwithhict yacted onabjectthmotherh djustandledi man errrelevantt racti ¬ ity.Themoth rsreducedtnumbofdemo strations ym danst increasedthfrequ ncyofi str ctingwheninfantsstart dtc mply. Mothersandinf tstogethers artedcommunicating,us gbjectiway thatransmittedme s g sndinvokingpeoplag n sh pt s . Wewouldexplainthfindingsasollows.Atbeg ningft studytheinfantsdidnotunderstandorhavcl arexpectationfth
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mothers'behaviorwithobjects,hencehmo herasblcommuni¬ cateabouto jectsthem.Tn c ssaryunderstandingapp aredd ring theperiodofstudy.Wbeli vet atm aningfhmothers'activity changedbecaust eabiesst rtsom whereintw ntyeksvhich thestudyextendeoconceivet rmoth saspraxicg ntd i gparticular things.Iearlysessionsthemothers' activitywcl arlattractivehe infants,whoatcheddoftenhandlthsameobj ctstmothersw r using.Howeverthdetailsofwhatmothe sa t dh dnoff ct. Piaget(1953)stat sthainf nttage3ofsensorimotorpe i d showintelligencenatt mptingtrepeataccidentallyproduc din r s g events,butthaeydonosoucr atet m.T t g4infa t abouteighorninemonths,canusactsdombi a ionfthemchi ve somepredeterminedai ,ndoshowsound rstandingfhiwn agency.Inhisworkocausality,Pi g(1954)su geststhtage3inf nt cannotdistinguishbetweenperso sa dhphysicalorld,ct thoughhewerehenlyag ntproducingeffectsinisld.How ver, stage4,infantsc n" etmotioni termediaryc pablefproducing (desired)result"p.203andmoreoverh"at ribut ssomeonels 'b y anaggregateofpersonalpowers"( .261).Pi etsugg ststhactivityf anotherpersonmakesthgreat tcontributionbjectifyingu al tyith externalwo ldanhfouthatts age4einfa tnol g rc ing someoneelse'sb dyasin rtmatterrtachievehiwnre ultr, importantly,repeataeff cp es tedtohim.R theru ingg n le pressureot uchevokarepetitionfsomethinghde ires.Inth r words,thestage4infanttar inghowund rs a dingfoth rpe ple agentswhohandleobjectsithpre ictableoutcom s,dbe i ningt distinguishhisowna encyfr mhatftherpeople. WhilePiag th snot dnimpor antcha getinf nt'sunder¬ standingofelfanthersinthransitionfr ms age3o4,hi explanationforthisisnt relyt rmsofsol tarcog i .Iver o kse factthatechangehasi effec sndxpress sitselfnn erpersonal communication.Thetwous rsfbj ctscan,hebabyinst ge4, communicateabouthe rcti nsbyrelatingelr dyestablish dinterp ¬ sonalunderstandingtac textfre itywhichh yshare.Perceivinsome¬ oneasgentimpli sse ingthap r onh vila sdgo lact o ; itmpliesadegr eofsubjectivity.Co p ratingwithsomeoneinj intact n onbjectsinv lvetakinguple stsomepartfhtherper on'sl nsa d goals.Inco perativeactionsbjectthpartnersc mb necommunicative intentionandpraxicge cyhavi geff tbothchotherndth physicalworld.NoneftheseaspectsexplicitiPi g t'account. Habermas(1970)proposesthatwh thcallintersubj ctivitym k s mutualityofunderst ndingpossibleandthat"dialoguc n titu tunive - sals" oflanguagebehaviorsimultaneouslygeneratdde cr bthintersub¬ jectivityinthem ndsofla guageuser .W ilehisan lysisili st c terms,heconceptfintersubj ctivitymayap lthersyst msfco ¬ municationth tareindepend tofspeech.Tfirsg updialoguec ¬
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stitutiveuniversalswhichHabermasuggestcanbs dtoa lyzpe c arethpersonalron unswhichenable"int lacingfperspectives" betweenpeopleandyhichh yke pseparatt irowntople's viewpointsandsunderstandthem a ingfob thofmev ntsi ur¬ roundings.Thiskin finterlacingsubjectivepe sp tivesxista o interactionsofyoungf ntsw ththerpers s.Inftm nexp ct particularresponsesfrommothandaksubtchangftheirbeh vior inresponsetwhats edo s.Trevarth n(1978a)termhfu ctib ught intoevidencethprimaryintersubjectivity. ThesecondetofHabermas'dial gueconstit tiveuniv rsalsri ¬ ticexpressionshats ecifyimeandce,rti l sdemonstr t v pronouns.Hesaythatthese"linkelev lfinter ubj ctivityonwhich subjectsconv rsea dintera treciprocallyw thhlevelfobjectsou whichthesubjectsconverse"(pp.141-142).Thisfun t onap earsi pro o- languageattheendoffirsyear(Halliday,1975)iswh th v termedsecondaryinter ubjectivity,co biningommunicationaboutcti onbjectswithdire tyadicinte action(Tr v rthedHubl y,1978). Thet irdanfourthclassesofdial gueonsti tiveunive sal performatoryspeechacts.Sp c tth ory(Aus in,1962)hdr wnatt n¬ tionheinterperso alfunctio sri n(illo utions)exp essed spokenlanguage(loc tio s)wh charn tecessarilyexpres ddir lyith propositionalc ntent.Dor(1975)ap l eds eechcth ryholophra s inearlylangu gedevelopment.Brun(1975)a dtes6bothlo k atpre-languagecommu icationswhi hrepr c rsorsfspee .Su h studies,illuminatingthenaturofc mm n ca io ,arbegi id sc ib adevelopmentfthintersubjectiveiliti si fants. Wedonotyunderstandthr leofcommunicationwiththerpeo¬ pleinthdevelopmentfc gnitiveabi es,th ughwrwarfamilial andenvironmentalinflu nc swhichhamplicationfothecognitive developmentfchildr(seH ssandShipma ,1965).Re ntlyPiaget's methods,conceivedbyhitexaminingpur lyintellectualabili iesof children,haveomund rscrutiny.Donaldson(1977),resultofw rk withhercolleaguesinvest atingthecommunicationbe nxperim nt r andchild,h sbeenl dtoconclu e"wemustnolong rig rehs cialo interpersonalaspectsofthsituationwhichendeav rtudyc ildr 's concepts.If,asitnowseem ,thhild'mainpurposewteshi discoverwhatmeanrattha tourrdsea(infor l sense)thenwehallgrosslydist rtourvi wfhiscognitivekilliffat recognizewhathisdoing"(p.289). Thisshiftoemphasisintotudyingt einterpersonalmeani gf exchangeforthechildisalsoeennHalliday's(1975)tu yflangu ge developmentfroaunctionalviewpoint.Hnte dsthatinfa tsl r meaninnteractionswithotherlongb foreth yusanguage,a dti learninganguagethechildislsol iculture.Hal idaysuggeststh forthechild"tsemanticyst mw ichhiconst u tingbeco s primarymodeoft>ansmissionculture"( .66).
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Thechangesincommunicationusi gobj ctswhi herinvestigating
showt echild'searlyattemptstregulateanotherp rson'spur osesih ndling objects.Theyrev alarlycompli ncewithano h rp rson'sattemptstregu¬ latehowthinfantusesobjects.Wsuggesthat en wabilitiesop nim toearlyunderstandingofthetechnologyndotherproductsfhum ncul¬ ture(Trevarthen,1978b).Barnett(1973)positswamef rursp cies, Homodocens,rawingatte tiotoateacher.Hsuggestshaach¬ ingsdistinctivelyhumanandecessaryforsurvival,ulture(clo hing, building,foodpreparation,cou ting,a dso )tra sm ttedbyongener¬ ationteachinganother.Hedistinguis esteachingfr mim t tio ,ppare t inmanyotherspecies,hisdefinitionofte chingr quiriatrebfe d¬ backfromthepupilandt atitoccuranintera tiverel tionship.Th requiresmantobenotlyteacherlsopupil,duworkl ds tosuggesthaattendffirsyearousubjectshab comep pilsy somep sitivegenesisfanadaptivefunc onessentialtb ghu a .Th y couldthengaiunderstandingotlythroughtheirowactivit ,b lso fromanotherpersonbyimitating,ndev nepowerfulmorecom¬ plextacticsofcooperationth tprovokeassistancendinst u n. Figure6.CategoriesfoodingthCommunicationfMoth rs andInfantsitheTe chingsk(Situa io4) I.ActsofJ intPraxis A.ByEitherMotheraby 1.Points—identifiesafocuointere twi hexte dedind xfingeraext ndedarm. 2.Shows—holdsutanbjectt ardhother,bd n tencouragep rmitt othertoak . 3.Gives—putsobjectintothother'shandm th.T iayf ll w"Asks"bye mother;alternatively,b brmoth rayputin oot 'shandwithout invitation. 4.Offers—holdsoutanbjecttohot erad cnre istwh ntotherak s, persiststoencouragetakin . 5.TakesObj ct—removesobj ctsfr other'hand.Thimayrtf llow "Offers." 6.FollowsinMa ipulation—graspsto cheanobj ctw ichththerish ndlinghasbeenandlingimm iatelyb fore. 7.PraxicImitation—immediatelyfollowingheth r,performss ilarat object. 8.RegulatesthObject—actsont ywhi heh rishandling,tryingossume controlfit.Alwaysnppositionthepurp esfother. 9.Resists—withdrawshan ,itoutmaket reffortsagain ttho e 'st mpt to"Impose,""Regulate," r"Take." 10.TouchingwitObject—touchespartoftheth r'sb dywithtoy. B.yabyOnl 11.Reaches—thb byl ndreachestowardano jectufrea hito erb hands.(Thisisalwaysun er toodbt emothersindicateani t r ttpart ofthebaby.Tabymaysimplyattemptingtogr sptheobj ctf rers lf.)12.Acquiesces—thebabydoenotresi tthmo r'sattempttimp enc ,andco ¬ tributestothatact. 13.AcceptsAssistance—thbabycompletestwhicht otheri assisting.T infant'sc ivitysi terruptedwhilethmo herrearrangesobj c . 14.Complies—thebabyacccordingthmot r'sinstru ion .
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C.ByMotherOnly 15.ShowsIntere t—motherleansfor ard,l okingtw atthb byidot y.16.ManipulatestoFollowI ter t—motherhandlesthbj ctwhichtb byl okingatbutnottouching. 17.Assists—bymovingobjects,thm therhelptba ycont nuecompletea act. 18.Asks-motherholdsutehandf anbjecttobplacedi ,b forethby offersthobject. 19.IndicatesLocu—bypointingrto chinghemotherattemptsg thba yo placeanobjectinp rticularla e. 20.MovesToyNearer—mothermovest ynear rthb b .(Tm thersus dthis toattracttheinfant'sa tentionorbri goywi hinheinf n 'sreach.)21.IndicatesanObject—mothert ps,holdout,pointsttouches,graspand releasesanobjectwhichtb byinotlooking,nttempttdir ctheb y's attentionoi . 22.IndicatesFurth rObject—asfoindica ingnobject,uth rhmo hert¬ temptsocauseheb bytrepeatnct. 23.Demonstration—motherhav ga tract dthbaby'sat e tion,sshowtr ns¬ formationofbjects. 24.ImposesanAct—mothermovesthb by'armmakenctaobj ct.
11.InterpersonalActs 1.Smiles—thisisrecognizedintu tively.Noat mptima eh rdef nf cial movements. 2.Laughs—asforsmile .La terinclud svoc lizationab entfr msmili g. 3.LooksattheO her'sFace—b byl ktthmo her'sf .Mot rr tu nsal kb thebaby.(Not :mothersc ntinuallys iftth irgazebetw eninf t'sfac d whattheyardoing.Fortpurposesfanal zingthinte ction,onlytho e¬ stanceswheretmoth ri returningb by'sgazeareinclud d.)4.LeaningTowardtheB by—themotherl anstowardhb ,lo kingttb y's face.Adeliberateattempttotakov rhb by'sattention. 5.ReachesTowardthMother—theb byleanstowardtmother,ithrarms reachingout. 6.TouchingthePartner—touchingthot e 'sha df .T epartfbo yt uched isnoted. 7.VocalImitation—i mediatelyf llowingthether,mak ssimilarvocalization.
Figure 7. Sample Coded Transcript of Fifty Seconds of a Session (Alison W. at Fifty Weeks with her Mother)
















Put that one in Offers G
Points into T
B's face








Man O + M
Man O
Takes G
Puts G into T
Takes
Oh you're going to





Takes G out of T















Handles G + R on table
Puts R into T Complies
2.3 Indicates a
further object
Put the other one in
Put that one in






Man O + B
56 20
Man M
Man O + M
Man O
Takes G
Puts G into T





You don't have to
kill them when you
put them in
Offers Y B's face
Man M
Man O + M Takes G Takes








Put that one in
That's lovely







Puts G into T
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